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ABSTRACT 

As scholars have conceptualized American Literature, three prominent literary movements or groups 

of writers were active in the 1920s and 1930s:  the Harlem or Black Renaissance; the Lost Generation or 

Expatriates; the Southern Renaissance.  From each group came a writer whose words forever altered the 

language and construction of American Literature--Jean Toomer, Ernest Hemingway, and William Faulkner, 

respectively.  Concurrently, in the 1920s and 1930s America experienced significant racial turmoil.  African 

American soldiers returning from World War I demanded equal rights with white soldiers; economic hardship 

exacerbated racism in the workplace; the South and border states firmly established Jim Crow laws.  

Bloodshed in race riots in twenty-six cities caused the summer of 1919 to be known as the “Red Summer.”  In 

1922, the House of Representatives passed the Dyer Anti-Lynching Bill.  Though the Bill failed in the Senate, 

lynching became a point of public concern in the 1920s, and its frequency diminished.  World War I, which 

challenged national and personal identities, produced a peace treaty that increased hostile feelings between 

nations.  Both World War I and the subsequent peace challenged white Americans’ understanding of the 

solidarity of race, the relationship between ethnic groups, and the international effectiveness of racial privilege.  

Toomer, Hemingway, and Faulkner, then, came of age in a consciously racist America and though their 

individual experiences with race and racism varied greatly, their writings all demonstrate a heightened 

awareness of blackness, whiteness, and white privilege.  Examining their early work together, we see 

developing a challenge to whiteness and white privilege in America.  This early work establishes social 

construction of race as one of the institutions challenged by American Modernism.   

 This study focuses on Toomer’s Cane (1923), Hemingway’s In Our Time (1925), and Faulkner’s 

These 13 (1931).  Each is a short-story cycle and involves a dynamism not developed in short-story 

collections; each shows new choices with language and construction, indicating its seminal role in American 

Modernism; each includes stories addressing the place of whiteness in social construction.  Each writer 

challenges the accepted understanding of whiteness as well as its role in society.  Cane demonstrates the 

negative effects of whiteness and white privilege on both African Americans and European Americans.  In Our 

Time shows whiteness falling short when challenged by Native Americans, African Americans, and women.  

These 13 suggests whiteness and white privilege have corrupted the very foundation of democracy and 

capitalism in the United States.     

Reading these texts with attention to the social constructions of race and privilege resituates broadly 

ideas such as Hemingway’s Code.  Asserting that courage and honor reside completely in an individual’s 

choice of value and personal behavior, Hemingway’s Code removes the need for society to define blackness 

and whiteness against each other, eliminating privilege.  One cannot claim from these texts that America 

embraced Hemingway’s Code or that a nation can survive such individualism, but the potential for social 

reconstruction is there.  Conversely, Faulkner shows the individual subsumed by cultural controls in the South, 

making identification with race and region more important than the crafting of an independent self. 
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Contradicting the American value of independence, Faulkner’s portrayal of race also argues for its 

diminishment.  Faulkner’s sense that time is not linear - that the past, present, and future interact and can 

ultimately be expressed in one sentence - makes each construction of blackness and whiteness relevant.   

Toomer’s belief that America must move away from race as a construct and embrace one hybrid “American 

Race” likewise eliminates the need for racial construction, comparison, and privilege. Though none of these 

writers has historically been considered a political activist, the words of these early compositions suggest a 

citizen’s interest in improving the nation.  Race, and its pursuant definitions of blackness, whiteness, and 

privilege, becomes central, then, to both American Modernism and American Democracy. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE MULTIPLES CRUXES OF AMERICAN RACE IDEOLOGY 
 

In 1992, Toni Morrison challenged the idea that “traditional, canonical American literature is free of, 

uninformed by and unshaped by the four-hundred-year-old presence of, first, Africans and then African-Americans in 

the United States” (4-5).  She questioned whether “the major and championed characteristics of our national literature – 

individualism, masculinity, social engagement versus historical isolation; acute and ambiguous moral problematics; the 

thematics of innocence coupled with an obsession with figuration of death and hell – are not in fact response to a dark, 

binding, signing Africanist presence” (5) and ultimately, concluded that “through significant and underscored 

omissions, startling contradictions, heavily nuanced conflicts, through the way writers peopled their work with the 

signs and bodies of this presence – one can see that a real or fabricated Africanist presence was crucial to their 

[canonical writers’] sense of Americanness” (6). 

The merit of Morrison’s emphasis on an Africanist presence is that it intervened in popular understandings of 

race and placed race as an actor, acknowledged or unacknowledged, in every American text.  On one hand, Morrison 

supports a view of America that understands interaction between the races to be at best a paradox: both inevitable and 

unspeakable.  Power was gained and controlled by denying interaction between black and white
1
, not preventing it.  

Weaknesses in Morrison’s claims include their easy application to support both a racial binary and a definition of 

Africanist presence that denies the role white America played in shaping African Americanism.  For the races have 

always – regardless of where the power has lain – interacted and it is through this specific, reciprocal racial history of 

America that American identity is crafted.     

Since the publication of Morrison’s book seventeen years ago, the study of whiteness has exploded.  History, 

anthropology, sociology, and literary scholars such scholars as David Roediger, Richard Dyer, Shelley Fisher Fishkin, 

and Valerie Babb have investigated the meaning, history, and implication of whiteness in America.  However, 

blackness studies existed long before whiteness studies and the recognition of whiteness as a racial construct forever 

bound to constructions of blackness was not an idea new to Morrison.
2
  Certainly writers of the Harlem Renaissance 

understood this connection and its complications, as evidenced by Sterling Brown’s 1937 work, The Negro in American 

Fiction.  In 1958, Ralph Ellison wrote about the “interrelatedness of blackness and whiteness” in “Change the Joke and 

Slip the Yoke.”  In the late 1980s and early 1990s, Eric Sundquist’s scholarship on Mark Twain, Harriet Beecher 

Stowe, and William Faulkner demonstrated connections between African American and white, canonical fiction.
3
  

Much of the initial “whiteness” scholarship on American literature in the 1980s and 1990s focused on the contributions 

African Americans made to American literature as a whole and to the cultural constructions used by white writers.
4
   

This study will use the critical lens of whiteness studies to examine how black writers and white writers 

influence each other.  Such influence suggests that authors living socially segregated lives can still produce texts that 

interact through an understanding of race as central to American identity, constructing a reciprocal cultural interaction 

across racial lines through common interest in identity, the past, and language.  In other words, I argue that American 
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blackness and whiteness have shaped each other to produce an American identity that is more biracial than history 

claims.
5
    

Generally, whiteness studies has explored and exposed whiteness as a social construction by defining 

whiteness historically and contemporaneously, examining the origins of whiteness as a concept and as a political 

power, and negating all claims to biological superiority.  The ultimate effect of this scholarship is to subvert the power 

of whiteness and white privilege.  Whiteness studies coined the phrase “white privilege” as a means of naming the 

invisible ways white skin enables a person to be perceived as beautiful, smart, responsible, and law-abiding until 

proven otherwise.
6
  White privilege is neither sought after nor recognized by most who benefit from it.  It is a construct 

of social systems that scholarship demonstrates to be at least historically unavoidable in America.  Therefore, when this 

study demonstrates that a fictional character is enacting tenets of white privilege, it is, of course, a reflection of the 

character’s culture and need not be misconstrued as an accusation of racism.  Those benefiting from white privilege – 

both corporeal and fictional – may or may not be racist.   

The risks inherent in pursuing whiteness studies include the reification of racism in the academy and the social 

institutions the scholarship critiques.  In 1994, during the peak of whiteness scholarship, Avery Gordon and 

Christopher Newfield identified one such risk involving the examination of “liberal racism.”  Gordon and Newfield 

claim the defining feature of liberal racism to be “an antiracist attitude that coexists with support for racist outcomes” 

(737).  This attitude develops by “treat[ing] the categories through which racism operates, is felt, and is addressed as 

conceptual errors” and ignoring the “histories, current forms, and social effects of racism” (737), and by “describ[ing] 

its own move beyond race as part of reason rather than of history” (738).  Gordon and Newfield identify as examples 

liberal politicians and thinkers who ask if racial identity itself is “an obstacle to progress” and then blame “the 

persistence of racial inequality…not on white racism but on the invocation of race” (739).  This reasoning is, as Gordon 

and Newfield point out, antithetical to civil rights common sense which “asks for increased use of the category of race 

not because race is a biological fact or even because it defines one’s intrinsic personal or cultural identity but because it 

is one of the most important principles by which U. S. social relationships are organized” (740).  The present study 

argues that canonical American writers have employed the social relationships of race both as reflection and subversion 

of American culture.   

As whiteness studies developed, the recognition of the historical cultural power of whiteness and the tools with 

which we study identity politics and minority literature became suspect. In 2002, David Roediger suggested that 

“critical studies of whiteness” was a better name for the work done on whiteness because it made clearer that its 

purpose was anti-racist (15).  Dana D. Nelson
7
 continued to address the discipline’s concern with racism when she 

questioned whether the relatively easy turn from “multicultural investigation to whiteness” was “suspiciously easy for 

the white bastion of academia….Could it be true that whiteness studies is just a theoretically chic return to a 

comfortable corpus, a new way of celebrating canonical writers like Melville and Faulkner and their ‘deep’ insights, 

now into the quality of whiteness?” (6). Nelson argued that questioning the application and motive for whiteness 

studies is necessary but should not obscure the discipline’s many contributions: 
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Whiteness studies has, simply put, blown open the naturalness, the self-evidence of white identity.  It 

has mounted an extraordinarily productive investigation into the historical production of white 

identity, its links with gender, with class, and importantly, with citizenship.  In so doing, it has made 

available for analysis and political resistance central identity formations and assumptions. (6) 

According to Nelson, whiteness studies scholars now need to recognize that democracy entails an “on-going 

responsibility to navigate differences and disagreements” and “to continue oppositional work while surrendering the 

illusion of ultimate triumph as a worthy goal” (9).  Whiteness studies will not erase racism, but it can provide a 

dialogue about the tools used to entrench racism.  Whiteness scholars must continue to engage texts “in terms of their 

own historical production and in terms of how they are read, used and understood now” in an effort to provide the real 

alternatives necessary for choice in a democracy (9).  Students and citizens need strategies for reading critically 

“against the spectacular fictions and seductive materializations of race and whiteness” (10).  Such a focus protects 

against reinscribing white supremacy and allows for redescribing race in America.            

In this dissertation, I aim to produce the “more complex race consciousness” heralded by Gordon and Newfield 

(757) while examining the relationship between an Africanist presence and European canonical writers exalted by 

Morrison.  Because the relationship described by Morrison has always been a part of American culture, I find it very 

important to examine canonical writers; their influence on future writers, critics, and the reading public is immense.  

Reading canonical writers through the lens of whiteness studies does not reify their influence but addresses the 

“spectacular fictions and seductive materializations of race and whiteness.”  White, canonical American writers are not 

devoid of race, nor oblivious to social constructions of race, and the best writers’ characters – black, white, and ethnic – 

offer reflection on American attitudes and actions regarding race.  This study investigates how canonical writers have – 

consciously or unconsciously – defined, protected, and challenged whiteness and white privilege; how the racial 

constructions of black writers and white writers in contemporary short stories inform and challenge each other; how 

race has been seminal in defining the American identity in general and American Modernism in particular. 

The original textual work of this study is the production of critical race readings for three literary texts not yet 

so examined:  Jean Toomer’s Cane (1923)
8
, Ernest Hemingway’s In Our Time (1925), and William Faulkner’s These 

13 (1931).  Such textual work allows first for historical analysis of the period in which these pieces were written, 

published, and read and subsequently provides a particular view of the American culture leading to the production of 

these texts. Both historical contexts define ways race exerted power on American culture, especially through the 

complexity of racial language and social norms found in the period between the World Wars in America. There are, 

then, three specific historical events that were formative for the writers I examine and the cultures in which they lived:  

the Middle Passage; the Civil War; and World War I.       

In The Black Atlantic, Paul Gilroy reminds us that “the concepts of modernization and modernity raise the 

problem of time and time-consciousness directly if only because the issue of where it might be possible to identify a 

line between the present and the past which constitutes it becomes an integral part of enlightenment understanding of 

progress and social development” (196).  Studies of American Modernism have primarily held World War I as the 

event that identified “a line between the present and the past.”  World War I is understood to have ruptured Americans’ 
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world view, therefore demanding a re-examination of traditional institutions and the eventual construction of a new 

world view: modernism.  Hemingway, Dos Passos, Fitzgerald, Stein, Pound, and Eliot are the expatriate writers whose 

responses to the catastrophes of World War I are heralded as the beginning of American Modernism.  However, two 

other major literary movements took place simultaneously with the productions of the Lost Generation:  the Harlem 

Renaissance and the Southern Renaissance.  Both produced major contributions to American Modernism and both did 

so through the lens of race, a lens not generally applied to Lost Generation works.   

I argue that the contemporaneous literary production of writers associated with the Harlem Renaissance, the 

Southern Renaissance, and the Lost Generation offers support for the seminality of race not only in defining American 

Identity but also in defining American Modernism.  Though each group of writers will respond to a different point in 

American history where the past is forever divided from the present, all three points will revolve around an 

understanding of race.  Specifically, the Harlem Renaissance writers will reach to the middle passage as the event that 

made race central to configurations of America; Southern Renaissance writers will rework how the Civil War redefined 

American understanding of race; and Lost Generation writers will include American racial construction as an 

institution called into question by World War I.  Toomer, Hemingway, and Faulkner’s use of these particular 

periodizing events place race as central to the development of American Modernism.   

In The Black Atlantic, Paul Gilroy reminds us that  

Du Bois, Douglass, Wright, and the rest shared a sense that the modern world was fragmented along 

axes constituted by racial conflict and could accommodate non-synchronous, hetero-cultural modes of 

social life in close proximity.  Their conceptions of modernity were periodized differently.  They were 

founded on the catastrophic rupture of the middle passage rather than the dream of revolutionary 

transformation. (197)   

Many African American theorists and writers acknowledge that the catastrophe of the middle passage ruptured 

the world for whites as well as blacks, for slave owners as well as slaves.  Jean Toomer, a subject of this study, will 

concur that slavery changed all of America, black and white.  As Toomer interprets history for his readers, he will 

reach back to Africa and the slave ships, not to the Civil War or World War I.   

Southern writers in general, and Southern apologists and Southern Renaissance writers in particular, have 

acknowledged that the Civil War, not slavery or the middle passage, forever changed life in America.  Post-Civil War, 

new modes of discourse were required to justify the use of slavery before the War and to de-vilify it as a necessary, Old 

World, economic institution in order to make the position of white slave owners or sympathizers redeemable and to 

give the South a role in the cultural and political life of the nation.  Famous for creating a sense of the past within the 

present, William Faulkner, the second subject of this study, seems to periodize modernity from the Civil War, not from 

the institution of the slave trade itself, even though the two events cannot be separated factually or philosophically.  

The Civil War was the rupture that brought Southern white Americans face-to-face with race and made each define, 

redefine, and protect whiteness and white privilege.   

World War I became a periodizing event for non-Southern Americans because it exposed whiteness and white 

privilege as human constructions.  Abroad, in the trenches, there was no privilege for whiteness; white Northern 
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European ethnic groups previously embraced by Americans – Germans, Austrians, Hungarians, Bulgarians, and Turks 

– composed an enemy not swiftly defeated by other established and assimilated Northern European American ancestors 

– the British and French.  Additionally, Americans were asked to accept as “white” and allies Greeks, Indians, 

Japanese, Russians, and Serbians, all groups whose immigration to America had been drastically restricted in the early 

twentieth century because they were seen to threaten the status quo and livelihood of “real” Americans.
9
  World War I, 

then, clarified to non-Southerners that defining and protecting whiteness and white privilege was an ongoing, dynamic 

process.  Additionally, between the Civil War and World War I, regionalism, both literary and social, was crafted along 

racial and ethnic axes.  Though not the only marker of region, the interaction between whites and Native Americans, 

immigrants, and black-skinned slaves (or the subjugation of these groups by whites) played a prominent role in 

defining the South, New England, the West, and the Mid-West after the Civil War.  Defining whiteness, American-

ness, and privilege was a historically consistent concern brought to the forefront once again by World War I.  Ernest 

Hemingway, the final subject of this study, clearly periodized American history and culture from World War I and his 

early stories address the relationship between whiteness, immigrants, Native Americans, and African Americans.    

The American experience in World War I emphasized that American whiteness had to be more stringently 

codified and blackness became a fluid category used to solidify the definition and power of whiteness.  Eugenics had 

not solidified ideas about the genetics of race; Progressivism had not eliminated the economically, socially, and racially 

inferior.  The idea that history showed the linear development of humanity towards perfection could no longer be 

sustained; the Middle Passage, the Civil War, and World War I had progressively disrupted that idea for all Americans.  

The cultural and aesthetic dialogue that developed after World War I was united around common concerns 

about American identity.   Walter Benn Michaels claims the American modernism developing after the War was not 

simply an aesthetic movement but an effort “to work out the meaning of the commitment to identity” (3).  This 

commitment to identity was not new to Americans and neither was its ability to change.  Initially, Americans defined 

themselves as distinct from Europeans and Native Americans; the Civil War changed the shift to creating identity 

through a new national government; Progressivism allowed assimilation as a means for gaining American identity; 

Nativism enabled the Pluralist idea of identity, that “the difference of oneself from others…is absolutely crucial” even 

when not hierarchical (14).  Michaels concludes: 

…the great American modernist texts of the ‘20s must be understood as deeply committed to the 

nativist project of racializing the American…the most important result of this effort…was the 

perfection not of racial identity but of what would come to be called cultural identity.  Another way to 

put this would be to say that the emergence of race as the crucial marker of modern identity was 

accompanied almost from the start by an acknowledgment of the limitations of race as a bearer of 

identity. (13) 

It follows, then, that American literature would use race as one of many cultural markers establishing 

American identity and that much identity could be established by which markers one lacked.  The language of Toomer, 

Hemingway, and Faulkner would use dialogue, description of social interaction, and point of view to identify 

characters by race and to articulate society’s role in securing that racial identity.   
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Michaels also argues that national identity relies on accumulated memory:  “identity is a function of 

inheritance, but what gets inherited is not just a biology, it’s a culture” (37).  This inheritance is inescapable:  “If to 

belong to a culture you must be able to encounter it in the form of memory, as a tradition that is already yours, then no 

one can ever cease to belong to his or her culture or begin to belong to some other culture” (80).  However, Calvin 

Coolidge’s message to America citizens claimed that American identity required a combination of memory and active 

participation:  “We did not acquire our position through our own individual efforts.  We were born into it…[and] it is 

only by intense application that the individual comes into the …possession of the heritage of civilization” (qtd. in 

Michaels 36).  The citizenry, then, was wrestling with the role of the past in the present, through ethnic assimilation, 

the aftermath of World War I, and Jim Crow laws.  Josef Jařab distinguishes between modernity and modernism, 

claiming the latter becomes the “critic and adversary” of the former; modernism critiques history.  Still, without the 

common memory of modernity, there would be no modernism:   

…modernism can still be viewed as a product of adversary culture and aesthetics of subversion and 

also as a cultural force already assimilated in the environment of commercialism…although 

modernism has admittedly become a tradition, it still seems to be able to retain the power of reacting 

against conformism and conventionalization.  After all, the mission of the modern is as much a 

rejection of the old as it is an advocacy of the new” (4, 5) 

The past, specifically the Middle Passage, the Civil War, and World War I, is present in American modernism.  

Toomer, Hemingway, and Faulkner’s language will continuously make the past alive in the present.  For Toomer and 

Faulkner, the past becomes inescapable; for Hemingway the national past can be sacrificed for an independent personal 

present.  All three burgeoning American modernists present racial identity as a constant concern in national and 

personal identity, past and present.  

American modernism and its tie to American identity also shaped the work of the literary elite, resulting in 

both aesthetic theory and rhetorical instruction.  In a reaction against the ascendance of New England writers (Emerson, 

Hawthorne, Longfellow, Poe, Thoreau, Melville), the “modernist avant-garde” “devoted itself to American popular 

culture, to the multiracial heritage of the Americas, and above all to modern writing in ‘plain American’” (North 128).  

Journals such as Broom, Others, Poetry, Seven Arts, Secession, Contact, and the Little Review promoted such a view of 

American culture and art.  Alan Locke wrote that the connections between modernism’s quest for American linguistic 

independence and the African American language and literature were “natural” (qtd. in North 128, 129).  However, the 

little journals did not live up to their promise of uniting all with truly American language.  Generally, the connection 

between black dialect and American writing was made only through primitivism, a missed connection North claims is 

“one of the most significant facts about American literature of the twentieth-century” (129).  Instead, the fight against 

standardization led by Great Britain and for American linguistic autonomy aligned with issues of race in a way that 

became racist.  Soon, leaders were opposing immigration and claiming true American literature could only come from 

“pure English racial stock uncontaminated by alien European races” (Wertheim 3, 4).   

Though it was always the goal of Waldo Frank, Randolph Bourne, and other avant-garde artists to embrace a 

multiracial culture of difference, they never seemed to master integrating African American language with “plain 
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American” or find a comfortable fit for race in modern America.  Instead, the “culture wars of the 1920s were fought in 

terms that were simultaneously linguistic and racial” (North 131).  V. F. Calverton wrote in 1929 in his Introduction to 

Anthology of American Negro Literature that the contribution of African American “to American art and literature is 

far more free of white influence than American culture is of English.  In fact, they constitute America’s chief claim to 

originality in its cultural history…In respect of originality....the Negro is more important in the growth of an American 

culture than the white man” (qtd. in North 134).  The perception of African Americans as contributors to American 

culture was soon tied to Nativism and developed along a metaphor of transfusion:  “The transfusion metaphor suggests 

that the role of African Americans is simply to make European America whole again, drained as they have been by the 

effort of creating Western civilization” (North 136).  Indeed, Waldo Frank’s review of Sherwood Anderson’s Dark 

Laughter read:  “the negro is not a negro at all; he is the healing and resolving norm within the white man’s soul” (Dial 

December 1925).  American language seemed incapable of simultaneously preserving difference, opening new 

freedoms, and building national unity (North 135).  Toomer, Hemingway, and Faulkner would expose the impossibility 

of preserving difference while creating unity, and they would do so by carefully presenting the socially constructed 

hierarchy between blackness and whiteness.  The language developed by these American modernists kept the past 

active in the present, valued the individual over the institutional, and underscored whiteness as a social construct.  

Toomer, Hemingway, and Faulkner offered their own response to the questions concerning race and American identity 

in the 1920s. 

This study examines three short story cycles originally published as collections:  Jean Toomer’s Cane (1923); 

Ernest Hemingway’s In Our Time (1925); William Faulkner’s These Thirteen (1931).  These texts allow an opportunity 

to consider interactions between three literary movements or schools; the influence of 1920s’ cultural conversations 

concerning American identity on literature; and the role of race in the formation of American modernism.  Toomer’s 

and Hemingway’s texts are the first American publication by each and earned each positive attention from the literary 

elite as well as the American public.  Each volume presents the author’s earliest work and earliest understanding of 

race, American identity, and America modernism.  Faulkner’s collection was not his first published work.  By 1931 

Faulkner had published five novels, including The Sound and the Fury, immediately recognized as a modernist 

masterpiece.  In 1931, he would publish Sanctuary as well as These 13.  Still, Faulkner began writing the stories that 

ultimately became These 13 in 1922 and as such, they comprise his earliest work as well.  That each text is a short story 

cycle also unites the texts for comparison.      

Recognizing that each text selected shares a time period (1920s and 1930s) and a structure (short story cycle), 

questions arise about the authors.  Did these writers meet?  Did they share common influences and contacts?  How did 

their experiences of literature and race coincide and differ?  These questions are addressed in Chapter Two:  Shared 

Culture; Divided Lives. By looking at cultural and familial histories, I have examined recorded and probable 

experiences each author had with race and racial constructs.  Additionally, critical readings of early letters reveal racial 

attitudes held and acts committed by each author.  Though each writer was a product of his time and region, each also 

shows an awareness of racial constructs and inequities not commonly expressed by his own generation.   
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All three writers shared a personal relationship with Sherwood Anderson; all benefitted from Anderson’s 

introduction into the literary life; and all three ended or endangered their relationship with Anderson over issues 

concerned with race.  Chapter Three, Sherwood Anderson: Mentor in Letters and Race, shows how literary racial 

presentation and personal racial perception, perhaps more so than style, became the basis of disagreement between 

these three young modernists and the established Anderson, making his relationship with them pivotal in a way not 

previously explored.  Chapters Four, Five, and Six provide close readings of the primary texts.  Each chapter addresses 

the cohesiveness of the story cycle and examines each story, poem, or chapter individually and as part of a whole.  

There is no effort to show literary influence, but there is a clear attempt to place the works historically, calling to the 

readers’ attention specific historical events of which each writer would have been aware.  Each chapter argues that 

Toomer, Hemingway, and Faulkner exposed in each story the limitations of whiteness as constructed in America.       

Chapter Seven: Turning the Lens of Race on a Unified Canon provides a summary of conclusions that can be 

drawn from this study and suggests the impact of these conclusions on the academy of today.  Defining the American 

literary canon, teaching great white writers in the academy, and the myriad risks for reifying a cultural hierarchy in an 

America many believe is free from racism are discussed as contemporary concerns associated with early twentieth-

century literature.    

By examining these three writers so important to American modernism and American literature, this study will 

further our understanding of race in America by uniting historically, without a hierarchy, African American and Anglo 

American literatures.  It will show the separate spheres of black and white have never really been separate in America; 

that both black and white American writers have always written about race and have long been engaged in conversation 

with each other.  Ultimately, this research will argue that it is the experience of a racialized democracy that makes 

American letters distinct both in content and in construction.   

 

                                                        
1 It is important to clarify how I apply “white” and “black” in this study as these are highly malleable terms. Some of the 
connotations are obvious, many are not, and almost all have fluctuated at some point in history.  I will use “white” and 
“black” to describe the commonly understood social position of a person at a given point in history.  This designation is 
loosely based on actual skin color, but more closely related to the nation of familial origin.  Historically, a person designated 
white in America has a family lineage descending from Europe and a person designated black descends from families in 
Africa, the South Pacific Islands, South America, and the Caribbean.  At different points in American history, Southern 
Europeans, the Irish, Middle Easterners, and Asians have been marked either black or non-white.  Both demarcations remove 
one from the power structure and place one in a lower class than those marked white.  At no point in American history has 
American society agreed that a person with any familial connection to American slavery was white.  If a person was 
considered white and found to have a slave in his or her lineage, he or she was immediately reconsidered to be black.  Thus, 
all mixed race people in the United States have traditionally been marked as black. 
2 I use the terms “blackness” and “whiteness” to designate not the people wearing the racial marker, but the culturally 
accepted definitions and associations of race, including both harmful racial stereotypes and empowering racial images.  For 
example, “whiteness” includes access to power, self-control, and intelligence, but is cold and asexual; “blackness” includes 
an inability to wield power, out-of-control sexuality, and inferior intelligence, but is physically powerful and religious.  If an 
author is challenging blackness, he or she is challenging preconceived ideas about a race of people, not actual behavior by 
individuals marked as a particular race.  Therefore, blackness and whiteness are performed, per the expectations of a given 
cultural moment and geographical place.  My application of “blackness” and “whiteness” is dependent on the cultural 
understandings in post-World War I America.  It cannot be inferred from this study that all peoples perform race as 
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described.  In some cultures, race is not a marker of identity and would not be part of the ethnic traditions brought with a 
group to America.  
3 See Faulkner: The House Divided (1983); New Essays on Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1986); Mark Twain: A Collection of Critical 

Essays (1994); and the seminal To Wake the Nations: Race in the Making of American Literature (1993). 
4 See Russell Reising’s The Unusable Past: Theory and the Study of American Literature (1986); Werner Sollors’s Beyond 

Ethnicity: Consent and Descent in American Culture (1986); Aldon Lynn Nielson’s Reading Race: “white” American Poets 

and Racial Discourse in the Twentieth Century (1988); Dana Nelson’s The Word in “black” and “white”: Reading “Race” 

in American Literature 1638-1867 (1992); and Kenneth W. Warren’s “black” and “white” Strangers: Race and American 

Literary Realism (1993) as texts which deal with American Literature and race broadly.  Consider also the work done on 
Melville by Viola Sachs, Michael Berthold, Carolyn Karcher, and Michael Rogin.   
5 It is perhaps important to acknowledge that the delineations of race in America consistently overlap with designations of 
gender and class.  Indeed, it is impossible to separate race, class, and gender in America history and culture.  Each area can 
limit or propel an individual depending on circumstances.  Though I will examine the works of three upper middle class male 
writers, their characters will span the gamut of race and gender and will reflect a culture in which class and gender limit even 
more powerfully because of their unbreakable attachment to race.    
6 See the writings of Peggy McIntosh, George Lipsitz, Richard Dyer, and Theodore Allen 
7 Dana D. Nelson is a pioneer in the area of Whiteness Studies.  Her seminal works include The Word in “black” and 

“white”: Reading ‘Race’ in American Literature 1638 – 1867 (1993) and National Manhood:  Capitalist Citizenship and the 

Imagined Fraternity of “white” Men (1998). 
8 Though critical race readings of Toomer’s Cane are numerous, none focus on Toomer’s presentation of whiteness.  
9 In 1919, President Woodrow Wilson, United States Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer, and John Edgar Hoover used the 
Espionage Act (1917) and the Sedition Act (1918) to arrest Russian immigrants suspected of being Communist spies in what 
became known as the Palmer Raids.  The Immigration Act of 1924 became a United States Federal law limiting the number 
of immigrants admitted from any country to 2% of the number of people from that national origin in the United States in the 
census of 1890.  This meant southern and eastern European immigration was greatly decreased while immigration from 
Germany, Great Britain, and France was not.  Additionally, the Asian Exclusion Act, part of the 1924 Immigration Act, 
excluded all immigration from Japan, China, India, and other Asian nations.   Such a picture of who benefitted America 
would be challenged by the political alignments of World War I.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

SHARED CULTURE, DIVIDED LIVES: EARLY EDUCATION IN RACE RELATIONS 

 

Every American gets an education in race, acknowledged or not.  In myriad ways society teaches each 

individual about his place in the cultural hierarchy and the place of others in relation to him.  Certainly the legal system 

is a major purveyor of such information, but so are family stories passed down from generation to generation; the 

entertainment available and the responses to it; the status given certain jobs and who is hired to do them; the 

philanthropic leanings of civic groups and churches; the communal awareness of and response to national tragedies and 

crises; and the rules for personal relationships.  Jean Toomer, Ernest Hemingway, and William Faulkner all came of 

age in America during the first decades of the twentieth century in a practically or legally segregated culture enamored 

with the pseudo-science Eugenics.  Even with period and nation in common, their individual experiences concerning 

race differed greatly because of the communities and families who shepherded their coming of age.  What their 

educations shared was agreement that race mattered in America.    Understanding the racial attitudes taught Toomer, 

Hemingway, and Faulkner enables us to more accurately see the racial attitudes imbedded in their work and to better 

place those attitudes in concert with their experiments in modernism.   

Of the three authors considered in this study, Jean Toomer has the most complex vision of race. A mixed-race 

heritage enabled Toomer to make his personal interactions with race impersonal and to live by his credo that he was 

part of a new race in America, the “American race.”  Perceived by others as African American, Toomer nonetheless 

admitted only interest in the “Negro race,” not membership.  During an era in America when black men could not 

escape being black, Toomer succeeded in doing so.  He married a white woman, participated in no racial uplift, and 

turned his intellectual work to the spiritual through the inspiration not of Africa but of a Russian mystic.
1
  Toomer 

claimed the creation of a new race and then he lived as if it were so.  The consequence, however, was his near-complete 

removal from American culture, black and white.  

Jean Toomer was born in Washington, D. C. in 1894.  His grandfather was P.B. S. Pinchback of Louisiana.  A 

larger-than-life figure, Pinchback’s personal history and values were rejected by his grandson.  The child of a slave-

owner father and enslaved mother, Pinchback spent his childhood in Ohio, the result of his father’s emancipation of his 

mother and siblings.  However, during the Civil War, Pinchback returned to the South to fight for the Union Army.  He 

recruited African Americans to be soldiers and rose to the rank of Captain.  His eventual resignation as a protest against 

the prejudice shown black officers was Pinchback’s inaugural act of advocacy for his race.  During Reconstruction, 

Pinchback was elected the lieutenant governor of Louisiana, a first for any state.  He served thirty-five days as governor 

after the impeachment of Governor Warmouth.  In the elections of 1874 and 1876, Pinchback was elected to the House 

and the Senate respectively.  Both elections were contested and Pinchback was not seated.  He continued to work for 

racial uplift, serving on the Louisiana State School Board and advocating for the establishment of Southern University, 

a college for African Americans in Baton Rouge.  Married to a white woman of English and French descent, Pinchback 

began to feel unsafe in the South after the Democrats gained control of Reconstruction and eventually moved his family 
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to Washington, D. C. where he maintained a life of political power in the middle and elite classes, successfully 

managing relationships with both black and white social, political, and business leaders.
2
   

Since Jean Toomer’s father left his family when Jean was 10 months old (McKay 15) Pinchback was the 

dominant male figure in Toomer’s life.  Toomer would spend most of his childhood in Pinchback’s home and return to 

care for his aging grandparents until their deaths.  Still, Toomer did not share his grandfather’s passion for the race and 

racial uplift.  As a young adult, Toomer would accuse his grandfather of being white and claiming blackness only to 

capitalize on the political climate of Reconstruction.
3
  Ironically, Pinchback’s financial and social success did create a 

white world for his grandson.  Toomer spent much of his early life in Washington, D. C. in all-white communities (4) 

and was disconcerted by his grandfather’s choice to move him to an all black school once his formal education began 

(19).    

Toomer’s experiences in formal education demonstrated his ability to “pass” and to be viewed as a member of 

either blackness or whiteness.  Once his mother remarried and they moved to New Rochelle, New York, Toomer 

attended an all-white school.  After his mother died of appendicitis, Toomer returned to Washington D.C. to live with 

the Pinchbacks again and he graduated from an all-black high school.  His choice of colleges continued to reflect 

Toomer’s ambivalence about who he was and what he wanted to become.  Between 1914 and 1917, Toomer enrolled in 

six colleges:  the University of Wisconsin, the Massachusetts College of Agriculture, the American College of Physical 

Training in Chicago, the University of Chicago, New York University, and the City College of New York.  He did not 

enroll in any historically black institution and at the University of Wisconsin claimed “French Cosmopolitan” heritage 

on his application (McKay 20 - 26). During his initial time away from his grandfather’s home, Toomer did not 

acknowledge any African American identity.      

Toomer did not graduate from college, but he did use his time in New York City to absorb as much as he 

could, including political lectures at the Rand School.  By 1919 Toomer had embraced socialism.  He took a job as a 

dock worker to experience life “raw, crude, regular” (qtd. in Whalen Letters xxv).  Toomer’s first surviving letters and 

his first publications concerned socialism and its implications for racial relations in America.
4
  

The Toomer family’s historical and contemporary place in society created an early life for Jean Toomer quite 

distinct from Hemingway’s and Faulkner’s. First, Toomer’s family’s racial history made race something he had to work 

to ignore or to resituate rather than work to notice.  Second, though the Hemingways, Faulkners, and Toomers were 

seen as leaders in their communities, Toomer’s family was the most financially and politically affluent of the three.  

P.B.S. Pinchback moved into the upscale Beacon Street neighborhood of Washington D.C. in 1893 with a fortune 

valued at $90,000 and a yearly income of $10,000 (Foley 297).  Though Pinchback’s fortune so declined after 1910 that 

they moved off Beacon Street, Jean Toomer was aware of his connection to “the most exclusive and persistent mulatto 

elite in America” (qtd. in Foley 298).  This far surpassed the Faulkner legacy of the financially strapped Southern elite 

and topped the Hemingway family position as Oak Park civic and cultural leaders.  Neither Hemingway nor Faulkner 

grew up with anyone who wielded political power or managed and mismanaged fortunes.   

Toomer’s response to World War I ran counter to Hemingway’s and Faulkner’s.  Toomer continued to enroll 

in universities as the War’s intensity grew and America’s isolationism lost ground; Hemingway and Faulkner avoided 
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university education in order to serve.  Rejected by the army in 1917, Toomer continued with his literary ambitions.  

After Hemingway and Faulkner were rejected from service, both went to great lengths to find ways to enlist; 

Hemingway with the Italians and Faulkner with the British Canadians.  Toomer wrote one piece concerning World War 

I: “Ghouls” published in New York Call June 15, 1919.  This piece “offers a biting Marxist critique of the historically 

specific phenomenon of capitalist profiteering during World War I” (Foley Washington 303).  Hemingway and 

Faulkner published multiple works dealing with World War I and its effects, none focused on particular political 

strategies; all centered upon individual heroic effort.  Though neither Hemingway nor Faulkner would be described as 

political writers, each did make written and oral statements about political events of their day.  Toomer, however, 

having learned early to ignore his grandfather’s pro-active policies regarding race in America, made only three public 

political statements.  All were published in 1919 and then omitted from each of Toomer’s subsequent autobiographies.  

Though the culture in which Toomer lived expected him to be politically active, Toomer worked for artistic and 

spiritual ends exclusively.  However, both Hemingway and Faulkner understood their later role as men of letters to 

include an obligation to speak out on current political events.  Hemingway did so about the Spanish Civil War and 

Faulkner about desegregation.    

Hemingway’s childhood was what one would expect for a child in a middle-class, Midwestern family.  

Hemingway’s grandfather, like Toomer’s, served as a soldier in the Civil War.  Anson Hemingway commanded a 

Negro troop for the Union Army.  Hemingway was fascinated with this grandfather’s war stories.  That he commanded 

Negro troops was an early introduction to white privilege for young Ernest, one his life in Oak Park reinforced.  Oak 

Park provided a varied arts program that was well-attended and often the center of conversation.  Michael Reynolds 

writes in The Young Hemingway that the Warrington Opera Company in Oak Park “provided a steady flow of drama 

and Chicago vaudeville….Hardly a week went by without its musical evening, play, public lecture or amateur minstrel 

show.  Oak Parkers delighted in blacking-up for Tambo and Bones to strut their illiterate humor” (4).  The Reverend 

William E. Barton, rector of the First Congregational Church, was a major civic figure in Oak Park.  Reynolds reports, 

“While Ernest Hemingway was growing up, it was not possible in Oak Park to be properly baptized, graduated, married 

or buried unless Rev. Barton conducted the ceremony” (10).  Barton’s leadership on race was fairly progressive for the 

time, but greatly influenced by eugenics:   

I do not plead for social equality.  I do not want to marry a negress.  I have lived in the south and 

appreciate the problem of the south.  And I can say there is but one solution of the negro problem, 

which is to let the negro become as much a man as his own ability and character will permit him.  He 

will have a hard enough time trying to change the leopard’s spots, some of which are native, some of 

them painted upon him by ourselves.  But if by the grace of God he can bleach them a little, in the 

name of God help him. (qtd. in Reynolds 12) 

During Hemingway’s youth, Oak Park had 100 blacks amidst a population of 20,000 (Reynolds 163).  Still, 

Oak Park addressed social concerns seriously, and it considered race relations and racial prejudice a social concern.  In 

1915 the Scoville Institute hosted Booker T. Washington in what George Cleveland Hall
5
 predicted would be “one of 

the most important, aside from the Chic[a]goen’s club – that [Booker T. Washington] could have in this State in point 
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of influence and future profit” (Harlan 216).  Indeed, Reynolds reports, “The summer before the Great War began, Oak 

Parkers were not listening for the guns of August; they were too busy arguing about eugenics, the single tax and the 

Anti-Saloon League” (13).   

Oak Parkers considered themselves progressive on race issues but their sense of white privilege was steadfast.  

They visited Tuskegee Institute and reported that every person “could not help but feel that he was in the midst of real, 

genuine America boys and girls despite their color” (Reynolds 164).  The Oak Park summer baseball team regularly 

played black teams when other white teams would not.  Still, newspapers reported the game between the “black boys” 

and the “academically educated white men” as one enjoyed by “a good-sized crowd…for there always is comedy when 

colored men play ball.  They improvise dialogs and monologs much to their own entertainment and also for the 

amusement of the spectators” (165).  The Unity Church in Oak Park sponsored a public forum to discuss the “Negro 

Problem.” The response was varied, perhaps more than it would have been in many other small towns in America, but 

not free of white privilege.  Rev. Luccock argued that it was important the white man help raise the black man so the 

black man would not “go down” and “[drag] the white man with him” (164).  Mr. Tomlinson predicted there would be 

political equality in fifty years, but not social equality; Mr. Griffen held firm that the white man would always be 

superior (164).   

One untitled story written while Hemingway was in high school reflects the racial ambiguity he learned in Oak 

Park.
6
  Hemingway tells of “rookie” American soldiers serving in Samoa who ignore the advice of three veteran 

soldiers regarding native head hunters: “We three tried to protest but they kidded us and said they weren’t afraid of no 

niggers.  And they let the Philipinos come in and sit around the court while they ate.  They never carried their guns with 

‘em and called us fools to take precautions” (sic) (Manuscript Item 859 JFKL).  These rookie soldiers pay with their 

lives and others’ lives for their arrogance.  There are several elements in this story that reflect the ambiguity about race 

housed in Oak Park.  That the rookies conflate all dark skinned peoples as “niggers” and believe no “nigger” in any 

setting can outsmart them reflect the racism not completely abated in Oak Park.  Hemingway’s choice to have the 

headhunters kill the regiment not only suggests physical and intellectual superiority to certain white American soldiers, 

but also demonstrates the danger inherent in accepting white privilege.  Still, Hemingway’s first portrayal of race is 

problematic:  the “superiority” demonstrated by the natives was primitive and violent, showing Hemingway’s 

familiarity with Rev. Barton’s attitude that African Americans were to be respected as humans but never considered a 

social equal.    

The racial experiences Oak Park provided Ernest Hemingway led Michael Reynolds to label Hemingway’s 

racism as “benign” because Hemingway was “no more and no less prejudiced against Jews and Negroes than most Oak 

Parkers, which was less than the average White American at the time” (238).  While true, these Oak Park experiences 

are clear manifestations of white privilege, demonstrating how Hemingway and other upper-middle class boys were 

enveloped in this privilege.  As Hemingway learned, white privilege allows one to accept many contradictory ideas:    

As with most social issues in Oak Park, two contradictory racial attitudes existed side by side without 

bothering the villagers.  Ministers could preach on the necessity of giving the Black man his equal 

opportunity at the same time that civic organizations put on annual minstrel shows, singing “real coon 
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songs” and the Nakama Club ladies could masquerade at their cotillion as colored “Aunt Jemimas.” 

(164,165)        

Oak Park showed Hemingway that whites had the power to choose, and responsible whites would choose to 

emancipate, educate, and empower the Negro to, as the good Rev. Barton would instruct his parishioners, “change the 

leopard’s spots, some of which are native, some of them painted upon him by ourselves.”  It may be significant that 

Hemingway never wrote about Oak Park, that “in [his] fiction, Oak Park remains beneath the surface, invisible and 

inviolate” (5).  Reynolds claims this first world of Hemingway was lost to him not through the War but through the 

arrival of “modern times”: automobiles, electricity, suburbia, crime, the Fox Trot and the Tango invaded Oak Park 

before Hemingway graduated high school (5 -9).  Even though Reynolds states: “Oak Park’s protective barricades, so 

carefully constructed, crumbled steadily during the Progressive era,” he offers no acknowledgement that part of what is 

crumbling is the easily accepted division between the races (5).  Perhaps part of Hemingway’s disconnection from Oak 

Park was the challenge “modern times” brought to white privilege, a challenge brought to the fore by the race riots of 

1919 that rampaged Chicago while Hemingway recuperated from war wounds in Oak Park.  Post-war, previously held 

tenets of white superiority and black inferiority were harder to support and Hemingway’s first story cycle would show 

the modernists’ challenge to identity included a challenge to whiteness.         

Though Faulkner did not grow up in a wealthy family, he was part of a family with a long history of social and 

political power in Mississippi.  His great-grandfather, William Clark Falkner, was a lawyer, Civil War veteran, and a 

prosperous investor.  He was a slave owner and had a “shadow family” of mulatto children by 1860, but he never 

became a planter
7
 (Williamson 29).  Though he had money to invest in the 1850s, he did not choose to invest in land or 

slaves.  The slaves he did own he inherited from his first wife, Holland Pearce.  “In that time and place, Falkner’s was a 

curious abstinence that marked him as different…He was a town dweller and a town lawyer and businessman who took 

advantage of such opportunities as came his way and grew to affluence without the benefit of slave and a plantation” 

(36).  Grandfather J.W.T. Falkner continued his father’s legacy as a civic leader without a plantation.  J.W.T. was a 

lawyer and college law professor.  Though a “blustery man, and an obvious drinker,” J.W.T. “had distinguished himself 

at the university and at the bar.  With a successful political career…he was a powerful man in the community [of 

Oxford]” (Blotner 8).   

The Confederacy loomed large in Faulkner’s notable family.  J.W.T.’s wife, Sallie Murry Falkner, was a 

member of the United Daughters of the Confederacy (14).  There were many Confederate soldiers in Faulkner’s family 

line on both sides of his family and Faulkner grew up hearing of and learning to respect their sacrifices. James Porter 

Wilkins, the husband of Mary Holland Faulkner, William Faulkner’s aunt, served honorably in the Confederate army.  

Great-grandfather William C. Falkner won election as the colonel of the Second Mississippi Volunteer Regiment and 

served throughout the war, as did his brother James. David W. and Charles W. Humphreys, Jr., William C. Falkner’s 

cousins, served as Confederate soldiers.  Faulkner’s mother’s family provided Confederate veterans in great-uncles 

William, Bolivar, and Henry Butler. 
8
  Stories of the Civil War were family stories for the Faulkners and connected 

them, sometimes unfavorably, to other powerful families in Oxford.
9
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Until he was nine and his father’s fortunes began to decline, William Faulkner lived in an affluent 

neighborhood surrounded by leaders in Oxford:  the Cumberland Presbyterian minister; a circuit court judge; a state 

senator and future president of Mississippi State University (Williamson 152).  “Almost every house in the 

neighborhood had one or two servants, many of whom lived in small dwellings on the backside of the lots” and all of 

Oxford had “telephones, piped water, and sewerage” with electricity on its way (153).  Like Hemingway and Toomer, 

Faulkner grew up with access to the top level of society and that top level, in the South, proudly displayed its 

Confederate, racist past. 

In 1919, the New York Call published Toomer’s first works; Hemingway returned to Oak Park as a wounded 

war veteran; and Faulkner enrolled in the University of Mississippi.  Between May and October of 1919 more than 

thirty race riots erupted across the United States and the months immediately post-war became known as the “Red 

Summer.”  Major riots occurred near each of our writers.  In Elaine, Arkansas, 110 miles from Oxford, Mississippi, 

five whites and more than one-hundred blacks were killed (Stockley).  In Chicago, the city linked by public 

transportation to Oak Park, at least 38 died, more than five-hundred were wounded, and hundreds of homes and 

businesses were burned (Chicago Commission).  In Washington, D.C. riot violence was reported “on the corners of 

Seventh and U Street and Fourteenth and U Streets,” and the Toomers lived on U Street (Williams 34).  Neither 

Hemingway nor Faulkner – both ensconced in white privilege – wrote any direct response to these riots, published or 

private.  Toomer, however, published “Reflection on the Race Riots” on August 2 in the New York Call, providing a 

strong response to racial violence and its connection to capitalism.  Toomer makes clear in his article that the new 

element causing this wave of racial violence is a black population, invigorated by their service in World War I, willing 

to fight the white man.  It is not the fighting spirit that is disparaged by white Americans, claims Toomer, but the 

fighting black man: 

Not a few who condemn the Negro’s “fight” would be themselves the first to fight under like 

circumstances.  Their quarrel is not with fight, per se (a war with Mexico would meet with their hearty 

approval), but with the Negro (or any other worker), who displays an active unwillingness to submit to 

injustices.  Such a Negro is difficult to exploit. (Scruggs 227)   

Toomer goes on to claim that Socialism provides both an explanation for racism and a solution:   

It is generally established that the causes of race prejudice may primarily be found in the economic 

structure that compels one worker to compete against another and that furthermore renders it 

advantageous for the exploiting classes to inculcate, foster, and aggravate that competition…To me, it 

appears that nothing less than just such an economic readjustment will ever bring concord to the two 

races; for, as long as there are governing classes and as long as these classes feel it to their gain to 

keep the masses in constant conflict, just so long will a controlled press and educational system incite 

and promote race hatred.  Where there is advantage to be secured by racial antagonisms, heaven and 

hell will be invoked to that purpose.  Demagogues may storm and saints may plead, but America will 

remain a grotesque storm-center, torn by passion and hatred, until our democratic pretensions are 

replaced by a socialized reality. (Scruggs 227, 228) 
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Long at odds with what he viewed as his grandfather’s exploitation of race for financial gain, Toomer’s first 

public statement ties racism to economics and avoids all arguments of racial uplift, biology, education, and 

socialization.  For Toomer, the economic system that fostered racism could be replaced immediately and need not wait 

for a broader implementation of constitutional rights:   

As to the extension of constitutional rights – it should be apparent that under this very constitution the 

country has come to this crisis.  To fit a worn-out coat on the Negro will not alter the essential 

character of things.  Race riots are prevalent in Chicago, where Negroes enjoy political privilege.  In 

effect, the constitution gives not more.  The solution, then, must lie deeper than mere suffrage. 

(Scruggs 227)      

Toomer’s first writings place an emphasis on systemic change, not individual change, a view dismissed by 

Hemingway and viewed as flawed by Faulkner.   

Toomer would again employ astute analyses of race and its role in culture in “American and Mary Austin,” 

New York Call October 10, 1920, his defense of Waldo Frank’s Our America.  His frankness about the mixing of 

bloodlines in America called to question nativism, eugenics, the work of Henry H. Goddard and Madison Grant, and 

Thomas Dixon’s novels, all popular at the time.
10

  Charles Scruggs claims “Toomer assumed a progressive social and 

‘racial’ evolution, one that was ‘inevitable’ and which moved toward a ‘cosmopolitan’ ideal based on universal 

standards of cultural amalgamation rather than the parochial affiliations of any specific group” (69).  Toomer’s “mixed 

blood” and the segregation of the time made such a view personally advantageous.  Hemingway’s experiences had not 

shown him that racial evolution was “inevitable,” and Faulkner’s experiences made racial evolution seem impossible.  

These points of view are dependent on the race of the individual.  Toomer had proven over and over that he was of both 

races, could pass as either.  Hemingway and Faulkner were exclusively viewed as white and any sympathy they held 

for racial uplift was actually detrimental to their white privilege.  Because of this, neither Hemingway nor Faulkner 

could conceive of any racial change as inevitable; both knew those with white privilege would fight to maintain the 

status quo.   

Toomer would not write of race in an essay addressing American politics but one more time.  In 1929, Toomer 

published “Race Problems and Modern Society” in the anthology Problems of Civilization.  Toomer’s fiction and 

poetry - Cane and “The Blue Meridian” (1936) - would be his most remembered public statements on race.  

Jazz was the most common arena for cultural exchange between blacks and whites in post-World War I 

America.  We know jazz was thriving in Chicago while Hemingway was growing up in Oak Park (1899 – 1917) and 

while he was a young adult living in Chicago (1920 – 1921), yet we have no evidence Hemingway visited jazz clubs or 

listened to jazz records.
11

  Between his two stints in Chicago, Hemingway lived and worked in Kansas City, another 

jazz city.  Still, no Hemingway letters from Kansas City or Chicago refer to jazz music per se.  There are references to 

his sister Ursaline and “the Jaz-z- z-“ 
12

 and  “J_Z_Z_Z_Z_Z_Z_z-z-z-z-z-z-zy” feelings
13

.  Later, while in the 

ambulance corps and awaiting commission in New York City in 1918, Hemingway reported a full tour of the city but 

included no mention of Harlem nightlife: “I have been all up and down Riverside Drive and seen N.Y. Norfth from the 

Harlem River and Grant’s Tom and west to the Libber of goddesty in the South” (sic) (Letters to Family, May 14, 
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1918, JFKL).  Though Harlem nightclubs were very famous by 1918 and some were open only to white patrons, 

Hemingway makes no mention of them; he was seeing, or wanted his family to believe he was seeing, the traditional, 

historical, white New York City.   

Though his letters home show no personal involvement with African Americans or African American culture, 

Hemingway’s work for the Kansas City Star does show awareness of African American citizens.  Included in a letter 

home dated October 24, 1917 were three torn-out copies of Kansas City Star articles; two with check-marks indicating 

that Hemingway wrote the article.  One of the check-marked articles was titled “Negro Methodists Meeting Here.”  The 

entire article reads: 

The Negro Methodist Episcopal Conference opened yesterday at Jamison Temple, 1813 The Paseo.  

As on of its first acts of business the conference subscribed for a $100 Liberty bond, and heartily 

indorsed the Liberty loan.  Bishop M.S. Jamison of Texas presided.  Addresses will be made today by 

Dr. j. A. Bray, Bmirngham, ALA., and G.F. Porter, Jackson, Tenn. (sic) (Letters to Family, October 

24, 1917, JFKL) 

Hemingway reports on organized, educated African Americans who are supporting the war effort through 

Liberty bonds - good citizens, every one. 

From Kansas City Hemingway also writes home of seeing African American prisoners:   

Last night I saw the negros that were sentenced to life inprisomment being taken to Fort Leavenworth.  

There were three special cars of them and three guards armed with rifles at each end of each car.  They 

came into the Union Station last night on there way up from Hpuston a.  Therer has not been anything 

s pecial doing . just the regular line of stuff , but plenty of it. (sic)  (Letter to Parents, December 17, 

1917, JFKL) 

From early on, we have evidence that Hemingway was observant about many facets of society and that he was 

able to write about them in an objective tone, without personal distaste, indignation, or righteousness.  In a segregated 

world, Hemingway saw as objectively as he could and demonstrated an openness that allowed for critique of whiteness 

and the possibility of black equality.   

Hemingway used “nigger” in his personal correspondence as the whites of his day commonly did, as a label 

and not a slur.  Hemingway rarely (if ever) included any negative racial overtones.  For example, he wrote to 

Marcelline the following joke:  

A nigger recruit was talking to anigger veteran.  “Say, what does this going “over the top” mean 

Boss?” 

“It means just this nigger, just this, Good Mournin’ Gawd!” (sic) (Letters to Family, September 21, 

1918, JFKL).   

Here Hemingway tells a story that is not racially bound; it could be told about any race or ethnicity, yet he uses 

“nigger” to mark it.  Certainly this shows the comfort with which a white man of privilege could use the term “nigger,” 

(an act he would continue to defend), yet it also shows, as his fiction will eventually, that few actions are controlled by 

race.  Race is a marker but it does not come with a rigid set of behaviors, competencies, and beliefs.  Likewise, 
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Hemingway wrote to Marcelline in 1921: “…and I hasten to cro=ouch over this chattering Corona and with tererific 

speed and thousands of errors advise you of my undying fire of love for you, which at the moment of writing , courses 

through my veins like nigger gin” (sic) (Letters to Family, August 11, 1921, JFKL).  “Nigger” in this setting, associated 

with love of a sister, seems neither vulgar nor demeaning.  However, it does reflect a history of racial hierarchy as it 

points to a gin that is less controllable and less refined.  Hemingway demonstrates here the power of whiteness to use 

“nigger” at will without concern of consequences. 

Hemingway would later strongly object to Hadley’s use of “nigger” just as strongly as he would justify his 

own, artistic use (Reynolds 216).  Although both Hadley’s “mother and her sister Fannie had been activists in 

promoting better race relations and improving the Black living conditions in St. Louis,” Hemingway thought Hadley’s 

use of “nigs” to refer to African-Americans reflected negatively on her character (166, 163).  Michael Reynolds 

explains, “Hemingway felt he could use ‘nigger’ in the poem because the speaker was not himself but a narrative voice 

overheard, an authentic voice of the times” (216).  The poem to which Reynolds refers is “To Will Davies,” an 

unpublished poem from1920.   It reads: 

  There were two men to be hanged 

  To be hanged by the neck until dead 

  A judge had said so 

  A judge with a black cap. 

  One of them had to be held up 

  Standing on the drop in the high corridor of the county jail. 

  He drooled from his mouth and slobber ran down his chin 

  And he fell all over the priest who was talking fast into his ear 

  In a language he didn’t understand. 

  I was glad when they pulled the black bag over his face. 

  The other was a nigger 

  Standing straight and dignified like the doorman at the Blackstone 

  “No Sah – Ah aint got nuthin to say.” 

  It gave me a bad moment, 

  I felt sick at my stomach 

  I was afraid they were hanging Bert Williams.  (Complete Poems 21) 

Here Hemingway creates a narrator whose sympathies lie with the African American convict, not because he is 

black or oppressed, but because he demonstrates grace under pressure; he possesses dignity.  This certainly 

demonstrates Hemingway’s ability to see through skin color to the attributes of a man.  This same scene could have 

been interpreted by a more racist narrator as the African American convict acting “uppity.”  However, the last line 

reflects the white privilege under which Hemingway operates, especially in 1920.  By immediately associating the 

dignified convict with Bert Williams we see the narrator has limited experience with African Americans.  No friend or 
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personal acquaintance is brought to the narrator’s mind; only an internationally known entertainer who had visited Oak 

Park.
14

   

Clearly, “To Will Davies” develops into Chapter 15 of In Our Time, but before that, it was revised into 

“Ultimately,” Hemingway’s first poem published in a little magazine, the poem published on the same page with 

William Faulkner’s “Portrait.”  Both “To Will Davies” and “Ultimately” “drew from two real executions: the hangings 

of gang leader Sam Cardinella and gangster Frank Campione (Reynolds 215).  For “To Will Davies,” Hemingway 

changed the race of the honorable man, claiming specifically that the “nigger” was “straight and dignified.”  Though 

“Ultimately” eliminates any markers of race, the vignette will contain two clearly marked white prisoners in addition to 

Sam Cardinella who show fear through their bodies and three clearly marked black prisoners who, though fearful, show 

no physical evidence of that fear.  Throughout three manifestations of one scene, Hemingway remains consistent that 

black prisoners have dignity and white prisoners are weak and dishonorable.  Such choice on Hemingway’s part 

demonstrates an early critique of whiteness.    

In an examination of Hemingway’s poetry as experimental drafts for his prose, Verna Kale argues that 

Hemingway’s “poems were part of the author’s training as a writer” where he not only developed his concise style, 

iceberg theory, and use of action, but also his major themes (58).  Though Kale focuses on the more widely recognized 

Hemingway themes of skepticism, flawed protagonists, randomness of death, and the code hero, she neglects to 

articulate a connection between “To Will Davies” and race as a developing Hemingway theme.  Yet Hemingway’s 

determination to re-envision the honorable prisoner as black skinned while working to create concise language in the 

most restrictive of mediums indicates Hemingway saw the construction of race as important.  It also proposes that 

Hemingway recognized a contrast between blackness and whiteness and was comfortable attributing integrity to black-

skinned characters.  Black skin, then, was not a barrier for Hemingway, not even in the earliest stages of his writing.  

Hemingway’s ultimate removal of every direct marker of blackness indicates truth about blackness could be 

communicated through careful construction of whiteness; the two were inextricable.         

Faulkner’s earliest reflections on race were triggered by his time out of the South, where he encountered 

differing views of black and white relations.  During his stay in New Haven/New York in 1921, Faulkner wrote home 

one report about race relations in the North:   

Well, sir, I could live in this country a hundred years and never get used to the niggers.  The whites 

and niggers are always antagonistic, hate each other, and yet go to the same shows and smaller 

restaurants, and call each other by first names.  I was standing in front of the Yale Post Office 

yesterday, beside a nice looking well dressed fellow, when two dressed up nigger boys came along.  

One of the niggers said Well, laddo, how’s the boy?   The white fellow said – Fine, Paul, fine.  And 

the nigger said – Say, Ed, call me up to night; got a party on.  And they kidded each other like that for 

about five minutes.  You cant tell me these niggers are as happy and contented as ours are, all this 

freedom does is to make them miserable because they are not white, so that they hate the white people 

more than ever, and the whites are afraid of them.  There’s only one sensible way to treat them, like 

we treat Brad Farmer and Calvin and Uncle George.  (Watson 127) 
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Here the twenty-four-year old Faulkner recites the Southern apologists’ mantra that African Americans are 

“happy and contented” in the South and that whites’ interactions with African Americans are guided by benevolence.  

He also adopts his native land’s use of the term “nigger,” using it as a label; as, at worst, a sub-conscious slur.  These 

understandings of how race works in the South are not defensible, but, based on Faulkner’s mature writings, they may 

be credited to his youth and naiveté.  Interesting is Faulkner’s astute understanding of what is going on underneath the 

civility in the North.  The dialogue Faulkner quotes shows no hint of fear or hatred, yet that is what he claims for the 

interaction twice, both before and after he presents it.  Faulkner’s claim that “all this freedom does is to make them 

miserable because they are not white” is a reference to white privilege; Northern African Americans do not want white 

skin, they want to be treated like those with white skin.  In other words, Faulkner understood white privilege.  This 

latter is a subtlety that Faulkner will develop in many of his masterpieces such as “That Evening Sun,” Light in August, 

and Go Down, Moses. 

Like many Southerners, Faulkner had both public and private presentations regarding race.  Privately, Faulkner 

enacted the best of the cavalier tradition; he treated African Americans with benevolence.  And, though some could 

claim Faulkner’s benevolence was patronizing, all accounts show it was not that simple.  Blotner repeatedly describes 

Faulkner as a kind man.  In response to Bill Spratling’s story that in 1925 he and Faulkner had stripped Sherwood 

Anderson’s teenage son, painted him green, and locked him outside, Blotner writes:  “Such behavior would have run 

counter to everything in Faulkner’s past dealings with young people, from little ones to Boy Scouts to late adolescents” 

(179).  Certainly, if Faulkner were kind to African Americans as he was kind to children, we could find him 

condescending, but his sense of duty and honor reached more broadly.  Not quite two months after her divorce was 

finalized, Faulkner married Estelle Oldham Franklin in 1929, after her family had rejected him; after she had married, 

borne children by, and divorced Cornell Franklin.  So intent was he on marrying and protecting Estelle, he wrote 

Harrison Smith to ask for a loan:   

I want $500.00.  I am going to be married.  Both want to and have to.  THIS PART IS 

CONFIDENTIAL, UTTERLY.  For my honor and the sanity – I believe life – of a woman.  This is 

not bunk; neither am I being sucked in.  We grew up together and I don’t think she could fool me in 

this way; that is, make me believe that her mental condition, her nerves, are this far gone.  And no 

question of pregnancy:  that would hardly move me: no one can face his own bastard with more 

equanimity than I, having had some practice.  Neither is it a matter of a promise on my part; we have 

known one another long enough to pay no attention to our promises.  It’s a situation which I 

engendered and permitted to ripen which has become unbearable, and I am tired of running from 

devilment I bring about. (Blotner 240).        

Though many of Faulkner’s comments about women – in his fiction, in his letters, and to reporters – could not 

be described as kind, his thoroughly researched biographies suggest his sense of privacy allowed him to lie to the press 

without misgiving, calling into question how honest such statements were.  However, there is no reason to believe he 

lied to William Smith about needing to get married and we know he stayed married to Estelle despite her life-long 

struggle with depression, helped parent her children, and adored his daughter, Jill.  If ever Faulkner became aware his 
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words had caused personal harm, he willingly wrote an apology.  It seems Faulkner’s broad understanding of honor and 

responsibility guided his care of all, men and women, black and white.    

Clearly, Faulkner participated in a reciprocal relationship with African Americans that may have not served 

them well. Caroline Barr (Mammie Callie) and Ned Barnett (Uncle Ned) maintained life-long relationships with 

Faulkner.  Originally employed by Faulkner’s parents, both returned to work for Bill and Estelle after their marriage, 

even though there was no money for salary.  After buying and moving into the old Shegog place in June 1930, Faulkner 

found much work to be done to make it livable.  Besides having no electricity or plumbing, the house needed a new 

roof, new foundation, wallpaper, paint, and screens (Blotner 260,261).  Still, Ned and Callie returned: 

Meanwhile, almost unbidden, the staff was beginning to gather.  Uncle Ned Barnett, who claimed he 

could remember the day the Yankees burned Ripley, took over as genera factotum.  As butler, he 

served at the table.  As yard man, he milked and also cared for Faulkner’s and Malcolm’s horses.  A 

man with a feeling for proper dress, he wore a tie when he milked or chopped kindling, and on the 

other occasions he would appear in frock coats inherited from the Young Colonel.  Mammy Callie 

was his opposite number, helping to look after the children and, when she felt like it, creaming butter 

and sugar for the cakes Estelle would bake in the big wood-burning kitchen range, over which Josie 

May, the Oldhams’ cook, usually presided.  Although Estelle often felt that Mammy Callie was more 

of a nuisance than a help in the kitchen, it was in the natural order of things that she should join the 

family.  She had served Miss Maud and now she was serving her daughter-in-law.  As for Uncle Ned, 

he was simply taking care of another generation of Falkners.  William Faulkner accepted his role.  

There was no money for salaries in these early months, but he was responsible for their food, shelter, 

clothing, health care, and pay when he could afford it.  That he should do this was exactly what 

Mammy Callie and Uncle Ned expected. (261, 262).     

Though we must remember that these are Blotner’s words, not Faulkner’s, and they reflect Blotner’s own 

understanding of race, we can accept as justifiable the claim that Callie and Ned were considered dependents, always 

welcome at the Faulkner’s home and fully entitled to room and board.  After a lifetime in community – even a 

hierarchical, segregated community – Caroline, Ned, and Faulkner interacted with benevolence and kindness, and 

without condescension.  Faulkner summarized this interaction and honored its influence in the eulogy he wrote and 

delivered for Caroline in 1940:   

But the relationship between us never became that of master and servant.  She still remained one of 

my earliest recollections, not only as a person, but as a fount of authority over my conduct and of 

security for my physical welfare, and of active and constant affection and love.  She was an active and 

constant precept for decent behavior.  From her I learned to tell the truth, to refrain from waste, to be 

considerate of the weak and respectful to age.  I saw fidelity to a family which was not hers, devotion 

and love for people she had not borne. (Letter to Robert K. Haas, February 7, 1940; Blotner Selected 

Letters 118) 
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Maybe it was attention to this personal connection that allowed Faulkner to expose the malevolence and 

meanness rampant in other relationships across the color line.  

The most troublesome piece of Faulkner’s early writing on race is a February 15, 1931 letter to the editor.  

Faulkner is responding to W.H. James’s letter on lynching published in the Memphis Commercial Appeal on February 

2.  Faulkner’s suggestions in the letter are outrageous and contradict his later views on race.  Additionally, the letter is 

signed “William Falkner,” the only signing of that name since before 1921 (McMillen 3).  With circular logic and 

unrealistic supporting details, Faulkner’s letter is convincingly read as satire. 

Faulkner begins his answer to Mr. James’s query as to why there is no record of lynching prior to 

reconstruction by listing three reasons:  slaves and slave-holders were not representative of their people; “there was no 

need for lynching until after reconstruction days”; and the blacks who were lynched and the whites who committed the 

lynching are not representative of their people (Essays 339).  Faulkner’s summarized argument, then, is repetitive – 

blacks don’t represent blacks and whites don’t represent whites in any century – and inaccurate: lynchings were used to 

keep slaves in line before Reconstruction.  It is hard to believe Faulkner would have unknowingly written such a weak 

argument.  Faulkner’s use of “their people” immediately suggests critique.  If blacks cannot represent blacks and whites 

cannot represent whites, then human commonality must be defined by something other than race.  An obvious answer 

to Mr. James’s question regarding records of antebellum lynchings is that slave owners were notorious for controlling 

slavery outside of any established law and none would find any benefit in reporting how he disciplined his slaves.  The 

slaves involved in lynching would, of course, be dead.  That Faulkner would be moved enough by such a poorly 

thought-out question to write to the editor suggests he has more in mind than providing a simple answer or a 

justification for an unjustifiable act.     

After listing his three points, Faulkner claims that no “balanced man” could find lynching moral (Meriwether 

339), but then rationalizes a blundering people’s reaction to the botched leadership of demagogues: 

So is it strange that at times we take violently back into our own hands that justice which we watched 

go astray in the blundering hands of those into which we put it voluntarily?  I don’t say that we do not 

blunder with our “home-made” justice.  We do.  But he who was victim of our blundering, also 

blundered.  I have yet to hear, outside of a novel or a story, of a man of any color and with a record 

beyond reproach, suffering violence at the hands of men who knew him.  (339, 340) 

In later letters and in multiple novels and short stories Faulkner will demonstrate his ability to interrogate 

white privilege.  Part of that skill is using the language of white privilege against itself.  A generous reading of this 

letter could support it as a failed attempt to do just that.  It was the habit of the Southern apologist to portray white sins 

as blunders.  Faulkner had composed “Dry September” by February of 1930, demonstrating great awareness of 

lynching and the powerlessness of “good” men and men who “knew” the victim to stop it.  Though “Dry September” 

had not been published yet, its presence suggests Faulkner’s letter is satire showing how impossible it is to justify 

lynching. 

Faulkner develops his satire by labeling the cause for lynching “white folks’ sentimentality” (Meriwether 340).  

This “sentimentality” makes the “sacredness of womanhood” a crime “in compensation for which lynching occurs” 
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(340).  Here lynchings occur; there are no perpetrators.  Also, it is the sacredness that Faulkner lists as a crime, not the 

violation of it.  Faulkner then labels as “white man’s reason” an explanation for why more white-owned land is sold for 

taxes than black-owned land.  This “white man’s reason” includes “that the colored man had never had title to the land 

at all” (341).  Though Faulkner claims the black man is using more than one name to get loans for land, he says the 

black man does so to “make a crop and [move] on” (341).  If a black man could successfully and repeatedly con the 

government out of loan money for land, why would he do the back-breaking labor of harvesting that land and then 

“move on”?  After learning of this fraud, the white men in this example are so sanctimonious they must be read as 

caricature:  “‘Oh, well,” the white men, the cashier and the secretary say, “he’s a good man.  He may make out’” (341).  

Finally, Faulkner defines the white sentimentalist as “one of that unwitting race which holds with the Bible that justice 

is a matter of violent and immediate retribution on the person of the sinner” (341).  Besides identifying whites with the 

insulting adjective “unwitting,” Faulkner uses Biblical language against those believers who championed white 

privilege:  each believer would admit he was a sinner, so each believer, even white believers, should be subject to 

lynching.     

Faulkner continues a satirical tone with a sneer at Northern aid.  He tells of the black son of a slave who went 

North and quotes his letter home: 

“he has not done a lick of work in 15 years, because the white folks up there give him food.  All he 

has to do is, fall in a line at a designated place on a designated day, and receive the food or its 

equivalent in a printed form, which he sells to wop and bohunk immigrants who have not yet learned 

to talk enough English to save the middleman’s profit.” (Meriwether 342) 

Not known to use ethnic slurs, “wop” and “bohunk” call into question Faulkner’s purpose.  Though he attests 

to the intimate friendship he has with this traveler’s brother, one wonders where Faulkner would get such a letter from 

which to quote.  All of this is given in support of Faulkner’s claim that “Lynching is an American trait, characteristic” 

(340).  Indeed, Faulkner ends this section that included ethnic slurs and easily duped government officials with the 

following claim:  “In Europe they don’t lynch people.  But think of a man living for 15 years and doing nothing at all, 

in France say, or Italy.  It cannot be done anywhere under the sun except in America” (342).  It seems Faulkner is 

targeting not the black victims of lynching, but white privilege and American government.   

Faulkner continues to maneuver around standard perceptions of racial ability.  He responds to Mr. James’s 

description of African Americans as “humble and submissive” (qtd. in McMillen 3) by countering:  “Humility and 

submissiveness are as false a part of a black man’s social equipment as of a white man’s” (Meriwether 342).  Faulkner 

goes on to claim that a successful black man “has no reason to assume humility” (342).  Such statements contradict 

contemporary views of African Americans as biologically incapable of success and naturally submissive.  But Faulkner 

does not relent in his attack on white privilege.  The successful black man is one who “does a fair day’s labor and 

receives a fair day’s wage and applies it toward the comfort of his present life and the security of his old age” (342).  

Such opportunity did not exist in the Mississippi of 1931, so either Faulkner is oblivious to the state of his region, a 

view untenable in light of every piece of fiction he produced, or he is in complete agreement with the segregationists of 
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his day.  The production of Light in August, concurrent with the publication of this letter, is evidence, instead, that 

Faulkner makes the false claim of racial economic equality as a satirical indictment of white privilege.      

Faulkner continues to make controversial and blatantly inaccurate statements in the last two paragraphs: 

I have lived in Mississippi all my 30 years, yet most of the lynching[s] with which I am acquainted 

have occurred in outland newspapers; vide three I read of in French newspapers in Paris during a 

period of nine weeks, one of which happened at Oregon, D.C., Washington, the second at Halma, 

Alabama, D. C., America, and the third at a place called NveZique.  They had photographs, flames 

and all, and the men there, looking, looking at the camera. Most of them wore smock coats, and one 

man near the front had on wooden shoes.  (343)        

During Faulkner’s childhood, Mississippi led the country in the number of lynchings of black men.  Indeed, a 

most violent lynching occurred in Oxford when Faulkner was almost eleven.  Living near both the jail and the town 

square, Faulkner certainly could not have missed the capture, shooting, and lynching of Nelse Patton in 1908.  Judge 

Roan, a neighbor of the Faulkners, addressed the lynch mob, and two brothers of Faulkner’s classmate took part in the 

hunting party.  Faulkner was most certainly aware of gruesome lynchings and the crowds that followed them.
15

  

Faulkner’s response, then, most likely reflects his documented unwillingness to reveal personal, biographical 

information.  Seeing a lynching is not the only personal fact about which Faulkner directly lied to the press or the 

public.  Still, the extremity of NveZique; the unreality of place names “Halma, Alabama, D.C., America” and “Oregon, 

D.C., Washington;”  and the image of citizens of Paris, Alabama, and Oregon wearing wooden shoes or smock coats 

during a lynching or at any other time suggest sarcasm along the lines of Jonathan Swift.     

Faulkner’s ending words are, perhaps, his most offensive:  “But there is one curious thing about mobs.  Like 

our juries, they have a way of being right” (Meriwether 343).  However, this statement comes after the imaginary 

locations of rare lynchings and after a repetition of his opening idea concerning “balanced” men that is so involved 

with negative construction it is hardly understandable:  “no balanced man will deny that mob violence serves nothing” 

(343).  Such a sequence calls into question the sincerity of this final idea.  More importantly, Faulkner is comparing 

lynching to juries which he argued in the opening were so ineffective as to create a need for lynching.  If lynch mobs 

are as accurate as juries, they are not accurate at all.   

It cannot be inadvertent that Faulkner signed only this letter with the old spelling of his name.  Faulkner liked 

to use titles that directed readers to the heart of a story or novel, and this unprecedented use of his old name may be the 

sign that directs the reading of this letter.  The tone, the details, the use of satire, and the glibly unsupported language of 

white privilege suggest Faulkner is not writing a true essay or letter that expresses his personal opinion directly.  

Instead, he writes as a character, one requiring a name and one identified with the past.  Additionally, this 1931 letter is 

in no way similar to the other hundreds of letters available to Faulkner scholars.  Though he would not attempt again to 

write satire in letters to the editor, violent, offensive satire was part of his best novels.  Faulkner undoubtedly held 

offensive racial views engendered by his native Deep South, but he was never one to promote violence and he 

consistently worked for racial harmony in the South, even when his means were unenlightened.  Though this 

“anomaly” letter on lynching is flawed even when read as satire, it should not be used as evidence that Faulkner held 
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extremist racist views. Instead, it is a powerful demonstration of Faulkner’s early interest in and commitment to a 

public voice excoriating white privilege in defense of black equality.   

Every human has a racial history, examined or unexamined.  Jean Toomer, Ernest Hemingway, and William 

Faulkner were clearly taught by their cultures a definition of  race, the status of their own race, and the relationship 

their race has to those designated as different from them.  However, none of these writers accepted their society’s 

lessons about race without question any more than they accepted society’s lessons about nation, the Christian Church, 

marriage, gender, or patriotism without question.  What all three did accept is that racial designations are political, 

controversial, and socially constructed.  Early letters, manuscripts, and publications demonstrate that Toomer, 

Hemingway, and Faulkner each worked to define and use artistically lessons about race in America.  Though each 

writer has a vision limited by his own time, place, and race, his willingness to understand race as contestable allowed 

him to place race as central to his developing modernism and to use that modernism to critique the oft ignored white 

privilege.  Somehow, from the racial information their families and communities had given them, Toomer, 

Hemingway, and Faulkner could present a corrupt whiteness and a dynamic blackness in their first story cycles.  

                                                        
1 George Ivanovich Gurdjieff (1866 – 1949) was an Armenian-Greek mystic who spent much of his adult life in Russia.  
Toomer met Gurdjieff in 1923 and in 1924 went to France to study with him.  Toomer would be deeply involved in 
Gurdjieffian ideology until 1933 when rift in their relationship developed over money.  See Rudolph Byrd’s Jean Toomer’s 

Years with Gurdjieff: Portrait of an Artist, 1923-1936 (1990) for a detailed discussion of the connection between Toomer’s 
racial views and Gurdjieff’s ideas.   
2 Pinchback’s biography is addressed by Simmons in Men of Mark (1887); DuBois in “black” Reconstruction (1935); 
Bontemps in 100 Years of Negro Freedom (1961); Bennett in Before the Mayflower (1969); and Haskins in Pinckney Benton 

Stewart Pinchback (1973).  
3 In footnote 15 to Chapter One, Nellie McKay claims “Toomer repeats this story in several of his biographies and in A 

Fiction and Some Facts (1931),” a privately published pamphlet housed at Yale’s Beinecke Library.  Also see Isaac Johnny 
Johnson, III’s The Autobiography of Jean Toomer: An Edition, a dissertation for Purdue University, 1982. 
4Charles Scruggs and Lee VanDemarr’s Jean Toomer and the Terrors of American History (1998) and Barbara Foley’s 
“Foreward” to The Letters of Jean Toomer: 1919- 1924 (2006) suggest Toomer’s understanding of the intersections of 
socialism and race in America is an important aspect of his work not yet fully investigated by critics.  
5 George Cleveland Hall (1864 - 1930 ) was a physician and civic leader in Chicago.  He served as vice-president of the 
National Urban League, was early member of the NAACP, and became the first president of the Association for the Study of 
African American Life and History (ASALH) in 1916.     
6 This story may be found under its first line, “You think it is pretty hot playing football…” as item number 859 of the 
Manuscripts series in the Hemingway Archives at the John F. Kennedy Memorial Library.  The pencil manuscript is signed 
“Ernest Hemingway” on page 1 and continues for 14 pages.  The manuscript also contains some lined out poetry with several 
false starts.   
7 Faulkner’s great-grandfather owned slaves who served the family in the home.  He never farmed as a profession and did not 
own the land or slaves to be a planter.  Planters’ income derived from farming large tracts of land which usually involved a 
minimum of 20 slaves.  Faulkner’s grand-father never owned more than several adult slaves at one time.     
8 See Joel Williamson’s William Faulkner and Southern History for more detail.  
9 In 1861, William C. Falkner lost a contentious campaign for to remain colonel of the Second Mississippi Volunteer 
Regiment to John M. Stone.  In 1862 and 1863, William C. Falkner exerted great effort to become a brigadier general to no 
avail.  His longtime rival Thomas Hindman became a brigadier in 1861 and a major general in 1862.  Such public distinctions 
fueled Falkner’s sense of rivalry and competition and set his family’s disputes for generations.  See Williamson’s William 

Faulkner and Southern History, Chapter Two.    
10 The study of eugenics thrived in America and fueled a growing nativism.  By 1903 the American Breeders Association was 
formed and included a “committee focusing on the presumed hereditary differences between human races” (Selden).  In 1906 
J. H. Kellogg created the Race Betterment Foundation in Battle Creek, Michigan; in 1910 the Eugenics Record Office, 
staffed by Charles Davenport, a Harvard trained biologist, and Harry Laughlin, a school superintendent from Missouri, made 
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education its primary goal (Miklos). The first International Congress of Eugenics was held in 1912.  The American Eugenics 
Society was formed in 1913 and the Galton Society in 1918.  By 1914 Harvard, Columbia, Cornell, and Brown were among 
the American colleges offering courses in eugenics.  Between 1914 and 1948 a majority of high school science textbooks 
presented eugenics as a legitimate science that supported immigration restriction, segregation, and sterilization as valid and 
scientifically necessary social policies (Selden).   In 1915 Birth of a Nation premiered to rave reviews.  In 1920 the Fitter 
Families Contests began a Lothrop Stoddard published The Rising Tide of Color Against “white” Supremacy.  
11 As early as 1906 jazz greats Jelly Roll Morton and King Oliver had careers in Chicago; by 1917, Louis Armstrong was 
performing, and in the 1920s, Earl Hines and Jimmy Noone had a following in Chicago.   
12 Ernest Hemingway Collection, Outgoing Correspondence, Letter to Mother, November 21, 1917, at the John F. Kennedy 
Library, Boston 
13 Ernest Hemingway Collection, Outgoing Correspondence, Letter to Sisters and Brothers, November 5, 1917, at the John F. 
Kennedy Library, Boston 
14 Bert Williams (1875 – 1922) was famous for his work in vaudeville and on Broadway.  He conceived and performed in In 

Dahomey, the first black musical to open on Broadway in 1903 and was the first black performer to join the Ziegfeld Follies 
in 1920.  Michael Reynolds claims Williams “was a national performer whom Hemingway had seen on the Chicago stage” 
(Young Hemingway 215).  Additionally, Reynolds credits Williams’ performance of blackness with teaching Hemingway 
that less is more (215).    
15 Faulkner grew up in a pro-lynching region and era.  Williamson reports: “In the twenty years from 1889 – 1909, at least 
293 blacks were lynched [in Mississippi], more than in any other state in the nation” (157).  In 1908, Nelse Patton, a black 
man, was shot and lynched for assaulting and murdering a white woman, Mattie McMillan.  Though Patton was wounded and 
jailed shortly after the crime, the mob was not satisfied.  They worked for hours to break into the jail, shot through the 
windows to kill Patton, and then retrieved his body to hang and shoot some more.  The killing was led by United States 
Senator William V. Sullivan.  See Williamson 157 – 163.     
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CHAPTER THREE 

SHERWOOD ANDERSON: MENTOR IN LETTERS AND RACE 

 

Faulkner, Hemingway, and Toomer all shared the mentorship of Sherwood Anderson.  A generous writer by 

nature, Anderson praised each writer early in their careers and made literary connections for them.  Toomer would 

reject Anderson’s mentorship because he felt Anderson only appreciated him as a black writer.  Faulkner and 

Hemingway would openly challenge Anderson’s literary relevance in a post-World War I world.  Hemingway’s 

satirical Torrents of Spring (1926) would critique Anderson’s portrayal of Native Americans and African Americans in 

Dark Laughter (1925) so vehemently as to end not only Hemingway’s relationship with Anderson, but also (and many 

believe by design) Hemingway’s relationship with his publisher.  Faulkner would also satirize Anderson in Sherwood 

Anderson and Other Famous Creoles (1926), but he would work to maintain a life-long, albeit complicated, 

relationship with Anderson.  Though the slaying of the literary giant played a role in Toomer’s, Hemingway’s, and 

Faulkner’s disputes with Anderson, all the disputes focused on what each considered Anderson’s outdated and limited 

understanding of blackness and whiteness in America.   

After establishing himself as a major American voice with Winesburg, Ohio (1919), Triumph of the Egg 

(1921), and Many Marriages (1923), Sherwood Anderson’s literary interests grew more focused on the American 

South in general and southern African Americans in particular.  Anderson moved to New Orleans in 1924 and 

published Dark Laughter in 1925.  Anderson’s concern with race in America is evident in multiple letters and other 

writings throughout the 1920s.  Having exposed the hollowness of the white male experience, the waning power and 

flickering identity, Anderson moved to solidifying whiteness through a rigidly paternal primitivism.
1
 

Anderson’s thoughts on race are widely available.  In “Notes Out of a Man’s Life,” 1924, Anderson writes of 

the strictly imposed separation of the races: “I cannot approach the negro, cannot speak intimately with him.  Such an 

attempt on my part would arouse the suspicions of both whites and blacks” (Notebook 64).  He then showcases white 

envy of blackness by quoting a white southern woman writer: “’Above all things I should like to be a negro woman,’” 

(65).  He ends, however, by embracing primitivism, both by celebrating the “non-smart and clever” art that an 

emotional negro could produce and by rejoicing in the shared sensuality: 

I talked to a southern man, the son of a planter.  For a long time he had been at work on a novel.  It 

was smart and clever.  That was not what he wanted it to be.  “If there is ever an art produced in the 

American south it must come from the negro,” he said. 

 

I dress in as fine linen as I can afford, wear bright ties, loud socks, carry a cane.  The negroes on the 

docks among whom I spend so much of my time like me so.  I can see the looks of approval pass from 

eye to eye.  We have something in common.  Together we love bright gaudy colors, food, the earth, 

the sky, the river.  We love song and laughter, night, drink, and lust. (65) 
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Like other primitivists, Anderson’s goal for American modernism and the national reconceptualization taking 

place post-World War I was a connection with the core of humanity, that essence believed untouched and therefore 

unmarred by a failed civilization.  By crediting the white planter with a “smart and clever” novel that failed and 

expressing connections between himself and southern blacks that did not include any reference to intellect or morality, 

Anderson celebrates the stereotype of African Americans as sensual and non-intellectual.   Anderson continues 

inverting the value of sensuality over intellect in “Notes” from 1925:  “The negro working on the docks is envious of 

me sitting and thinking.  I am envious of him rolling the great timbers.  He thinks me an aristocrat and I think him an 

aristocrat.  What would I not give to accomplish something definite – related to trees, the earth, the sky, the seas!  What 

would I not give to be a man, not the shadow of a man!” (Notebook 131). Anderson acknowledges that the current 

construct of society has failed the white man, but his answer is to become more like the black man.  There is no 

suggestion that the black man is also intellectual or capable of being so, for then he would also be corrupted.  In fact, 

Anderson warns the black man of the corruption that awaits him in white society:  “But keep the song, black man, don’t 

lose the song. When you lose that, we’ve got you, we whites.  We’ll get you in the end, of course.  That’s what makes 

the song sweet to hear while it lasts” (134).  Anderson continues his presentation of the African American mindset as 

preferable but doomed in “Notes” from 1925:  “There are no direct connections made in such dreams.  One feels 

sensuality, wonder, interest, quite naturally – is unashamed, does not try to be logical.  It may be that thus the negro 

gets life.  As for myself I leave the fact that I have such dreams to the psychoanalysts” (224).  

Anderson completes his romantic view of African Americans by equating them with Nature:   

I went to the lake.  The lake, the sea, trees, rivers, negroes working in fields, these things rested me so 

that I could feel and work again. (Notebook 184) 

   

I lay in the weeds by the big river all night, a thousand miles of empty river, no sound – the soft lap of 

little waves in soft mud, the shuffle of negro feet. (133) 

Anderson’s consistent portrayal of African Americans producing honorable work while connected to each 

other and at one with the land presents an “authentic” culture both unmarred by Western culture and a historical part of 

Western culture.  Mark Whalen writes, “This participation in a double community, both ancestral and interpersonal, is 

what Anderson felt was denied to white Americans” (101).  However, as Whalen points out, this unique double 

community Anderson believes exists in blackness cannot survive.  The only option Anderson imagines for change is 

one that usurps blackness into whiteness.  Either blackness stays primitive and inferior, or it dies.  Anderson’s desire 

for connection between the spirit and the land is tempered by his fear that the intellect could prevent or destroy such a 

connection.  These convictions echo not only Anderson’s rural upbringing, but the philosophies of the Southern 

Agrarians, philosophies also entrenched in appreciating blackness only through primitivism or paternalism.  Indeed, 

Anderson’s thinking before, during, and after his mentorship of Toomer, Hemingway, and Faulkner was clear about the 

hierarchy of the races and embraced a sense of poignancy for the inevitable demise of African American culture.   

It is clear from his early letters that Toomer was aware of Sherwood Anderson and his work.  In 1920, Toomer 

met Waldo Frank who immediately encouraged his writing, introduced him to the literati of New York, and supplied 
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him with reading lists.  Toomer was then reading the established writers - Sinclair Lewis, Sherwood Anderson, and 

Theodore Dreiser - and the more avant garde writers like Frank and Munson (Whalen xxvi).  By 1922, Toomer had 

begun a correspondence with John McClure, the editor of Double Dealer.  Toomer praises Double Dealer as a 

“wonderful piece of work,” and lists the inclusion of Sherwood Anderson as testament to this quality (41).  However, in 

a series of letters to Waldo Frank and Gorham Munson, Toomer moves from lukewarm praise of Anderson to direct 

criticism: 

[Anderson] is pleasant reading, no doubt of that. Pleasant, middle-aged.  His sweet narrative gift 

swings along like a carriage-dog nosing the dust and flowers of a mid-western roadside.  Its paws are 

sensitive to the rocks and bumps beneath them.  Its eyes register the passing of isolated farm houses.  

Its mind glimpses the tragedy of unpainted clapboards and closes doors.  But its nose keeps to the dust 

and flowers of the road, and its heart beats regularly as it lopes along… (To Waldo Frank, October 9, 

1922, Whalen 85) 

 

Anderson is all prose, not a thought that one can bite into, and even that curiously golden emotion that 

came out now and then in his Winesburg sketches seems thinning. (To Gorham Munson, November 4, 

1922, Whalen 93)  

 

And there’s not enough meat in Anderson, though he’ll serve well for contrast [to Waldo Frank in an 

essay Toomer was writing]. (To Waldo Frank, early to mid November 1922, Whalen 96). 

This attitude toward Anderson began to change by December 1922 after Anderson wrote Toomer to praise his 

work in Double Dealer.  Toomer responded with great praise of Anderson’s work, claiming “Winesburg, Ohio, and the 

Triumph of the Egg are elements of my growing.  It is hard to think of myself as maturing without them” (102).  

Toomer goes on to tell Anderson, “There is a golden strength about your art that can come from nothing less than a 

creative elevation of experience….Your images are clean, glowing, healthy, vibrant: sunlight on forks of trees, on 

mellow piles of pine boards” (102).   

Toomer’s second letter to Anderson on December 29, 1922 addressed Anderson’s interest in and struggle with 

portraying “the Negro”:  

In your work I have felt you reaching for the beauty that the Negro has in him.  As you say, you 

wanted to write not of the Negro but out of him. “Well I wasn’t one.  The thing I felt couldnt be truly 

done.’ I guess you’re right.  But this much is certain: an emotional element, a richness from him, from 

yourself, you have artistically woven into your own material.  Notably, in Out of Nowhere into 

Nothing.  Here your Negro, from the stand point of superficial reality, of averages, of surface 

plausibility, is unreal.  

   

My friends who are interested in the ‘progress’ of the Negro would take violent exception to such a 

statement as, ‘By educating himself he had cut himself off from his own people.’  And from a strictly 
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social point of view, much that they would say would be true enough.  But in these pages you have 

evoked an emotion, a sense of beauty that is easily more Negro than almost anything I have seen.  And 

I am glad to admit my own indebtedness to you in this connection.”  (Whalen 105, 106) 

Anderson responded to Toomer with enthusiasm, excited to talk about what it meant to be a Negro and, more 

importantly, a Negro artist: 

Your work is of special significance to me because it is the first negro work I have seen that 

strikes me as really negro.  That is surely [?]  splendid.  

In London I met a woman of your race with whom I had some good talk and with whom I 

have had some correspondence but in the end I felt she was a bit too negro…I felt something like this 

– that she was inclined to over-estimate everything done by a negro because a negro had done it…In 

you, that is to say in your [th--- be artistry] of course and I believe you are one – and a negro artist – 

which is infinitely more important. (1922 Toomer Papers, Yale University) 

By early January 1923, Toomer confesses to Waldo Frank that Anderson “limits [him] to Negro” and that their 

friendship won’t “go very far:”  

Sherwood Anderson and I have exchanged a few letters.  I dont think we will go very far.  He limits 

me to Negro.  As an approach, as a constant element (part of a larger whole) of interest, Negro is 

good.  But to try to tie me to one of my parts is surely to loose (sic) me.  My own letters have taken 

Negro as a point, and from there have circled out.  Sherwood, for the most part, ignores the circles. 

(Whalen 113) 

By mid-January, 1923 Toomer can dismiss both Anderson’s mentorship and his work based on his 

understanding of race.  Toomer acknowledges in a letter to Waldo Frank that “Sherwood Anderson has doubtless had a 

very deep and beautiful emotion by way of the Negro” but that Anderson is unable to see the full expression of 

Toomer’s art, an expression beyond race:   

I expect artists to recognize the circle of expression.  When they don’t, I’m not disappointed; I simply 

know that in this respect they are second-rate.  That in this respect they differ but little from the mass 

which must narrow and caricature if it is to grasp the thing at all.  Sherwood’s notes are very deep and 

sincere.  Hence I attribute his attitude to a natural limitation.  This limitation, extended, is noticeable 

in the bulk of his work. The range of his sensitivity, curiosity, and intelligence is not very wide.  One’s 

admiration suffers, but one’s personal liking need not be affected by this. (115).   

Toomer did not make any direct break with Anderson.  Indeed, Anderson continued to support Toomer’s work 

and endeavored to keep him in print.  In 1923, Anderson wrote congratulating Toomer on Cane and offering comfort 

about the disappointing sales.  On January 3, 1924, Anderson penned a letter to Toomer placing his work among the 

Moderns: 

You I am sure belong to us, nervous distraught one, us moderns, and it is quite wonderful to think 

your history also in the men I [was] watching on the docks, the black men…I never tried to talk to 

them, never approached them…Perhaps I did not know how much I wanted a voice from them.. 
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When I first saw your stuff I was thrilled to my toes.  Then I thought, “he has let the intrusive white 

men get him.  They are going to color his style, spoil him. I guess that isn’t true.  You’ll stay by your 

own, won’t you.  

(Toomer Papers, Yale University) 

Ultimately, Toomer and Anderson’s relationship was limited by Anderson’s understanding of race.  Mark 

Whalen claims 

The African American community [Anderson] constructed as an escape from the isolating experience 

of modern white society was founded on the premise of black nonindividuation…Much more 

conducive to him was the construction of African American community from a discreet 

anthropological distance, a distance that allowed the willful negation of personality or individuality.  

This of course precluded the development of any friendships with African Americans, as Jean Toomer 

soon found out.  Despite the complexity of Toomer’s racial heritage and despite the fact that even as 

Cane was published Toomer was disavowing the entire concept of an essentialist racial heritage, 

Anderson saw him purely on his own terms and brushed aside Toomer’s attempts at self-definition.  

(Race 106, 107) 

Anderson, then, tied “the Negro” to the black body, a physical, biological predetermination.  Toomer tied race 

to culture.  Toomer’s words to Anderson that his writing on the Negro was not completely limited by his white body, 

that “an emotional element, a richness from [the Negro], from yourself, you have artistically woven into your own 

material” reflects Toomer’s growing understanding that race was culturally formed and preserved (Whalen Letters 

105).
2
  As early as June 1922, Toomer was qualifying his identification with African Americans.  In a response to John 

McClure’s request “to know who you are, what you are doing, and to see anything whatever you have which you think 

might interest us,” Toomer wrote:  

My position in America has been a curious one.  As near as I can tell, there are seven race bloods 

within this body of mine.  French, Dutch, Welsh, Negro, German, Jewish, and Indian.  And they get 

along, if you will believe me, quite amicably! My father and his folks were Georgians.  On my 

mother’s side we hail from Georgia and New Orleans.  My grandfather, P.B.S. Pinchback, was at one 

time lieutenant and then acting governor of Louisiana.  The Double Dealer is on the spot of the old 

hunting grounds.  One half of my family is definitely white, the other, definitely colored.  For my own 

part, I have lived equally amid the two race groups.  And, I alone, as far as I know, have striven for a 

spiritual fusion analogous to the fact of racial intermingling.  It has been rough riding.  Nor am I 

through, have just begun, in fact. This, however, has neither social nor political implications.  My 

concern is solely with art.  What am I?  From my own point of view, naturally and inevitably an 

American.  Viewed from the world of race distinctions, I take the color of whatever group I at the time 

am so journeying in.  As I become known, I shall doubtless be classed as a Negro.  I shall neither fight 

nor resent it.  There will be more truth than they know in what they saw, for my writing takes much of 

its worth from that source. (40) 
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As late as 1932 Toomer wrote that he was not a Negro and that the ideal view of race in America would not 

involve blackness and whiteness:  

Since the publication of my book “Cane” there have unfortunately arisen certain misunderstanding as 

to myself and my position.  Though I am interested in and deeply value the Negro, I am not a Negro.  

And though I have written about the Negro, and value the material and the art that is Negro, all of my 

writings during the past seven years have been on other subjects.  In America I am working for a 

vision of this country as composed of people who are Americans first, and only of certain descents as 

secondary matters.  In order to establish my view I have had – for a time – to swing into a rather 

extreme position which has not allowed me to be associated with any race other than what we may 

call the American race. (Toomer Papers, Yale University) 

Anderson had turned down Toomer’s request for financial support for a Negro Arts journal; his novel Dark 

Laughter embraced primitivism; he saw no need or possibility for social equality between the races; and his interest in 

Toomer was consumed by a perception of Toomer as “black.”  Toomer was right:  Anderson limited him to Negro and 

the result was a necessarily short-lived interaction. What is most important is the role race played in these artists’ 

development of Modernism.  Anderson looked to primitivism to restore what he had exposed in his fiction as damaging 

American identity:  the limitations of small-town white maleness; the dangers of a growing industrialism; and a cultural 

sphere so diminished it provided Americans with no means to cope with the jagged disorder of their lives. Anderson’s 

appreciation for primitivism solidified the elevation of whiteness throughout the construction of modernity.  Toomer’s 

interest in dissolving the relationship between race and body was an attempt to remove the historical hierarchy and 

democratize cultures, making blackness and whiteness accessible to each other in ways not previously known.  For 

Toomer and Anderson, then, American Modernism would hinge on the American definition of race.  

Hemingway arrived in Chicago in October 1920, and in mid-January 1921 met Sherwood Anderson, a leader 

of the Chicago Renaissance and nationally acclaimed writer.  Michael Reynolds writes that what Hemingway needed at 

this point in his life “was someone to influence his reading and someone to tell him how the literary life was conducted, 

someone who knew about publication pitfalls, contracts, translation rights, someone connected with the leading edge of 

the literary scene” (182).  Sherwood Anderson was that person. 

Hemingway’s friendship with Anderson did allow him a professional mentorship beyond the newspaper.  

Anderson exposed Hemingway to the idea of literary nationalism, and he began to ponder the writer’s true role: 

“Anderson told him that Twain and Whitman were the two great American writers whose roots flourished in native 

soil.  This idea of being an  American writer was new to Hemingway, for his Oak Park education emphasized only the 

British tradition” (Reynolds 183).  Anderson provided Hemingway with a reading list of both American and European 

writers including Waldo Frank, Van Wyck Brooks, Turgenev, Chekhov, Dostoevsky, and D. H. Lawrence (183).  At 

Anderson’s suggestion, Hemingway began to read The Dial, American Mercury, and Poetry.  Anderson critiqued 

several of Hemingway’s stories. And, most famously, Anderson told Hemingway to go to Paris.  

Anderson and Hemingway lived in the same city for only four months: Anderson was in Paris between April 

and November 1921 and Hemingway left for Paris in December 1921.  The two writers corresponded; there are six 
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letters from Hemingway and four from Anderson in the Hemingway Archives, spanning 1921- 1926.  Once  

Hemingway was in Paris, Anderson encouraged him to submit to Double Dealer (Reynolds 194).  Hemingway kept 

Anderson informed regarding submissions, rejections, and acceptances of his writing: “Pound took six of my poems 

and sent them wit a letter to Thayer ,Scofield , that is , you've heard of him maybe . Pound thinks I'm a swell poet . He 

also took a story for the Little Review" (sic) (March 9, 1922 JFKL).  However, Hemingway also kept Anderson up to 

date on his family life, indicating an easy familiarity and shared friendship that was not all professional:  "Bones 

[Hadley] is called Binney now . we both call each other Binney . I'm the male Binney adn she is the female Binney . 

We haefv a saying -The Male Binney protects the Female - but the Female bears the young . " (sic) (March 9, 1922 

JFKL).  But all would not remain so friendly.   

In March of 1925, Hemingway’s review of Anderson’s A Story-Teller’s Story was published in Ex Libris.  This 

review, written before Hemingway had read Dark Laughter, both praised and criticized Anderson’s writing.  He clearly 

marks Anderson as an American writer:  “For Sherwood Anderson, unlike the English, does not quote you Latin in 

casual conversation,” while defending Anderson against criticism that Story-Teller was derivative of The Education of 

Henry Adams:  “‘A Story-Teller’s Story’ is a good book.  It is such a good book that it doesn’t need to be coupled in 

the reviewing with Henry Adams or anybody else” (Bruccoli 7).  Hemingway claims that there are “very beautiful 

places in the book, as good writing as Sherwood Anderson has done and that means considerably better than any other 

American writer has done” (8).  He discounts the critics who think Anderson cannot write by claiming Anderson’s 

craftsmanship is so adept it is invisible to the reader (9).  Indeed, Hemingway gives as the only reasons Anderson has 

faltered: “His talent and development of it has been toward the short story or tale not toward the highly artificial form 

the novel” and he has been “mal entouré,” surrounded by the wrong people (9).   Hemingway does claim Anderson’s 

Many Marriages was a “poor book,” but he claims it was poor because Anderson wrote it to please the critics and sell 

books.  Hemingway values in Anderson his distinct style and vision, the loss of which he will castigate in Torrents of 

Spring.   

In 1926, Hemingway published a satire of Anderson’s Dark Laughter (1925).  Though a popular success, Dark 

Laughter had received mixed critical response.  It was Anderson’s first work written after he had lived in the American 

South and his first to contain elements of Southern culture and mythology (Taylor and Modlin ix).  Anderson would 

spend the next sixteen years of his life living in and writing about the South.  He shared with Toomer and Faulkner this 

interest in the American South.  Hemingway would never live in or write of the American South, but he would show 

interest in particular places in which he was, at least initially, an outsider:  Paris, Key West, Spain, Africa.   

In 1926, Hemingway wrote to Anderson: "You said I was all wrong on many Marriages and I told you what I 

though about the Story Teller's Story . All I think about the Dark laughter is in this Torrents book . It is not meant to do 

any of the things i see teh ad writers say it is , and the great race I had in nmind in the sub-0title was the white race . It 

is a joke and it isn't meant to be mean , but it is absolutely sincere” (sic) (May 21, 1926, JFKL).  The sub-title to which 

Hemingway refers, “A Romantic Novel in Honor of the Passing of a Great Race,” immediately places the focus of the 

parody on race by connecting both Anderson’s novel and Hemingway’s parody to Madison Grant’s The Passing of the 
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Great Race (1916).  That Hemingway mentions the sub-title specifically to Anderson distinctly suggests that 

Hemingway intended a major focus of his parody to be constructions of race.      

Much has been written on Hemingway’s use of The Torrents of Spring to distance himself from his mentor and 

break with his publisher, Boni & Liveright, but no one has seriously considered the book a parody on American 

constructions of race.  Yet beyond the sub-title, Hemingway organizes his book so that Part One is titled “Red and 

Black Laughter” and Part Four “The Passing of a Great Race and the Making and Marring of Americans,” decidedly 

placing the focus on race, not just Anderson’s style.  Grant’s text had parts; Anderson’s did not.  Anderson would, of 

course, have known that Hemingway’s reference to the “great race” in the sub-title would be a reference to Grant’s text 

and its claim for whiteness, but Hemingway’s comment in his letter to Anderson provides part of the acclaimed “punch 

to the jaw” by critiquing Anderson’s romantic notion of African Americans.   

In Dark Laughter, Anderson uses racial stereotypes as uncritical representations.  As Bruce contemplates what 

it means to be an American, he admits to himself that he has “half friendships” with many nationalities, but that African 

Americans are “more willing to come, more avid to come than any Jew, German, Pole, Italian.  Standing laughing – 

coming by the back door – with shuffling feet, a laugh – a dance in the body” (74).  Anderson romanticizes the 

appearance of Southern blacks: 

Nigger girls in the streets, nigger women, nigger men…The men who work on the docks in New 

Orleans have slender flanks like running horses, broad shoulders, loose heavy lips hanging down – 

faces like old monkeys sometimes – bodies like young gods – sometimes.  On Sundays – when they 

go to church, or to a bayou baptizing, the brown girls do sure cut loose with the colors – gaudy nigger 

colors on nigger women making the streets flame – deep purples, reds, yellows, green like young 

corn-shoots coming up.  They sweat.  The skin colors brown, golden yellow, reddish brown, purple-

brown.  When the sweat runs down high brown backs the colors come out and dance before the eyes.  

Flash that up, you silly painters, catch it dancing.  Song-tones in words, music in words – in colors 

too. (77) 

Hemingway did not focus his own stylistic concerns on racial representations specifically, but he was 

concerned with precise representation, and Anderson’s book contained the most disdained of portrayals, those 

overdrawn and under-developed.  As Hemingway began his entry into what he had been taught by Anderson to see as 

American literature and letters, he was adamant in holding the art to a standard of precise representation.  When 

Anderson failed to present such modernist precision about race either in style or substance, Hemingway subjected him 

to ninety pages of satirical review.  Such a strong reaction suggests Hemingway found race an essential part of 

American modernism. 

After an unsuccessful three-year stint as postmaster at the University of Mississippi, Faulkner resigned and 

moved to New Orleans in 1925.  He intended to wait in New Orleans for a ship on which he could exchange labor for 

passage to Europe.  He ended up staying in New Orleans for six months, ultimately paying fare for his voyage.
3
  While 

in New Orleans, Faulkner reconnected with Elizabeth Prall, manager of the Double Day bookstore in Lord and Taylor’s 

at which he had worked in New York City in 1921 (Watson 136).  In the interim, Elizabeth had married Sherwood 
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Anderson and moved to New Orleans.  She invited Faulkner to stay in her house while he was in the city, and she 

eventually introduced Faulkner to her husband.   

Faulkner and Anderson’s relationship would be tumultuous, but Anderson would promote Faulkner’s work to 

publishers throughout Faulkner’s career.  The early relationship was, of course, exciting and easy.  Anderson had been 

away on a book tour during Faulkner’s stay at his house.  Faulkner moved in with Bill Stratling upon Sherwood 

Anderson’s return in March but stayed much a part of the Andersons’ lives.  It was still early March when Faulkner 

wrote to his mother “Sherwood and I are writing a book together” (Watson 165).  Indeed, many of Faulkner’s letters 

home reflect an intimacy with the Andersons:  “Elizabeth sends love.  She has just had influenza, but she is up again.  

And then Sherwood had it.  Dad should see some of the shirts and ties he has.  Loud is no word.  He says he likes 

colors and he dont (sic) give a hot who know it” (167); “Saturday Sherwood chartered a gasoline yacht and about 12 of 

us went across Lake Ponchartrain and up a river” (169).  Faulkner and Anderson even shared a character, Al Jackson, 

exchanging wild adventures for him.
4
  Nonetheless, by June of 1926, Anderson would recommend Faulkner’s novel to 

Liveright as long as he didn’t have to read it (Blotner 146).
5
  What had happened in the interim? 

On April 26, 1925, the Prophets ran an article on Sherwood Anderson written by William Faulkner.  In the 

piece, Faulkner assessed seven Anderson novels, repeatedly suggesting that none matched the genius of Winesburg, 

Ohio.  Faulkner’s praise of Winesburg, Ohio was unequivocal: “But then anything any other American writers was 

doing at that time would have been disappointing after Winesburg.”  The many flaws he found with the other six books, 

however, set the tone of the review.   

Faulkner gave Anderson only partial credit for the genius of Winesburg, Ohio, claiming: “Men grow from the 

soil, like corn and trees: I prefer to think of Mr. Anderson as a lusty corn field in his native Ohio” (Prophets).  The 

genius of Winesburg, Ohio was due to Anderson’s “very inexperience, his urgent need not to waste time or paper”; he 

could portray sympathy without mawkishness because “the gods looked out for him” (Prophets).  Because of this 

natural genius, Faulkner repeatedly hails Anderson’s future:  “The corn is maturing;” “he has not matured yet, despite 

his accomplishments so far;” “He who conceived this man [the father in Horses and Men] has yet something that will 

appear in its own good time,” but he does so after claiming Anderson has missed the mark (Prophets).  Additionally, 

Faulkner blames Anderson’s fictive flaws on his Midwestern roots.  Grieving a lack of humor in Windy McPherson’s 

Son, Faulkner writes:  “This lack of humor mitigates against him, but then growing corn has little time for humor” 

(Prophets).  Many Marriages is weak because Anderson “gets away from the land.  When he does this he is lost” 

(Prophets).   

Belying the critically objective tone of the article, Faulkner ends with a personal recollection of Anderson.  

The dream Anderson tells Faulkner instigates the collaborative creation of the character Al Jackson, but Faulkner does 

not mention the shared writing in the article.  Such an omission simultaneously suggests his sense of collegiality with 

Anderson and his ignorance that his essay would not please.  Anderson could not help notice the mixed reviews 

Faulkner gave his work and his influence, and, understandably, he resented being defined as a simple corn field.  The 

intimate conversations and boat rides between Faulkner and Anderson had ended.   
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Solidifying the break between the two writers was Faulkner’s part in Sherwood Anderson and Other Famous 

Creoles published privately in 1926.  The drawings by Stratling were accompanied by Faulkner’s prose parodying 

Anderson’s style.  Coming on the heels of Torrents of Spring (1925), Anderson was not amused.  Joseph Blotner 

suggests there were deeper tensions between Anderson and Faulkner than simply professional rivalry, a suggestion all 

the more compelling in light of Anderson’s faithful support of Faulkner’s work in spite of the personal estrangement.  

Blotner writes: 

Not only would Anderson criticize the South, from the wealthy class to the former slave class, he 

thought Faulkner himself was poisoned with pernicious attitudes.  He wrote later about a kind of 

insanity in “those decayed families making claim to aristocracy, often living very isolated lives in 

lonely run-down Southern towns, surrounded by Negroes.”  There was cruelty toward the Negroes, 

Anderson said, which often took the form of sexual aggression by white men.  “Faulkner has got hold 

of the queer sort of insanity that results.  He understands and draws clearly the little white 

businessman, the small white farmers: still at the same time, there is in him also a lot of the same old 

bunk about the South.” (FAB 179)    

Indeed, Anderson found the “Negro” interesting, placing in him the romantic ideal of purity.  Faulkner, 

however, did not share Anderson’s view of African Americans.  Though a product of his time and region, Faulkner, 

nevertheless, did not idealize, vilify, nor patronize the black characters he created.  Instead, Faulkner’s characters 

contradicted Anderson’s sense of the role race played in America.   

Faulkner’s break from the mentorship of Anderson was, perhaps, a natural coming-of-age for a writer.  Once 

he became the mentor, Faulkner looked back with respect on how the torch was passed to him:   

What has happened to writing, anyway?  Hemingway and Dos Passos and I are veterans now; we 

should be fighting tooth and toenail to hold our places against young writers.  But there are not young 

writers worth a damn that I know of.  I think of my day.  There were Lewis and Dreiser and Sherwood 

Anderson and so forth, and we were crowding the hell out of them.  But now there doesn’t seem to be 

enough pressure behind us to keep Dos Passos and Hemingway writing even.  What’s your 

explanation for it?  (Letter to Bennett Cert, July 24, 1940; Blotner Selected Letters 134) 

Indeed, Faulkner never seemed to lose his respect for Anderson.  In 1950 he wrote to Joan Williams regarding 

rumors that he would win the Nobel Prize: “It’s not the sort of thing to decline; a gratuitous insult to do so but I don’t 

want it.  I had rather be in the same pigeon hole with Dreiser and Sherwood Anderson, than with Sinclair Lewis and 

Mrs. Chinahand Buck” (299).  In 1953, Faulkner agreed to write a forward for Sherwood Anderson’s published 

correspondence.  This essay was published in the Atlantic Monthly as “Sherwood Anderson: An Appreciation” (346, 

347). As in 1926, Faulkner’s appreciation of Anderson is mixed at best.  It is in this article Faulkner makes his oft 

quoted claim that Anderson “found himself to be only a one- or two-book man” (Meriwether 6).  In his analysis of 

Anderson’s style, Faulkner dismisses Anderson’s later work to “just style” while describing the seeds of the American 

Modernism he and Hemingway would develop:  “to seek always to penetrate to thought’s uttermost end” (5).  Still, 

Faulkner admits that neither he nor Hemingway “could have touched, ridiculed, his work itself” (6) and recognizes that 
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he “had seen, was looking at, a great giant in an earth populated to a great – too great – extent by pygmies” (10).   

Never one to intentionally burn bridges, Faulkner would interact with Sherwood Anderson and his legacy much longer 

than Toomer or Hemingway.   

It is generally accepted that primitivism as engaged by white writers “was an ideological strategy intent on 

staging a rupture with the preceding generation of white literary culture rather than any genuine desire to reassess 

interracial relationship or racial identity” (Rhodes qtd. in Whalen 77).  Primitivism helped white writers critique white 

civilizations, a dominant focus post-World War I.  Additionally, writers believed primitivism enabled them to articulate 

truth; to capture reality; to be brutally honest (Whalen 78).  Used as a mirror to reflect the flaws in American culture, 

primitivism drew from anthropology and psychology for ideology.  Central to both was sexuality and its role in 

individual and cultural development.   

The connection between primitivism and sexuality manifests itself in multiple stereotypical representations of 

sexually free African Americans in Anderson’s work.  Toomer, Hemingway, and Faulkner – perhaps through their 

interactions with Anderson – portrayed sexuality, race, and modernity as interrelated cultural constructions.  

Throughout their fiction, Toomer, Hemingway, and Faulkner placed importance on interrogating the social 

constructions of sexuality.  Indeed, Cane, In Our Time, and These 13 all interrogate sexuality; more importantly, these 

texts interrogate sexuality through the lens of race.  Sexual interactions between whites and blacks and social 

expectations concerning sexual behavior pervade these three early works and the later works of Hemingway and 

Faulkner.  Mark Whalen argues that “African Americans were central to Anderson’s perception of the South, of 

sexuality, and of American economics for the majority of his writing career” (84).  Though Toomer, Hemingway, and 

Faulkner were already crafting racialized characters when they met Anderson, his primitivism became a theoretical 

construct that each would find hollow and harmful.  My reading of Cane, In Our Time, and These 13 argues that 

Anderson’s mentorship of Toomer, Hemingway, and Faulkner enabled each to place race as central to American 

identity and precise racial representation as essential to American modernism.           

                                                        
1  Mark Whalen’s thoughtful Race, Manhood, and Modernism in America gives a thorough analysis not only of the 
relationship between Toomer and Anderson, Cane and The Triumph of the Egg, but also of the influence of primitivism on 
Anderson’s own understanding of whiteness and blackness.  See Chapter Two: “Sherwood Anderson and Primitivism.” 
2 Mark Whalen explains this idea in the conclusion of Race, Manhood, and Modernism in America:  “If ‘Negro’ was about 
emotion and a sense of beauty, and if a white writer could understand and communicate this as well as anyone, then cultural 
‘belonging’ and cultural authenticity are not necessarily linked to racial status” (229).     
3 William Faulkner resigned from his postmasterhip on October 31, 1924.  He moved to New Orleans in January, 1925 and 
left for Europe on July 7, 1925.   
4 Joseph Blotner reports in Faulkner: a Biography, One-Volume Edition that Anderson, inspired by his dream that he was 
“trying to swap a horse for a night’s sleep,” created Al Jackson, a descendent of Andrew Jackson, “half-man half-sheep and 
presently half-shark”  (134).  With a little help from Faulkner, Anderson created other such characters. The two “enjoyed 
their creation so much and it became so ‘unwieldy’ that they decided to write it in the form of letters to each other” (134). 
This work never became a book, however, because Anderson focused on finishing Tar: A Midwestern Childhood and 
Faulkner’s time was devoted to writing for the Times-Picayune.  Faulkner’s letters regarding Al Jackson are published in 
Blotner’s Uncollected Stories of Williams Faulkner, 1979.           
5 Blotner gives two reports of this interchange.  The first is that Faulkner met Elizabeth on the street and she “relayed a 
message from her husband: ‘He said that he will make a trade with you.  If he don’t have to read it, he will tell his publisher 
to take it’’ (146).  Estelle Franklin claimed the words Faulkner remembered were “I’ll do anything for him, so long as I don’t 
have to read his damn manuscript” (146).  Faulkner was hurt by the latter.        
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CHAPTER FOUR 

TOOMER’S CANE INITIATES A NEW CONVERSATION ABOUT RACE 

 

In 1923, Boni & Liveright published Jean Toomer’s Cane.  It did not sell well, but was critically acclaimed in 

a time very interested in “Negro writers.”  Toomer’s distaste at being labeled a “Negro writer” is at least partially the 

result of his vision that the races in America are not distinct.  By critiquing the influence of the past on the present, 

exposing corrupt social systems, re-evaluating of the connection between land and personal identity, and experimenting 

with ways language shape identity, Toomer wrote a book about all Americans.  Toomer’s swansong for the Southern 

African American lifestyle acknowledged a vibrant connection between the past and present in which each influences 

the other:  changes in the present alter one’s understanding of the past, making it possible to reiterate social mythology 

in language that eradicates hierarchy; a reiterated past modifies present understandings and behaviors.  Through this 

dynamic portrayal of time, Cane did not communicate regret about the passing of the Southern African American 

identity as much as it gave direction for the crafting of a new American identity devoid of racial distinction or 

hierarchy.     

Cane’s representation of race and ethnicity is focused exclusively on blackness and whiteness in America, but 

it differs from previous works by “race men.”
1
  Race is no longer a reality that has been misunderstood, but a social 

construct that is constantly reiterated.   As Toomer explores “structures used to define and represent the self,” he 

develops race as integral to the formation of personal identity and modernism’s concern with individualism (Kodat 4).  

 “Karintha” opens with four lines of a poem written as an epigraph.  Twice in the epigraph, we are told that 

“Her skin is like dusk on the eastern horizon”; in the opening line of the story, we are told that dusk is beautiful:  

“Karintha carrying beauty, perfect as dusk when the sun goes down” (3).  This is the only clue readers get to identify 

Karintha’s race, and it is immediately associated with beauty.  But after the epigraph and before the prosaic praise of 

her beauty, readers are told a more important fact about Karintha.  Toomer opens the first story in Cane by addressing 

directly the myths of black female sexuality:  

Men had always wanted her, this Karintha, even as a child, Karintha carrying beauty, perfect 

as dusk when the sun goes down.  Old men rode her hobby-horse upon their knees.  Young men 

danced with her at frolics when they should have been dancing with their grown-up girls.  God grant 

us youth, secretly prayed the old men.  The young fellows counted the time to pass before she would 

be old enough to mate with them.  This interest of the male, who wishes to ripen a growing thing too 

soon, could mean no good to her.  (3)           

Karintha’s beauty is immediately – even during childhood – corrupted.  Men dream of sexual liaisons with her 

long before she is of age, and Karintha is changed by this reaction to her appearance.  She moves from being described 

as “a wild flash that told the other folks just what it was to live” and as a “bit of vivid color, like a black bird that 

flashes in light,” to one who “stoned the cows, and beat her dog, and fought the other children…” (3).  
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At twenty, Karintha is unable to integrate her sexuality with other facets of her self.  She “has been married 

many times” and has “contempt” for the men who admire her (4).  Young men do all sorts of things to make money for 

Karintha – run stills, go away to college, work as porters and stewards – but they are too late with their money to save 

her.  Karintha’s past has given her a child and that child is dead, yet that dead child haunts Karintha’s town:   

But Karintha is a woman, and she has had a child.  A child fell out of her womb onto a bed of pine-

needles in the forest.  Pine-needles are smooth and sweet.  They are elastic to the feet of rabbits.…A 

sawmill was nearby.  Its pyramidal sawdust pile smouldered.  It is a year before one completely burns.  

Meanwhile, the smoke curls up and hangs in odd wraiths about the trees, curls up, spreads itself out 

over the valley.…Weeks after Karintha returned home the smoke was so heavy you tasted it in water. 

By claiming the child “Fell out of her womb,” Toomer emphasizes how little Karintha participates in her own 

life; yet, “smoke that one can taste in the water” suggests the town cannot escape Karintha’s life.  Toomer’s “Karintha” 

claims that the fate of black females – of race and gender – is key to the health of society.   

Toomer shows Karintha defined by male sexual appraisal.  Viewing black womanhood as essentially sexual 

exposes a past shaped by a white world concerned with justifying slavery, rape, and segregation.  Surviving into the 

present, this past costs Karintha her soul:  “Men do not know that the soul of her was a growing thing ripened too soon” 

(4).  Yet Karintha resists this destiny and most men in town.  (We are not told why Karintha enters multiple marriages 

nor the origin of her dead child.)  Toomer presents Karintha wholly through the circumscribing image of others.  By 

opening with a black woman victimized since childhood by a dehumanizing stereotype grounded in the historical 

confrontation between whiteness and blackness, Cane emphasizes the social construction of race and gender. 

“Becky” presents a white woman trapped by the social constraints of race:  “Becky was the white woman who 

had two Negro sons” (7).  Becky’s sons nullify carefully defined racial codes and anger both races: 

Who gave it to her? Damn buck nigger, said the white folks’ mouths.  She wouldn’t tell.  Common, 

God-forsaken, insane white shameless wench, said the white folks’ mouths….Taking their words, they 

filled her, like a bubble rising – then she broke….Who gave it to her? Low-down nigger with no self-

respect, said the black folks’ mouths.  She wouldn’t tell.  Poor Catholic poor-white crazy woman, said 

the black folks’ mouths.  White folks and black folks built her cabin, fed her and her growing baby, 

prayed secretly to God who’d put His cross upon her and cast her out. (7) 

Yet, Toomer notes, many ignore clear social rules for dealing with miscegenation.  The railroad boss donates 

land; John Stone provides building supplies; Lonnie Deacon’s labor builds the cabin; trainmen and passengers throw 

food and hand-written prayers; David Georgia brings syrup; and townsfolks, “unknown, of course, to each other,” take 

turns bringing food (7, 8).  None ever sees Becky; all would deny helping her.  In having blacks and whites both 

denigrate and help Becky, Toomer crafts actions that re-script the social handling of miscegenation and language that 

performs the expected outrage.  The shared language of blacks and whites in “Becky” exposes a racist past while 

simultaneously masking the active subversion of codes established in that past.  
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Becky’s sons grow only physically.  They are angry and violent and eventually curse both blacks and whites 

and leave town.  The community then attaches to Becky a supernatural power, for it is hard for the townsfolk to believe 

she has survived her exile, her sons, and her sin:  

Becky?  Smoke curled up from her chimney; she must be there.  Trains passing shook the ground.  

The ground shook the leaning chimney.  Nobody noticed it.  A creepy feeling came over all who saw 

that thin wraith of smoke and felt the trembling of the ground.  Folks began to take her food again.  

They quit it soon because they had a fear.  Becky if dead might be a hant, and if alive – it took some 

nerve even to mention it…(8).  

Indeed, the story ends supernaturally.  After switching to a first person point of view, the narrator tells his 

readers that his congregation was returning from worship when they rode by Becky’s cabin and the ground “rumbled,” 

and “the chimney fell into the cabin” (8).  The narrator and Barlo are “pulled out of our seats.  Dragged to the door that 

had swung open” (9).  They see only a pile of bricks and acknowledge that if there, Becky must be under them:  “I 

thought I heard a groan.  Barlo, mumbling something, threw his Bible on the pile.  (No one has ever touched it.)  

Somehow we got away” (9). 

Becky’s predicament represents a shared, tainted history – the rape of black female slaves by white 

landowners; the myth that black men craved sexual contact with white women; pages of law that defined both 

blackness and whiteness so that all could be assigned a race.  Becky’s story, then, exposes these myths as untruths and 

calls into question America’s practiced Christianity.  Neither Christian adherent at the end of the story attempted to 

save Becky.  Toomer makes the final failure of the Christians more personal by having the narrator turn to a first person 

address.  Individuals bear personal responsibility for social failures, “Becky” seems to argue.   

Though society seems to destroy her sons, it is nature – the earth’s “rumbling” – that destroys Becky.  Becky’s 

exile to the woods saves no one.  The society, though helping to keep her and her sons physically alive, extends its 

judgment to the woods and isolates Becky and her sons.  The woods never serve as a retreat, a source of renewal.  

Indeed, it is the land itself, the earthquake or other “rumbling,” that kills Becky.        There is no land safe for those 

who transgress racial boundaries.   

“Carma” invokes a past beyond that of American slavery.  Carma is clearly black and in America:  “Nigger 

woman driving a Georgia chariot down an old dust road.  Dixie Pike is what they call it” (12).  Yet Dixie Pike, with 

pines, sweet gums, a sawmill, and cotton field, connects to Africa:  “She [Carma] is in the forest, dancing.  Torches 

flare…juju men, greegree, witch-doctors…torches go out…The Dixie Pike has grown from a goat path in Africa” (12).  

This reference to Africa certainly sustains the modernist interest in the relationship between the past and the present, 

but it also makes a statement about American whiteness.  Toomer reminds readers that white America created a false 

image of blackness; that though denied by whites, black slaves had culture and agency before slavery, before the 

existence of the New World.  American history, Toomer suggests, has been shaped in the interest of whiteness.    

Carma connects to the land, as Karintha and Becky do not. She “smell[s] of farmyards” (12); she labors and 

hides in the cane field; she uses the land to define, sustain, and protect herself.  Toomer keeps a focus on the land by 

repeating thrice this verse about the land:  “Wind is in the cane.  Come along./ Cane leaves swaying, rusty with talk,/ 
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Scratching choruses above the guinea’s squawk,/ Wind is in the cane.  Come along” (12, 13).  Carma also exudes a 

sexuality different from that of Karintha or Becky:  “Carma, in overalls, and strong as any man, stands behind the old 

brown mule, driving the wagon home.  It bumps, and groans, and shakes as it crosses the railroad track.  She, riding it 

easy” (12).  While her husband worked away, she “had others,” but no one “blames her for that” (13).  Perhaps because 

of her bond with the land and separation from white society, this modern black woman can define her own sexuality. 

Her identity develops in an Edenic past before slavery and without regard to whiteness.   

In Cane’s fourth story, Fern challenges the status quo.  Fern’s eyes, her dominant physical trait, both attract 

and deny men.  They inspire male homage beyond sex—for example, to “buy a house and deed it to her” (16).  Some 

men attempt to possess Fern but get “no joy from it.” Eventually Fern, idolized and feared, becomes “a virgin” (16).   

Only after witnessing Fern’s unmanning sexuality do we learn that she is black:  “And it is black folks whom I 

have been talking about thus far.  What white men thought of Fern I can arrive at only by analogy.  They let her alone” 

(17).  Fern’s power operates beyond limits assigned by white privilege--at least along Dixie Pike.  This ancestral land 

already identified with Africa in “Carma,” gives Fern power:  “When one is on the soil of one’s ancestors, most 

anything can come to one” (19).  Indeed, while on this land, her eyes “held God” (19).  Fern’s power transcends 

sexuality and race.     

Twice Toomer shifts the narratorial voice of “Fern” to address the reader directly.   Both shifts occur at the end 

of the story.  First, the narrator makes clear he is addressing both black and white readers:  “I ask you , friend (it makes 

no difference if you sit in the Pullman or the Jim Crow as the train crosses her road), what thoughts would come to 

you.…Your thoughts can help me, and I would like to know” (18).  The narrator may have claimed earlier that white 

men left Fern alone, but he suggests throughout the story that all men are moved by her, and he suggests here that his 

story has held the attention of a multi-racial audience.  The story ends with a direct plea to the reader/friend: “And, 

friend, you?  She is still living, I have reason to know.  Her name, against the chance that you might happen down that 

way, is Fernie May Rosen” (19).  Toomer makes it clear that Fern compels all – black men, white men, and readers - to 

do “some fine unnamed thing” (19) for her.  Such is the mystical place of the black woman post Civil War.  She is not 

part of society; she can not define her own identity; she is not understood, yet she compels all of America to respond.    

Esther is Toomer’s first middle-class black woman; her father owns a grocery store.  We see her at ages nine, 

sixteen, twenty-two and twenty-seven.  The opening words of the story describe her:  “Esther’s hair falls in soft curls 

about her high-cheek-boned chalk-white face” (22).  But Esther’s whiteness is not pretty:  “Esther’s hair would be 

beautiful if there were more gloss to it.  And if her face were not prematurely serious, one would call it pretty.  Her 

cheeks are too flat and dead for a girl of nine.  Esther looks like a little white child, starched, frilled, as she walks 

slowly from her home towards her father’s grocery store” (22).   At twenty-two, Esther’s whiteness is equally 

unflattering: “Her hair thins.  It looks like the dull silk on puny corn ears.  Her face pales until it is the color of the gray 

dust that dances with dead cotton leaves” (25).         

Esther is conscious of her white appearance but is schooled in and embraces her blackness.  Her father 

instructs her, “Good business comes from remembering that the white folks don’t divide the niggers, Esther.  Be just as 

black as any man who has a silver dollar” (24).  Upon seeing a “sharply dressed white girl,” Esther “wishes that she 
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might be like her.  Not white; she has no need for being that.  But sharp, sporty, with get-up about her” (25).  Esther 

dreams about a “Black, singed, woolly, tobacco-juice baby – ugly as sin” that she loves “frantically” (24).  And, at age 

nine, Esther falls in love with “A clean-muscled, magnificent, black-skinned Negro” (22).  Esther may look white, but 

she performs blackness. 

Blacks and whites interact throughout the story both in response to Esther and in response to Barlo, the black 

man who captures her affection.  There are examples of white privilege:  “White men, unaware of him, continue 

squirting tobacco juice in his direction” and examples of blacks and whites reacting as one:  “white and black preachers 

confer as to how best to rid themselves of the vagrant, usurping fellow [Barlo]” (23); “Women, fat chunky Negro 

women, lean scrawny white women, pull their skirts up above their heads and display the most ludicrous underclothes” 

(24).  In fact, readers are more than once moved through a pattern of looking at black response, white response, and 

then a “people’s” response where blacks and whites share a unified reaction.  

Toomer’s use of history is most arresting in “Esther,” for he uses it to claim that Americans, white and black, 

have been marked indelibly by slavery.  Esther’s first sighting of King Barlow occurs when he has a vision in a public 

area called the Spittoon.   

I saw a vision.  I saw a man arise, an he was big an black an powerful -- …-- but his head was caught 

up in th clouds.  An while he was agazin at th heavens, heart filled up with th Lord, some little white-

ant biddies came an tied his feet to chains.  They led him t th coast, they led him t th sea, they led him 

across th ocean an they didn’t set him free.  The old coast didn’t’ miss him, an th new coast wasn’t 

free, he left the old-coast brothers, t give birth t you an me.  O Lord, great God Almighty, t give birth t 

you an me. (23)   

Those who Toomer records as responding to Barlow are the “old gray mothers,” “white folks,” “white and 

black preachers,” “people” (23).  For two pages the narrator has made it clear that blacks and whites intermingle on this 

street corner, so when Barlo says the chained black man traveled across the seas to give birth to “you an me,” he means 

both blacks and whites.  “Esther” presents ancient history as defining modern day America, creating it.  The discourse 

about slavery in America is being rewritten. 

“Blood-Burning Moon” introduces the past in the first sentence:  “Up from the skeleton stone walls, up from 

the rotting floor boards and the solid hand-hewn beams of oak of the pre-war cotton factory, dusk came” (30).  A “pre-

war cotton factory” would be run by slaves; the “hand-hewn beams” would have been made by slaves; the use of 

“skeleton” and “rotting” not only works as foreshadowing for the story, it sets a historical stage of abuse and death, as 

does the title.  Louisa has two lovers, one black and one white.  Based on the old laws before “pre-war,” readers know 

that nothing good will come of such a love triangle.   

Louisa is shown to believe that both Bob Stone, the white son of the people she works for, and Tom Burwell, 

the black fieldhand, love her.  She is enjoying their courtship and seems to believe that either relationship is possible.  

More interestingly, she is drawn, it seems, to both necessarily:  “His black balanced, and pulled against, the white of 

Stone, when she thought of them” (30).   
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Tom professes his love to Louisa and is straightforward.  Though he has a past with other women and a violent 

history with men, he wants a settled, married life with Louisa.  Bob, however, is more complicated.  His attraction to 

Louisa has no place in his current world.  As he leaves his house to go meet Louisa in the canebreak, Bob’s “mind 

became consciously a white man’s” (33).  There is no meeting between the races in this story.  Bob remembers his 

family’s plantation days and considers that his family has “lost ground” (33).  He wishes he could take Louisa “as a 

master should” and begins to feel embarrassed that he must hide his feelings for Louisa.  He believes Louisa is “lovely 

– in her way.  Nigger way,” yet asks himself immediately, “What way was that?” as if he recognizes that beauty is 

beauty, even when it appears where you have been taught it cannot appear (33).  Bob ultimately decides that Louisa is 

worth all the risk partly because she is black:  “Beautiful nigger gal.  Why nigger?  Why not, just gal?  No, it was 

because she was nigger that he went to her” (34).  Bob’s conclusion could mean that Louisa’s blackness gives her the 

attraction of the forbidden; it could reference that hyper-sexuality associated with black women; it could mean that 

there truly was something in Louisa’s personal and cultural manifestation of race that he needed.  The line is 

ambiguous, but so are Bob’s motives.  It is impossible for Bob, with his background in white plantation ownership and 

white privilege to see Louisa without also seeing her race and subordination, regardless of what he wants to see.  

Though his white privilege view of the world is failing him, Bob can conceptualize no other view to embrace.  This 

white privilege perspective gets him killed.     

The predictable happens in this story.  Bob finds out about Tom, catches him talking with Louisa, and fights 

him.  Bob makes the mistake, however, of pulling a knife on Tom and Tom, the more experienced fighter, kills Bob 

without thinking.  “White men like ants upon a forage rushed about” and Tom is lynched and burned (35).  Though 

predictable, the ending is effective.  Louisa can’t rewrite the narrative because she is not in charge of the narrative.  

Bob is in charge of the narrative, but he cannot rewrite it because his white privilege blinds him.  He can’t see past the 

historical narrative of slave and owner.  Tom can’t rewrite the narrative because he has no power to do so, and because 

he has no reason to write a narrative that portrays whiteness as anything other than powerful and corrupt. “Blood-

Burning Moon” shows that whiteness has not developed beyond its conception before the Civil War. 

“Blood-Burning Moon” shows the moderns’ problem with race:  America’s conception of it does not translate 

into modernity.  Though the Civil War brought race to the attention of the nation and even those outside of the 

controversy over slave ownership began to see the necessity of defining nationhood along racial lines, the Civil War 

did not supplant old, slavery-laden views of race.  Because of systemic racism, such as that Bob represents, there was 

little evidence in early twentieth-century America that the  Enlightenment values of liberty, individual rights, and self-

governance were to be applied to all.  How does a democracy craft a new narrative of race when a hierarchy, removed 

legally, is still practically in place?  Such is modernism’s question about race in America. Before the Civil War and 

Reconstruction, slave narratives showed the humanity of slaves and abolitionist tales advocated for the destruction of 

slavery.  After the Civil War and Reconstruction, Southern apologists sought to rewrite the narrative of the slave-

holding South, making it more palatable than it was and granting white Southerners an honored place in history.  By the 

1920s, burgeoning modernists were concerned with breaking with tradition and writing against history so that new 
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constructions could be made.  In “Blood-Burning Moon,” Toomer demonstrates the harmful legacy of slavery and the 

plantation system, but he does not yet offer a new script for racial performance.   

Each of Cane’s first six women has a fragmented identity that has been ruptured to some degree by a pre-

conceived notion of her sexuality.  Sexuality is almost always presented as a socially negotiated identity, and Toomer’s 

stories demonstrate that black women are not allowed much sexual autonomy.  None of these women have stories that 

include the struggle for a mature and long-lasting relationship with a man; all seem to be stories of women who, like 

Karintha, were “a growing thing ripened too soon.”  One of the modern lessons in Cane’s first six stories is that 

whiteness constructs the history of American identity; therefore, blackness cannot renegotiate history without the 

participation of whiteness.  Race, or at least the power associated with race, determines which traditions can be defied, 

which can be rewritten, and which must be preserved.   Mary Battenfeld has persuasively argued that Cane 

demonstrates the limits of the individual voice in promoting social change, a tenet of the Harlem Renaissance.
2
  

Battenfeld contends that the African America voice has power only in community, only in call-and-response.  

However, I believe the first six stories of Cane suggest Toomer will go farther with that idea:  language can only 

promote social change when it is shared between races.  Cane will also show that unbiased, shared language between 

the races is, perhaps, impossible in America.      

 Cane is important as a modernist text, and part of its connection to Lost Generation works is its modernism.  

Susan L. Blake claims Cane shows fragmented characters “struggling to impose form on a world of chaos” (516).  

Catherine Gunther Kodat  argues that Toomer’s critics have historically read Cane as either a type of migration novel 

that makes a statement about black American identity or as a modernist novel that “interrogates – rather than celebrates 

– categories of racial identity and difference” (3).  The latter reading leads to understanding Cane as a modernist text 

instead of an African American text.  Kodat  explores Cane as a “dialectical exploration of structures used to define and 

represent the self,” which allows her to integrate black identity formation with modernism (4).  Cane’s exploration of 

self is, by necessity, connected to an exploration of racial identity.  I argue that the exploration and identification of self 

connects the three developing movements of modernism in the 1920s, and this connection between identity formation 

and modernism is hinged on race.  

Important in the connection between modernism and identity formation is the presentation of time.  Toomer 

saw Cane as a swansong; he knew he was writing of an era nearly past.  Yet John M. Reilly claims Cane is “informed 

by a desire for reclamation of the racial past” and therefore “asserts some of the major values of the Negro 

Renaissance” (312).  Indeed, Barbara Foley’s work on Cane has exposed multiple references to actual historic and 

contemporary events which Toomer uses to create a shared past.
3
  Charles Scruggs claims a connection between 

Kenneth Burke and Toomer that led to Cane’s use of historical reality to challenge that historical tradition’s force:  “If 

the past saturates space in the present (like Mikhail Bakhtin’s ‘chronotope’) with its presence, so too forces for change 

in the present challenge tradition’s totalizing nature” (Scruggs Burke 49).  Toomer, as other burgeoning modernists of 

the 1920s, exposed the power of the past to shape the present in an effort to challenge the homogenizing effect of that 

past.   
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Toomer included in the text of Cane drawn arcs, pieces of a circle.  He explained that the arcs informed the 

reader that Cane was a cycle and readers could begin at any point in the cycle. Of course, these arcs also represent the 

play between past and present and between social and personal identity.  Structurally, Cane still has an order; the arcs 

do not suggest that the stories and poems could be read in any order.  Where one begins and ends in Cane is 

unimportant because each piece helps develop the same ideas and demonstrates the connectedness between ideas.  But, 

if one shifts the order of the stories, there is no longer a cycle. 

Due to Toomer’s own statements, it may not be so important to examine where he chose to begin his short 

story cycle, but it is important to see the order in which the stories are presented.  There are three “units” in Cane, and 

the first we’ve already examined, a series of six stories all set in rural Georgia and all focused on black women: 

Karintha, Becky, Carma, Fern, Esther, and Louisa.  Cane’s second group of stories take place in the urban north but 

concern characters from the rural South of Karintha, Carma, and Louisa.  The mixing of the races and the struggle of 

African Americans to find meaningful identity in a white America are still the foci for Toomer.
4
   

“Seventh Street” presents black images that overpower whiteness: “A crude-boned, soft-skinned wedge of 

nigger life breathing its loafer air, jazz songs and love, thrusting unconscious rhythms, black reddish blood into the 

white and whitewashed wood of Washington.  Stale soggy wood of Washington” (41).  These black wedges “split” and 

“shred” the white wood which “[dries] and [blows] away” (41).  Throughout the prose poem the wedges rust and 

“bleed,” ultimately defeating the whiteness:  “White and whitewash disappear in blood” (41).  Certainly the sexual 

connotation of “wood” should not be overlooked.  The forced or chosen mixture of the races -- sexual, legal, social, 

artistic -- shall change whiteness as it has blackness.  The repetition of the question “Who set you flowing?” brings 

forth the history of the interaction between blackness and whiteness, a history that includes the flow of blood in slave 

capture, lynchings, and race riots; the flow of people across seas (in the slave trade) and across a continent (in the Great 

Northern Migration); the flow of music, language, dance, and religion across cultures.   

“Seventh Street” opens and closes with a verse describing the social milieu of the modern 1920s.  Immediately 

before the verse is repeated at the end, Toomer leaves readers with an image of God:  “God would not dare to suck 

black red blood.  A Nigger God!  He would duck his head in shame and call for the Judgment Day” (41).  Such an 

ending seems to suggest that modernism in America cannot be brought forth through blood or birth or the call of a 

“Nigger God” unless both blackness and whiteness respond.     

“Rhobert” is the only piece in Cane that is focused solely on a man.  No racial imagery is given of Rhobert 

until the last two lines and closing verse, in which first a suggested monument to him is described as “A monument of 

hewn oak, carved in nigger-heads,” and second a suggested tribute to him is the singing of “Deep River,” a Negro 

spiritual (43).  Though full of images, “Rhobert” is pointedly devoid of ones that suggest color, race, or social standing.  

Rhobert sinks in mud, not black mud; he wears a “house, like a monstrous diver’s helmet;” he is being suffocated by 

life, “a murky, wiggling, microscopic water that compresses him” (42).  Though the final verse references the singing 

of “Deep River,” it does so in such a way as to identify the audience as black more directly than Rhobert: “Brother, 

Rhobert is sinking./ Let’s open our throats, brother,/ Lets sing Deep River when he goes down” (43).  Rhobert is an 

anagram of “brother,” suggesting Rhobert’s connection to the brotherhood can be intentionally hidden or at least go 
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unnoticed.  Perhaps the monument memorializes the history of African Americans who have sunk in the mire of 

slavery and racism in America, struggling to survive while “life is water that is being drawn off” (42), but equally 

supportable in the text is an ironic monument to the Rhobert passing as white or born white, sunk under the house of 

slavery and racism, memorialized by the faces of those he has sought to subdue, repress, and deny.  Each Rhobert – the 

black, the white, or the mulatto – is only declared great after he is defeated, after “the water shall have been all drawn 

off,” after he is dead.  It is the same “water” that kills both; it is the same, shared history of slavery and racism that 

defeats both blackness and whiteness.   

Such a reading is further supported by Toomer’s description of the house/helmet:  “The dead house is stuffed.  

The stuffing is alive.  It is sinful to draw one’s head out of live stuffing in a dead house…It is sinful to have one’s own 

head crushed” (42).  Removing the dead house will be sin in someone’s eyes, but it must be done for Rhobert to 

survive.  “Rhobert is an upright man whose legs are banty-bowed and shaky because as a child he had rickets” (42); 

Rhobert carries childhood mis-teachings with him.  They do not impair his “uprightness” but they effect his strength 

and put his ability to carry on the status quo at risk.  “It is a sad thing to see a banty-bowed, shaky, ricket-legged man 

straining the raw insides of his throat against smooth air” (42); Rhobert need not struggle for breath, need not succumb 

to the water.  But, “like most men who wear monstrous helmets, the pressure it exerts is enough to convince him of its 

practical infinity” (42).  Rhobert only knows how to keep the helmet on; he cannot even imagine taking it off.  

Toomer’s play with language, his obliteration of the boundaries between races suggest his understanding of modernism 

to be reliant on a reinscription of race.  Toomer wants blacks and whites to see that we can take the helmet off.  

A reading that blurs the racial identity of Rhobert in no way undermines Toomer’s brilliant portrayal of deep 

and systemic racism in America that costs African Americans a great price.  Indeed, the first six stories set in the deep 

South honor this price continually paid with less suggestion of any cost to whiteness.  The stories set in the industrial 

North, however, where integration was still costly but carried with it a less personal history, do suggest that the deep 

and systemic racism in America has trapped  white Americans as well. Ultimately, it may cost all Americans a 

complete march into modernity, for race is disruptive even in the urban, industrial, social modernity of the Northeast.  

In “Avey,” race is underplayed.  No racial designation is given except to call the narrator and his friends, in 

derision, “you little niggers” (44).  There is no physical description of Avey or the narrator or his friends; there is no 

interaction between races; a policeman, the only figure of social authority, is simply described as “my policeman 

friend” (48).  The narrator goes to college; Avey becomes a teacher; they visit Harper’s Ferry; live in a boarding house.  

When the narrator last sees Avey, she is “strolling under the recently lit arc-lights of U Street,” a street in an African 

American neighborhood in Washington, D.C. (47).  It is only while the narrator is telling her of his plans, his dreams 

for her and others, that he pines for the “Howard Glee Club to sing ‘Deep River’ from the road” (48).  After the 

narrator has a vision to share with Avey, after he feels he understands her and can help her, he marks himself and his 

vision as African American.  The narrator yearns for a song from his long-ago American past to be performed by a 

progressive American present as he courts a girl with not only his love, but his vision for “an art that would be born, an 

art that would open the way for women the likes of her” (48).  It is the connection between past and present that allows 

the narrator to envision a future; modernity can build a place even for Avey if they build it as the narrator has 
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described.  It may be true that Avey is marked more by her gender than by her race in this story, but the narrator’s 

attempt at salvation for Avey comes through race.  Avey’s lack of overt racial markers allows her story to apply to 

white women as well, and this may be done without disrupting the narrator’s vision.  For finding a usable white past 

that is honest and not suffocating will also “open the way” for white women.  Though blacks and whites are at odds 

with each other in Toomer’s stories, it is not because they have to be. 

“Theater” exposes unsuccessful ways blacks and whites learn to live together.  The story opens with a detailed 

description of life in Howard Theater, an African American theater in Washington D.C. where both performers and 

audience members are black.  Early John, the manager’s brother, is described as separating his mind from his body: 

John’s mind coincides with the shaft of light.  Thoughts rush to, and compact about it.  Life of the 

house and of the slowly awakening stage swirls to the body of John, and thrills it.  John’s body is 

separate from the thoughts that pack his mind…His mind, contained above desires of his body, singles 

the girls out, and tries to trace origins and plot destinies. (52) 

John is clearly moved by the music and dancing created through his work, but he resists its pull:   

Girls dance and sing.  Men clap.  The walls sing and press inward.  They press the men and girls, they 

press John towards a center of physical ecstasy…John’s feet and torso and his blood press in.  He 

wills thought to rid his mind of passion. (53) 

Intellectually, John has told himself twice that he finds the gyrating girls “monotonous,” yet when he sees 

Dorris dance he is no longer bored: 

Dorris.  John sees her.  Her hair, crisp-curled, is bobbed.  Bushy, black hair bobbing about her lemon-

colored face.  Her lips are curiously full, and very red.  Her limbs in silk purple stockings are lovely.  

John feels them.  Desires her.  Holds off. (53). 

Dorris’ most powerful moment comes when she “forgets her tricks” and dances so that “Glorious songs are the 

muscles of her limbs.  And her singing is of canebrake loves and mangrove feastings” (55).  At this point, when the 

South merges with the North in Dorris, when the past merges with the present, John allows his mind to pull him into a 

dream.  In the dream, John feels:  “[His] melancholy is a deep thing that seals all senses but his eyes, and makes him 

whole” and Dorris “has eyes to understand him” (55).  Yet, the dream is dangerous, and John knows this.  A 

“canebrake of loves and mangrove feastings” is reminiscent of “Blood-Burning Moon,” for the canebrake is where 

Louisa met her lovers.  Cane’s stories begin to create their own history that resonates across their pages.  In “Theater,” 

John continues to reject Dorris in real life.   

Dorris’ friend, Mame, continues to tell Dorris that John could never be interested in her because he is a 

“dictie,” or stuck-up, middle-class black.  In fact, Mame reminds Dorris of her prediction in the very last line of the 

story, as Dorris grieves her rejection.  But only the readers know that John has embraced Dorris in his dream, that in his 

dream he was a whole person with emotion and intellect alive.   

John, identified as black because of where he works, is not allowed by white society to have a fully integrated 

life of both emotion and intellect.  So, though he is in the business of creating emotion for others, he suppresses his 

own for the sake of success.  It is important, then, that John has been identified as a “dictie,” because they were the 
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class of African Americans accused of having assimilated too much with whiteness, of being too intellectual and too 

unemotional.  Though “Theater” uses the false division of intellect from emotion and the corresponding false binary 

that whiteness is intellect and blackness is primitive emotion, it exposes them not only as false, but also as harmful.  

There is no reward for African Americans “acting white.”  John knows this; his thoughts show he recognizes that 

African American dancers will be appreciated on Broadway only if they are light-skinned enough for whites to believe 

the dancers are like them:   

Soon the director will herd you, my full-lipped, distant beauties, and tame you, and blunt your sharp 

thrusts in loosely suggestive movements, appropriate to Broadway.  (O dance!)  Soon the audience 

will paint your dusk faces white, and call you beautiful.  (52)   

Neither Dorris nor John can live to their full potential in a segregated society. 

Originally titled “Nora” when published in Double Dealer in September of 1922, “Calling Jesus” involves the 

reader in the caretaking of Nora’s soul: “Some one…echo Jesus…soft as a cotton boll brushed against the milk-pod 

cheek of Christ, will steal in and cover it that it need not shiver, and carry it to her where she sleeps upon clean hay cut 

in her dreams” (58).  The “it” is Nora’s soul, “like a little thrust-tailed dog that follows her, whimpering” (58).  For the 

city has separated Nora from her soul and Nora does not realize it.  Readers know it is the city that has separated Nora 

from her soul, for the soul is carried to safety described as “where she sleeps upon clean hay cut in her dreams” and 

“cradles in dream-fluted cane” (58).  The soul’s breath is “sweet as honeysuckle” and her eyes “carry to where builders 

find no need for vestibules, for swinging on iron hinges, storm doors” (58).  Nora loses her soul “Up alleys where 

niggers sat on low door-steps before tumbled shanties and sang and loved,” where “chestnut tress flowered, where 

dusty asphalt had been freshly sprinkled with clean water” (58).  It is not the evil of the city that costs Nora her soul; it 

is the difference between the city and her home.  The way Nora’s soul is consoled suggests that the problem lies in 

Nora’s distance from home.  She should not have had to move from her home to find work or freedom. Calling Jesus 

takes care of the soul, but who will take care of Nora’s need for food, shelter, community, history, and control over her 

own future?   

Toomer’s use of “you” tells readers that they will meet someone like Nora one day and recognize her soul as 

separated from her person.  The fragmentation of Nora seems to be a by-product of industrialization and modernity, a 

fragmentation compounded by Nora’s physical and emotional separation from her past.  The necessity of the past in 

Nora’s present is demonstrated in the comforter’s journey “across bales of southern cotton” to reach Nora’s soul.  

There must be awareness of African Americans’ intimate connection with Southern soil to avoid the fragmentation 

modern urban life brings.  

“Box Seat” begins immediately with racial imagery, a contrast to “Calling Jesus.”  Toomer has arranged his 

stories so that some characters become racially marked primarily through their juxtaposition with another in another 

story.  “Box Seat” pounds readers with negative racial imagery, from both the narrator and the characters’ interior 

thoughts.  We see characters play with who they will allow themselves and each other to be.   

In a city in which houses “shine reticently upon the dusk body of the street.  Upon gleaming limbs and asphalt 

torso of a dreaming nigger” and in which streets are told to “Shake your curled wool-blossoms, nigger.  Open your liver 
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lips to the lean, white spring;” where “Dark swaying forms of Negroes are street songs that woo virginal houses,” 

Dan’s first thoughts are about violence:   

Break in.  Get an ax an smash in.  Smash in their faces.  I’ll show em.  Break into an engine-house, 

steal a thousand horsepower fire truck.  Smash in with the truck.  I’ll show em.  Grab an ax and brain 

em.  Cut em up.  Jack the Ripper.  Baboon from the zoo.  And then the cops come.  “No, I aint a 

baboon.  I aint Jack the Ripper.  I’m a poor man out of work.  Take your hands off me, you bull-

necked bears.  Look into my eyes.  I am Dan Moore.  I was born in a canefield.  The hands of Jesus 

touched me.  I am come to a sick world to heal it.  Only the other day, a dope fiend brushed against 

me – Don’t laugh, you mighty, juicy, meat-hook men.  Give me your fingers and I will peel them as if 

they were ripe bananas.”  (59) 

Dan’s thoughts of violence come because he fears others may think he is breaking in as he searches for the 

doorbell.  Dan seems to know who others fear he is and who he really is.  His personal identity is important:  “Look 

into my eyes.  I am Dan Moore.”  Dan is at odds with the urban culture in which he lives, but he is shown immediately 

to be capable of imagining a new future for himself – “I am come to a sick world to heal it” -- of being able to define 

himself outside of society’s and history’s expectations – “I was born in a canefield.  The hands of Jesus touched me” 

(59). 

Dan struggles throughout the story to have the identity he is crafting accepted by society instead of accepting 

the identity society has already crafted for him.  Dan tries to craft an identity out of all of American culture.  He 

embraces and tries on both “black” ideas and “white” ideas.  After being told he should “work more and think less,” 

Dan appreciates Muriel’s “animalism, still unconquered by zoo-restrictions and keeper-taboos” (62).  Dan follows 

Muriel to the theater, but recognizes that “He doesn’t fit in” (65).  Dan sees an old man in the theater and appreciates 

that he had been born into slavery:  “Slavery not so long ago….Saw the first horse-cars.  The first Oldsmobile.  And he 

was born in slavery….He was Grant and Lincoln.  He saw Walt – old man, did you see Walt Whitman?” (67, 68).  Dan 

embraces the full past of American history and looks forward to a future in which he can lead change. 

Dan imagines a new type of salvation:  “That rumble comes from the earth’s deep core.  It is the mutter of 

powerful underground races.  Dan has a picture of all the people rushing to put their ears against walls, to listen to it.  

The next world-savior is coming up that way” (60).  He imagines that he will pull the theater down and arise:  “In his 

right hand will be a dynamo.  In his left, a god’s face that will flash white light from ebony” (68).   

Muriel, on the other hand, seeks only the white status-quo.  She wants Dan to “get a good job and settle down” 

(62); she recognizes that “the town wont let me love you, Dan” (61); she “fastens on her image” after Dan’s 

lovemaking to her is interrupted (63); she “forces a smile at the dwarf” because the audience expects her to (68).  

Muriel has not lost that which society disdains in her; she is just willing to suppress it.   

When Dan shouts in the theater, “JESUS WAS ONCE A LEPER,” Dan makes public his message and his role 

(69).  This is solidified when he follows the man to the alley for a fight but keeps on walking, “Dan having forgotten 

him” (69).  The modernism Toomer is presenting requires a new vision of the past, new roles for interaction in the 
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present, new language forms, and new religions.  All must be different now, post-slavery, post-Civil War, post-World 

War I and Northern Migration, or nothing will be different at all. 

In “Bona and Paul,” the title characters immediately defy conventions.  Bona is a Southern girl in school in 

Chicago who has fallen for Paul who is rumored to be black.  She begins her courtship with him by aggressively trying 

to beat him in a basketball game.  The game ends for Bona and Paul after his elbow cracks her jaw and she punches his 

stomach.  Bona is not only in charge of her sexuality, she is multi-faceted; not just a sexual creature, but an intellect 

with a sharp wit, and an ego that can be bruised.   

Paul is a dark-skinned boy who lives with a white roommate who does not know Paul is an African American.   

Paul “passes” wherever he goes, though that never seems to be his intent.  He also dreams of “a pine-matted hillock in 

Georgia” where “a Negress chants a lullaby beneath the mate-eyes of a southern planter” (73).  Both images sooth him.   

Paul thinks much about the differences between blackness and whiteness.   

[Art’s face] is a healthy pink that  the blue of evening tints a purple pallor…Art is a purple fluid, 

carbon-charged, that effervesces beside him.  He loves Art.  But is it not queer, this pale purple 

facsimile of a red-blooded Norwegian friend of his?  Perhaps for some reason, white skins are not 

supposed to live at night.  Surely, enough nights would transform them fantastically, or kill them.  

And their red passion?  Night paled that too, and made it moony. (75) 

Paul finds Art’s whiteness odd, but finds Bona “soft, and pale, and beautiful” (76).  He  wonders if Art’s jazz would be 

different if played just for Paul; would it be “More himself.  More nigger” (75).  Paul notices where black people are – 

“a large Negro in crimson uniform who guards the door” – and hears whites at the club whisper, “What is he, a 

Spaniard, an Indian, an Italian, a Mexican, a Hindu, or a Japanese?” (76).  He observes how the lights play off of white 

faces at the Crimson Gardens:  “White lights, or as now, the pink lights of the Crimson Gardens gave a glow and 

immediacy to white faces….Art and Bona and Helen?  He’d look.  They were wonderfully flushed and beautiful” (77).  

Paul is never unaware of blackness and whiteness.  Ultimately, all of Paul’s thoughts negotiate and evaluate how others 

view his identity, and how he should view others’. 

 Paul first negotiates his identity by embracing difference in himself:  “Suddenly he knew that he was 

apart from the people around him.…Suddenly he knew that people saw, not attractiveness in his dark skin, but 

difference” (77).  He continues to negotiate identity by questioning difference in Bona:  “From the South.  What does 

that mean, precisely, except that you’ll love or hate a nigger?” (77). Eventually, Paul works to control his connections 

and detachments.  As Paul and Bona dance, they banter verbally but connect physically.  Their connection leads them 

to know “that the pink-faced people have no part in what they feel.  Their instinct leads them away from Art and Helen, 

and towards the big uniformed black man who opens and closes the gilded exit door” (79).  

 Paul’s interaction with the Negro doorman is telling.  Paul sees that the doorman’s “eyes are knowing” 

and in Paul’s mind the doorman’s face “comes furiously towards him;” “leers;” “smiles sweetly like a child’s” (79).  

Paul must correct what he believes the doorman sees – a black man in sexual pursuit of a white woman.  He returns 

“before the huge hulk of the Negro” to tell the doorman that he was wrong; what is between Paul and Bona is beautiful:  

“I came back to tell you, brother, that white faces are petals of roses.  That dark faces are petals of dusk.  That I’m 
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going out and gather petals” (80).  Paul has been thinking in these terms all night, indeed before tonight.  He is not on a 

racial conquest but is operating outside of society’s norms, for he knows he is “apart from the people around him” (76).  

The social pressures that induced Paul to return to the doorman cost him Bona, though, for when he returns to where he 

left her, she is gone.  

The social pressures Paul faced are historical.  During his time with Bona Paul was not exposed to any 

immediate disproval.  Art had set up his date with Bona; Art’s date Helen was happy to come along.  Though some in 

the club whispered about Paul’s identity, no one suggested he didn’t belong or that he shouldn’t be with Bona.  Paul’s 

history with race compels him to explain to the doorman.  Paul knows the black doorman, who is too dark-skinned to 

pass, has been carefully taught to avoid what Paul is pursuing and that Paul’s actions will put all black men at risk, will 

offer support for the mythology created to justify slavery and segregation that claims black men are sexual predators of 

white women.  Whiteness as manifest in characters in the story is not the enemy in “Bona and Paul;” an historical 

racism made systemic by those claiming whiteness that used distortion and secrecy to justify itself is the enemy. 

The last section of Cane is the much longer story “Kabnis.”  It is the story most examined by literary critics, 

often considered the crowning achievement of Cane.  In his lifetime, Toomer grew to believe that race could be 

eliminated from society’s construction and from personal identity.  According to Daniel Terris, Toomer believed the 

“preservation of alternative cultures lay in the work of artists,” but he also believed “the persistence of those cultures 

was entirely illusory” (108).  “Kabnis,” then, is an interesting swan-song for Toomer.  Ralph Kabnis consistently 

rejects markers of race, even those others have found empowering.  As a result, Kabnis fails to create any identity for 

himself and lives in misery and isolation, not enlightenment.  

When we first meet Ralph Kabnis he is trying to read himself to sleep.  He is in a cabin that reflects the culture 

in which it resides, full of both blackness and whiteness:  “Whitewashed hearth and chimney, black with sooty saw-

teeth” (83).  The walls are yellow and the “cracks between the boards are black” (83).  It is the black cracks that “are 

the lips the night winds use for whispering.  Night winds in Georgia are vagrant poets, whispering” (83).  But Kabnis 

listens only “against his will” and while listening seeks comfort in “the warm whiteness of his bed” (83).  Immediately 

Toomer presents Kabnis in a world that can only be made with both blackness and whiteness and immediately  Kabnis 

rejects the blackness.   

Kabnis continues to reject all that the South has to offer.  He rejects any connection with the land:   

Kabnis is about to shake his fists heavenward.  He looks up, and the night’s beauty strikes him dumb.  

He falls to his knees.  Sharp stones cut through his thin pajamas.  The shock sends a shiver over him.  

He quivers. Tears mist his eyes.  He writhes.   

“God Almighty, dear God, dear Jesus, do not torture me with beauty.  Take it away…There is a 

radiant beauty in the night that touches and …tortures me.  Ugh.  Hell.  Get up, you damn fool.  Look 

around.  Whats beautiful there?  Hog pens and chicken yards.  Dirty red mud.  Stinking outhouse.  

Whats beauty anyway but ugliness if it hurts you?” (85)       

He rejects African American worship and music:   
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Singing from the church becomes audible.  Above it, rising and falling in a plaintive moan, a 

woman’s voice swells to shouting.  Kabnis hears it.  His face gives way to an expression of mingled 

fear, contempt, and pity… 

 Halsey:  Lets go t church, eh, Kabnis? 

Kabnis (seeking control):  All right – no sir, not by a damn sight.  Once a days enough for me.  

Christ, but that stuff gets to me.  Meaning no reflection on you, Professor. 

Halsey:  Course not.  Say, Kabnis, noticed y this morning.  Wat’d y get up for an go out? 

Kabnis:  Coundnt stand the shouting, and that a fact.  We don’t have that sort of thing up 

North.  We do, but, that is, some one should see to it that they are stopped or put out when they get so 

bad the preacher has to stop his sermon for them. (90, 91) 

 Kabnis rejects any connection with the Southern blacks he has met and with slavery:   

Kabnis:  …An besides, he aint my past.  My ancestors were Southern blue-bloods – 

 Lewis:  And black. 

 Kabnis:  Aint much difference between blue an black. 

 Lewis:  Enough to draw a denial from you.  Cant hold them, can you?  Master; slave.  Soil; 

and the overarching heavens.  Dusk; dawan.  They fight and bastardize you. (108, 109) 

Kabnis rejects white folks image of him: 

Halsey:  …Th white folks get th boll; th niggers get th stalk.  An don’t you dare touch th boll, 

or even look at it.  They’ll swing y sho.  (Laughs.) 

Kabnis:  But they wouldnt touch a gentleman – fellows, men like us three here --- 

Layman:  Nigger’s a nigger down this away, Professor.  An only two dividins:  good and bad.  

An even they aint permanent categories. (89) 

Kabnis has to reject white folks and whiteness because of the stories he hears:  that whites believe “a nigger’s a 

nigger;” that Layman had seen whites “shoot an cut a man t pieces had died th night befo” (90);  that whites killed 

Mame Lamkins, cut out her child, and stuck it to a tree with a knife (92).  Kabnis rejects any compromise others blacks 

have made with whites:  “the preacher’s hands are in the white man’s pockets” (90); the progressive black who bows to 

white men, “without ever completely humbling himself” and “to members of his own race, he affects the manners of a 

wealthy white planter” (95).   

Most important, Kabnis rejects the old man.  The old man is seen by all as one who deserves attention.  Lewis 

says he is a “Black Vulcan” or “Father John” after John the Baptist; Halsey calls him “Father;” but Kabnis  calls him 

“Father of hell” (106).  Kabnis sees the old man’s muteness as a reproach:  “Dead blind father of a muted folk who feel 

their way upward to a life that crushes or absorbs them” (106) while Lewis “merges with his source[the old man] and 

lets the pain and beauty of the South meet him there” (107), and Carrie has heard that “th souls of old folks have a way 

of seein things” (116).  Kabnis speaks volumes to the old man, but refuses to listen as he tries to speak and becomes 

violent and angry after the old man speaks and repeats the word “sin:’ 
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Kabnis:  Sin!  Shut up.  What do you know about sin, you old black bastard.  Shut up, an stop 

that swayin an noddin your head. 

Father John:  Sin. 

 Kabnis tries to get up. 

 Kabnis:  Didn’t I tell y t shut up? 

   

Kabnis:…Mind me, th only sin is whats done against th soul.  Th whole world is a conspiracy 

t sin, especially in America, an against me.  I’m th victim of their sin.  I’m what sin is… (116)  

The old man’s message is this:  “Th sin whats fixed…upon th white folks…f telling Jesus – lies.  O th sin th white folks 

‘mitted when they made the Bible lie” (117).  Kabnis dismisses Father’s John revelation as something obvious, a 

revelation long ago revealed.  But what Kabnis misses is that Father John offers a model for working the history of 

slavery into the present in a way that is useful.  Whites sinned against more than blacks when they instituted and 

supported slavery in America.  They sinned against God.  And they used language to do it.  

Language is an important aspect of the world in which Kabnis struggles.  He claims there is something in his 

soul that feeds on words, “Misshapen, split-gut, tortured, twisted words” that the whole country supplies (111).  Slavery 

was not an institution new to America, but the use of the words of religion to justify slavery against one particular 

group of people was new.  Slaves among freemen was not unique to America, but slavery in a democracy crafted 

through words that made some men men and some men 3/5 a man was unique.  In a post-enlightenment age when 

words were supposed to change the world, America used words to permanently enslave a people who had not been 

conquered militarily nor had broken any laws.  Post-Civil War, a conscious campaign of words was used to rewrite the 

image of the antebellum South, to further subscribe the free black, and to more rigidly define who could be free.  

Language, “Kabnis” argues, is America’s sin and her hope.  

Language defines racial identity, and though “Kabnis” argues for a new racial identity for America, one that 

does not divide black and white, Kabnis rejects the reality of a racial identity.  Ralph Kabnis refuses to be associated 

with any of the words that define race, good or ill, and he is left with nothing.  Toomer, on the other hand, provides his 

readers with continual attempts to redefine the racial landscape of America. The narrator describes how blackness 

births the South:  

Night, soft belly of a pregnant Negress, throbs evenly against the torso of the South.  Night throbs a womb-

song to the South.  Cane- and cotton-fields, pine forests, cypress swamps, sawmills, and factories are fecund at her 

touch.  Night’s womb-song sets them singing.  Night winds are the breathing of the unborn child whose calm throbbing 

in the belly of a Negress sets them somnolently singing. (105) 

This birthing description is followed by the words to a spiritual-like song:  White-man’s land./ Niggers, sing./ 

Burn, bear black children/ Till poor rivers bring/ Rest, and sweet glory/ In Camp Ground” (105).  This story is in a 

position to be seen as a product of the birthing.  It is a story that must be told as the South is reborn.  It must not be 

silenced.   
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Lewis, in his bonding with Father John, sees this vision of the South:  “White faces, pain-pollen, settle 

downward through a cane-sweet mist and touch the ovaries of yellow flowers.  Cotton-bolls bloom, droop.  Black roots 

twist in a parched red soil beneath a blazing sky.  Magnolias, fragrant, a trifle futile, lovely, far off…” (107).  

Blackness and whiteness are intermingled and must  touch each other in some form – white pollen to ovaries with black 

roots – in order to produce the South at all. 

Toomer’s Cane was a ground-breaking work in both style and content for the Harlem Renaissance and 

American Modernism.  It is clear that Toomer did more than write convincing, un-stereotypical African American 

characters.  He portrayed the inter-connectedness of races in spite of cultural constructions that kept them separate.  

These connections are developed in his characters’ actions, in the cyclical structure of the collection, and in Toomer’s 

use of the past, land, and language.  Additionally, Toomer suggested racial identity was crucial not only to personal 

identity but to national identity as well.  In their first story cycles, Hemingway and Faulkner will continue to adduce a 

revisioning of American and personal identities hinged on the past, land/nature, and language.      

 

                                                        
1 A “race man” is an African American man consciously aware or his race and its position in America who actively works to 
rid blackness of its label of inferiority to whiteness.  Historically, “race man” was an honorable term used to acknowledge a 
positive response to the race consciousness forced on blacks by whites in America.  It has also been used, however, as a 
derisive term for someone who uses race as a means to advance the self.  This work relies on the original usage and claims 
that Toomer did not work to advance the pride of the African American race but worked to teach Americans that racial 
distinctions were arbitrary and harmful.  For more information on the development of the term “race men,” see Hazel V. 
Carby’s Race Men, page 3 and footnotes 1, 2, and 3.    
2 See “’Been Shapin Words T Fit M Soul’: Cane, Language, and Social Change.  Callaloo 25:4 (2002):1238 – 1249.  
3 Consider Foley’s “Jean Toomer’s Washington and the Politics of Class” and “Jean Toomer’s Sparta.” 
4 The second group of pieces in Cane is united by setting in the urban north, six in Washington D.C. and one in Chicago, but 
not by form.  “Seventh Street” is a prose poem; “Rhobert” and “Calling Jesus” are symbolist pieces, “Avey” and “Bona and 
Paul” are short stories, and “Theatre” and “Box Seat” are short stories built with elements of the stage play.  The connection 
between modernism and Toomer’s experimentation with language and form has already been explored by Catherine L. Innes, 
Jeff Webb, Joel B. Peckham, and William Dow.  This paper focuses on Toomer’s experimentation with language that imbeds 
history and race into personal and national identity formation. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

HEMINGWAY’S IN OUR TIME TAKES THE FLOOR 

 

In Our Time (1925) is evidence that Hemingway was not oblivious to race.  The breadth of racial and national 

variety in Hemingway’s first collection is dramatic:  Native Americans, White Americans, African Americans, Turks, 

Greeks, Italians, Austrians, Hungarians, Spaniards, Germans, Swiss, Mexicans, Belgians, English, and Irish people the 

pages of In Our Time.  This more varied representation differs from Toomer, allowing Hemingway to focus on whites 

and non-whites instead of whiteness and blackness.  Hemingway both delineates non-whites – “half-breed,” “nigger,” 

“wop” – and circumscribes whiteness through “invisible” aspects of white privilege, such as social power or control, 

and the belief that one can effect change.  In Our Time makes race integral to American modernism by portraying it 

largely as a socially constructed nineteenth-century institution that, like religion and nation, must be restructured to 

function meaningfully  

Hemingway was adamant about the order of the stories and chapters in the 1925 publication of IOT, claiming, 

"There is nothing in the book that has not a definite place in its orgainzation and if I at any time seem to repeat myself I 

have a good reason for doing so" (Letter to Horace Liveright, March 31, 1925, JFKL).  So what is gained for 

Hemingway’s initiative by beginning with a drunken battery of soldiers? 

In Chapter I, the lieutenant speaks a few words of French and the entire battery heads to the Champagne.  

These are the only direct ethnic or national markers given.  The narrator identifies himself as the “kitchen corporal” 

which positions him in relationship to the lieutenant, but does not identify him or the battery by nationality, ethnicity, 

race, or purpose.  But these characters can no more be raceless than they are genderless, and gender is marked only by 

one use of “his” and the general knowledge that World War I soldiers were male.   

There are some markers in Chapter I to justify reading the unmarked characters as white skinned.  The 

campaign at Champagne involved German, American, and French troops, each with a majority of white soldiers.  With 

that in mind, we can read Hemingway’s first story in a cycle “written so tight and so hard that the alteration of a word 

can throw an entire story out of key"(Letter to Horace Liveright, March 31, 1925, JFKL) as a story that demonstrates 

the pitfalls of white privilege and invisible whiteness.  If we assume these characters are white, then we must see that 

the white lieutenant and adjutant are drunk and making nonsensical demands, seemingly unaware of the bigger picture, 

and that the white kitchen corporal finds such incompetence amusing.  The kitchen corporal’s reaction suggests he feels 

both ownership for the kitchen and a connection to the leadership: “We were fifty kilometers from the front but the 

adjutant worried about the fire in my kitchen.  It was funny going along that road” (65).  Clearly the corporal talks 

about the kitchen as if it were his.  He is in charge of it and he acknowledges no concession to the adjutant’s 

instructions.  However, his neglect to respond is not insubordination or defiance.  The corporal finds the situation 

funny; he is not threatened by his superiors or by the situation on the front.  He feels comfortable in not following his 

leader’s demands when they are unreasonable.  Such an attitude suggests a sense of camaraderie with his leaders, a 
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sense of equality in a system built on immovable hierarchy.  As both ownership and connection to leadership are 

aspects of white privilege, we can use the corporal’s demeanor to identify his race and the leaders’ race as Caucasian.    

But Chapter I does not rely on readers understanding the characters to be white.  Regardless of the nationality 

or race readers place on these characters – and Hemingway has left the readers to do the placing – the center of the 

story still holds, focused on the power of leadership over those who feel connected to their leaders.  More importantly, 

readers begin In Our Time by participating in racial construction; without clear physical or social racial markers, 

readers must supply the race of the kitchen corporal and his men for humans do not appear un-raced. By including 

readers in the act of racially constructing characters, Hemingway underscores the fluidity of racial identity.  The moral 

choices and personalities of the characters in Chapter I cannot be dependent on race unless the readers make them so.
1
  

Hemingway’s characters’ racial invisibility constructs a world where race has no import on morality, intellect, or 

camaraderie.  Hemingway shows immediately in Chapter 1 race as meaningless until society constructs a meaning.   

Chapter 1 also introduces a focus on miscommunication.  Even as In Our Time explores the malleability and 

power of words, miscommunication abounds.  The drunken characters can neither evaluate their situation nor 

communicate to each other effectively.  Like Toomer, Hemingway understands that language, though unstable, 

constructs identity, and the drunken language of the soldiers constructs them as untrustworthy.  This challenge to 

whiteness’ claim of natural leadership begun in Chapter I will be heightened in the first story, “Indian Camp,” the 

beginning evidence that “the stuff is so tight and hard and every thing hangs on everything else” (Letter to John Dos 

Passos, April 22, 1925, JFKL).   

 “Indian Camp,” the first story of In Our Time, 
2
 opens with Indians serving Nick, his father, and Uncle George 

by rowing their boat. Dr. Adams emphasizes this existing hierarchy by dismissing the potentially distracting screams of 

the woman enduring a breech birth: “But her screams are not important.  I don’t hear them because they are not 

important” (68).  This remark exposes an ugly truth:  the cultural status of this white male physician effectively 

empowers him, as he chooses, to assist or ignore Native Americans and women.  In contrast, the Ojibway men react to 

the woman’s screams:  her husband turns from the doctor; an Indian male assisting the birth smiles when she bites 

George’s arm; the remaining males scatter to lessen confusion.  In “Becky,” the townspeople’s language masks and 

protects their subversive actions, demonstrating a commonality between blacks and whites.  However, Dr. Adams’ 

words justify his actions, reassert white privilege, and stifle meaningful communication, solidifying the separation 

between white and Native American:  in the story, the mother never learns “what had become of the baby or anything” 

and the father, unable to escape her screams or the doctor’s dismissive remarks, kills himself (69).  Understandably, the 

Indians do not row the white doctor home.  Amid nature and separate from the Indians, the child Nick perceives 

himself as different from them, invincible, and free to believe that “he will never die” (70).  Unlike his father, Nick 

only feels secure in tenets of white identity when he is not confronted with Native American reality.  

Chapter II comes between “Indian Camp” and “The Doctor and the Doctor’s Wife.”  Chapter II, which details 

the forced evacuation of Turks from Adrianople, builds on “Indian Camp” by showing another birth disrupted by a 

white power structure – the Greeks.  “Women and kids were in the carts crouched with mattresses, mirrors, sewing 

machines, bundles.  There was a woman having a kid with a young girl holding a blanket over her and crying.  Scared 
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sick looking at it.  It rained all through the evacuation” (71).  Much is askew with this birth.  Most cultures have young 

women attend a birth, not a “young girl.” Generally, childbirth, though difficult, is a joyous occasion for which a 

normal routine is temporarily suspended.  In Chapter II, however, chaos is so powerful it ignores birth.  A young girl 

who should be taught to look forward to motherhood instead fears it.  This topsy-turvy world is effected by one of the 

most developed and revered white civilizations on earth, the Greeks.   

Chapter II sets up “The Doctor and the Doctor’s Wife” by keeping the reader aware of flaws in whiteness.  The 

Greek government, descended from a major historical model for Western civilization, is causing havoc for old men and 

women, laboring mothers, and young girls.  Certainly war is at fault, here, but Chapter II does show the effects of war 

between two white groups, the Turks and the Greeks.  There is no sense of biological, racial hierarchy at play in this 

disaster; instead, a white racial identity is subsumed by the national identities of Greek and Turk.  (Hemingway also 

critiques the concept of nation in The Sun Also Rises (1926) and A Farewell to Arms (1929)).  Indeed, in IOT no nation 

is presented as an ideal and all nations are capable of the same caprices; nation becomes arbitrary.  So the concern 

raised in Chapter II focuses not on race or nation but on the control exercised by power.  Chapter I shows white leaders 

exercising little control over the kitchen corporal; Nick’s father’s control in “Indian Camp” saved the baby and mother, 

but only at great cost; the Greeks’ control of the evacuation in Chapter II disrupts social and life cycles for everyone, 

even those “exempt” from war by age or gender.  In the first three pieces of In Our Time Hemingway shows multiple 

scenarios in which decidedly white power is inadequate to develop and maintain control, even – or perhaps especially – 

in response to trauma.      

The Indian role in “The Doctor and the Doctor’s Wife” develops differently than in “Indian Camp”: Dick 

Boulton comes to work for, not to seek help from, Nick’s father.  Boulton’s persistent challenges of his employer 

initiate Hemingway’s interrogation of the label “Indian.”  Society considers Boulton “a half-breed and many of the 

farmers around the lake believed he was really a white man.  He was very lazy but a great worker once he was started” 

(73).  Hemingway is careful to construct Boulton’s race as distinct from his work ethic – which race makes him lazy, 

which a good worker?  Society, however, cannot resist linking them.  Many choose to believe Boulton a white man 

because he consistently questions his limited position.  To believe an Indian capable of and interested in questioning a 

subservient position would mean the Indian does not need the guidance or discipline of the white man; it would negate 

white privilege.  As Toomer did with Becky, Hemingway crafts Boulton to show how language simultaneously 

negotiates the race and position of both the speaker and the subject.       

Boulton arrives confrontational:  “Doc…that’s a nice lot of timber you’ve stolen” (74).  Ducking the 

accusation, Dr. Adams names the logs “driftwood” (74).  Boulton pursues “stolen,” washing the first log to protect the 

saw and to “see who it belongs to”:  the “White and McNally” Company (74).  Boulton continues: “I don’t care who 

you steal from.  It is none of my business” (74).  Perhaps Boulton wants to humiliate the doctor, but his usurpation of 

the power to name or bestow identity is his greater offense, for naming is a function of language reserved for whites.  

Naming, just like deciding what is important enough to actually be heard, is a white privilege, and Dick has dared to 

rename not only the doctor’s property but the doctor himself.  Dick’s acts of renaming clearly fluster the doctor, 

making him red in the face and leading him to threaten Dick:  “If you call me Doc once again, I’ll knock your eye teeth 
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down your throat” (74).  It should not be overlooked that Hemingway has given us an Indian confronting a white man 

about stolen property; the Indian is willing to work with the white man, he just wants the white man to admit he has 

stolen:  “You know they’re stolen as well as I do.  It don’t make any difference to me” (74).  However, a white man’s 

admission to a Native American that material he had “found” really belonged to someone else and was therefore stolen 

would be tantamount to admitting that the power structure of the white privilege could be rewritten.  The doctor won’t 

become the Doc.  Instead, he storms off to a house with a wife who also challenges his authority.   

Demonstrating white privilege’s comfort in organizing the world, the doctor claims Dick has made this 

accusation to get out of work:  “Well, Dick owes me a lot of money for pulling his squaw through pneumonia and I 

guess he wanted a row so he wouldn’t have to take it out in work” (75).  The doctor’s wife, who is another character 

acting outside of the role prescribed for her by whiteness, is silent at first and then insists that no one would do such a 

thing as the doctor has claimed, at least not intentionally.  The implication seems to be that if such a deceit has been 

orchestrated, there must have been some mitigating factor, like being excluded from the benefits of white privilege 

which makes direct confrontation impossible.  Eventually, the doctor and Nick end up in the woods, a place away from 

the civilization the doctor helped create; a place where he can better ignore stolen property, rebellious natives, and 

resistant wives; a place where he could make amends, but does not.  Instead, the doctor allows his son to defy his 

mother’s request to see her and come with him instead.  The woods may offer a respite for Dr. Adams, but it does not 

offer him healing or change. Hemingway will continue to offer his characters in In Our Time the healing aspect of 

nature, but no one will fully use it until Nick in “Big Two-Hearted River I and II.”  

These interchanges among Dick Boulton, Dr. Adams, and Mrs. Adams confirm the historical understanding of 

whiteness:  white men have rights to all material goods, theirs and others’; white women are expected to accept without 

question their husbands’ view of the world; and race controls naming, thus identity.  Though the present generally 

dismisses the past in IOT, Hemingway dramatizes here the persistence of historical white privilege, much as Toomer 

does in “Blood-Burning Moon,” and demonstrates the role language plays in its preservation.  By doing so, 

Hemingway suggests that language can also be used to destroy white privilege.     

The next three interchapters emphasize the chaos of war, demonstrating through increasing intensity the lack 

of honor in war.  In Chapter III, Germans are “potted,” shot in a trap, in a less-than-fair fight (77).  In Chapter IV, 

soldiers are shot through a barricade built from “a big old wrought-iron grating from the front of a house,” a former 

sign of hospitality and welcome (83).  The soldiers shooting are “put out” when the flank collapses and they have to 

pull out (83).  Chapter V shows a political execution in which one cabinet minister is so sick with typhoid he has to be 

carried to his own execution, at which he only has the energy to sit in a puddle of water and wait to be shot.  These 

images affirm the claim in Chapter I that leaders are corrupt and their placement between stories demonstrating the 

limits of white privilege solidifies Hemingway’s interest in questioning both nationhood and race.      

“The End of Something” and “The Three Day Blow” center upon Nick’s breakup with Marjorie and continue 

Hemingway’s interrogation of whiteness.  The past, recalled in an unexpected demise, frames “The End of Something”:  

“In the old days Hortons Bay was a lumbering town. . . . Then one year there were no more logs” (79).  The mill 

disappears and the town collapses.  Ten years later, Marjorie reclaims and romanticizes this history:  “That’s our old 
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ruin, Nick….  It seems more like a castle” (79). Nick does not romanticize, and the mill, as ruin or castle, foreshadows 

unexpected loss of control--Nick’s feelings for Marjorie change.  He ends their relationship because she “know[s] 

everything” (81), challenging his dominance and making love no longer “fun” (81).  Indeed, Marjorie shows 

competence and independence throughout the fishing in the story.  Her departing refusal of Nick’s offer to “push the 

boat off” caps her autonomy (81).   Nick’s maturity will eventually depend upon his redefining whiteness to share 

control with women.   

Neither Toomer’s Esther nor Hemingway’s Marjorie submit to society’s definitions of womanhood.  Both 

Esther and Marjorie transgress through relationship with the land, a transgression that allows Esther’s sexuality and 

Marjorie’s autonomy.  Both are rejected by a husband/lover as a result.  Hemingway’s and Toomer’s tenacious re-

visioning of American gender roles in their earliest publications makes gender redefinition central to the development 

of American modernism.  Faulkner will not use land to redefine gender.   

In “The Three-Day Blow,” Nick again misunderstands control:  he offers to get a log for the fire, wishing “to 

show he could hold his liquor and be practical” (89).  He considers avoiding alcoholism by not readily opening new 

bottles or by never drinking alone (88).  He rationalizes regarding Marjorie that nothing is “irrevocable.” (92). Bathed 

in white privilege, Nick believes he can re-shape his own past. Toomer’s characters, and later Faulkner’s, suffer from 

an imposed and inescapable history. 

Hemingway’s sparing use of color suggests it may have symbolic undertones in both “The End of Something” 

and “Three Day Blow.”  The opening description of Hortons Bay in “The End of Something” contains the only use of 

color in the story:  “broken white limestone,” “dark water,” and “white stone in the green trees” (79).  What is broken 

in this scene is white; what allows Nick and Marjorie to first notice the broken whiteness is dark.  Hemingway gives us 

the white limestone twice and the second time Marjorie compares it to a castle.  Castles are associated with an 

antiquated, romanticized past.  This image, then, confronts the eugenics of the 1920s that placed whiteness as a 

scientifically definable and decidedly unromanticized term, just as it confronts the antebellum myths of whiteness being 

circulated by James Branch Cabell and Thomas Nelson Page.  Nick’s silent response reflects not only his focus on 

ending his relationship with Marjorie, but also his inability to process his own connection to an out-dated racial history.  

These undercurrents are reinforced in “The Three-Day Blow” when Bill tells Nick about the breakup:  “You came out 

of it damned well…Now she can marry somebody of her own sort and settle down and be happy.  You can’t mix oil 

and water and you can’t mix that sort of thing any more than if I’d marry Ida that works for Strattons.  She’d probably 

like it, too” (91).  Nick again, as in “The End of Something,” responds by saying nothing.       

Scholars generally agree that the Nick Adams stories in In Our Time occur chronologically.  Nick’s silence in 

response to Bill’s comments at the end of “The Three-Day Blow” shows him neither embracing nor rejecting Bill’s 

sense of privilege.  This ambivalent silence reappears in “The Battler” once Nick meets Bugs and Ad.  Ambivalence is 

not, however, how Nick begins the story.   

Nick has learned that control is possible within white privilege.  “Indian Camp” ends with young Nick 

believing he can control life so that he never dies; “The Doctor and the Doctor’s Wife” ends with Nick taking his father 

back to a place of control, Nature.  In “The End of Something” Nick ends his relationship with Marjorie because she 
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“know[s] everything” (81) and therefore challenges Nick’s sense of control; “The Three-Day Blow” ends with Nick 

believing “there was not anything that was irrevocable…There was always a way out” (92).  “The Battler,” then, begins 

with Nick as we would expect, believing he can, and should, control his world:  “Nick stood up.  He was all 

right…That lousy crut of a brakeman.  He would get him some day.  He would know him again” (97).  Nick blames the 

brakeman for knocking him off the train, and he only blames himself for falling for the brakeman’s ploy; Nick takes no 

responsibility for riding without paying fare.  Nick vows “They would never suck him in that way again” and believes 

the black eye was “cheap at the price,” indicating the lesson learned and his sense of tighter control in managing his 

world was worth it.  Nick begins “The Battler” well encapsulated in white privilege.   

Nick’s direct confrontation with and lessons about race necessarily come outside of society, for like Huck and 

Jim before them, Ad and Bugs could not live as they do within society, and Nick could not begin to entertain their 

relationship as good if he had to apply the rules of society to it.  Isolation allows Nick’s experience with Ad and Bugs 

to confront his lens of white privilege instead of reinforcing it.  

Ad’s “misshapen” face results from his boxing career and includes a “sunken” nose, “queer-shaped lips,” and 

missing ear (99).  All render him unattractive and help Ad’s body reflect his troubled spirit and violent past.  However, 

Ad’s face is also described as “like putty in color.  Dead looking in the firelight” (99).  Though boxing may have 

contributed to overall ill-health for Ad and therefore created a sick-pallor, Hemingway’s description goes beyond that, 

placing a negative emphasis on whiteness.  The only other mentions of Ad’s color come during his assault of Nick: 

“The little white man looked at Nick….He glared at Nick, his face was white and his eyes almost out of sight under the 

cap” (101).  Hemingway’s descriptions of Ad identify whiteness only with death, abuse, and craziness.  There is no 

mention of race when Nick recognizes Ad as a successful boxer.     

Bugs is identified by Nick as not white immediately.  Nick watches a man approach and after only “Hello,” the 

narrator tells us: “It was a negro’s voice.  Nick knew from the way he walked that he was a negro” (100).  Such a 

description suggests Nick knew Bugs was African American even before he spoke, merely from his first observation of 

“A man [dropping] down the railroad embankment and [coming] across the clearing to the fire” (100).  Nick reflects 

some familiarity with social constructs of blackness in his quick assessment of Bugs as black.   

During this first encounter with Bugs, the narrator refers to him as “the negro” and Ad as “the prizefighter” 

(100), suggesting that the labels are somehow equal, one attribute of each character but not the defining attribute.  Bugs 

is introduced to Nick by Ad as his equal, both as Ad’s “pal” and as “crazy, too,” a descriptor Ad has already used about 

himself (100).  Bugs then directs Nick to treat him as an equal, asking Nick where he was from and reminding Nick 

that he “didn’t catch” his name (100).  It isn’t until Ad chastises Bugs for an answer that Bugs’ demeanor of equality 

changes.   

 “Are you hungry, Nick?” 

 “Hungry as hell.” 

 “Hear that, Bugs?”     

    “I hear most of what goes on.” 

 “That ain’t what I asked you.” 
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 “Yes.  I heard what the gentleman said.” (100)   

Immediately after this exchange, the narrator refers to Bugs’ legs as “nigger legs” (100).  This pattern follows 

throughout the rest of the story.  When Bugs instructs Nick to not let Ad have the knife, the narrator calls him “the 

negro” (100).  This descriptor continues until Bugs must calm Ad: 

The little white man looked at Nick. 

“Will you have some, Mister Adolph Francis?” Bugs offered from the skillet. 

Ad did not answer.  He was looking at Nick. 

“Mister Francis?” came the nigger’s soft voice. (101)   

It is significant that Hemingway begins this section reminding readers that Ad is a “little white man” (101).  

The emphasis comes again as Ad loses control:  “He glared at Nick, his face was white and his eyes almost out of sight 

under the cap” (101).  It is Ad’s distorted whiteness that causes Bugs to put on his “nigger” face and voice.  Throughout 

the story Bugs is referred to as “the negro” whenever he is in charge and speaking to Ad and Nick as subordinates or 

equals.  

Bugs’ explanation of Ad’s behavior demonstrates how much whiteness has corrupted Ad.  First Bugs explains 

that Ad married a woman he had previously falsely identified as his sister.  Public reaction to this lie cost Ad his 

marriage:  “…but there was a lot of people didn’t like it [the marriage] either way and they [Ad and his wife] 

commenced to have disagreements, and one day she just went off and never come back” (103).  Ad’s actions suggest he 

believed he could redefine both his identity and his relationships at will.  Such power and control are vestiges of white 

privilege even when they fail.  Bugs’ insistence that Ad’s wife looks like Ad is important enough to be said twice:  

“Looks enough like him to be twins” (103).  Even the beautiful white, then, can be distorted by whiteness, especially 

when it demands subordination from blackness, as Ad does periodically from Bugs.   

Bugs does use the “nigger voice” on Nick.  While Ad is unconscious, Bugs asks Nick to leave and he does so 

with over-the-top politeness and “a low, smooth, polite nigger voice” (103):  “If you don’t mind I wish you’d sort of 

pull out.  I don’t like to not be hospitable…I hate to have to thump him…You don’t mind, do you, Mister Adams? No, 

don’t thank me…I wish we could ask you to stay the night but it’s just out of the question…You better take a 

sandwich” (103). As soon as Nick walks away, “the low soft voice of the negro” returns. 

The labeling of Bugs as both Negro and nigger reflects not only Nick’s application of standard racial 

categories, but the necessity for new language to delineate race in post-World War I America.  Nick recognizes that 

Bugs behaves in ways made distinct by culturally assigned racial designations, but he has no language for the new 

category of man he finds in Bugs.  That racial minorities are capable of acting outside of societal norms is not new to 

Nick.  Dick Boulton was his earliest example of this.  However, Nick is never able to think of Bugs as simply a man, as 

he does Ad.  This leaves Nick struggling with inadequate racial terminology and understanding.  There is no inversion 

of the racial hierarchy or even an equivocation in “The Battler,” but Hemingway does establish that “nigger” and negro 

are constructions commonly transgressed and therefore essentially meaningless.   

Bugs and Ad live in the woods not in retreat, as Nick intermittently does, but in isolation. Bugs likes Ad and 

“living like a gentleman” (103), but physical deformity, criminal records, a possibly incestuous marriage, black skin, 
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and an undefined inter-racial relationship exclude them from society.  “The Battler” suggests a new racial paradigm in 

America will be complex and full of inconsistencies:  social power is neither maintained nor negotiated easily.  The 

story also suggests that such negotiation will be tied to the land or nature, not the city or industrialization.  

Hemingway’s exposure of the miscommunication and unexpected violence inherent in black/white America parallels 

Toomer’s “Blood-Burning Moon” and “Kabnis,” stories also strongly connected to the land.  Faulkner, however, will 

show that land, especially in the South, corrupts as deeply as the city and industrialization.    

Chapter VI picks up on themes in “The Battler” as Nick claims a “separate peace” for himself and Rinaldi.  

Here Nick is attempting to work out a new system of survival amid the violence of patriotism, much like Bugs and Ad 

had worked out a new system of survival amid the violence of racism.  With each other, Rinaldi and Nick can 

acknowledge that they are not patriots; with each other Bugs and Ad can ignore race.  Hemingway is true to his 

promise that “It all hooks up” (Letter to Ernest Walsh, March 9, 1925, JFKL).             

“A Very Short Story,” along with “Soldier’s Home,” explores the American soldier’s disillusionment.  In the 

former, the soldier’s disillusionment is personal, exposing the failed hopes of romantic relationships in this time of 

rewriting the rules.  Unlike Bugs and Ad or Nick and Rinaldi, Luz and her soldier find no place – geographic or 

spiritual – that will safely house their relationship.  The wartime romance between Luz and the narrator ends when Luz 

abandons her American for an Italian.  Although unconventional--a nurse sleeping with her beloved in the hospital 

where “all knew about it” (107)--Luz embraces traditional values:  her American soldier must find a job before 

marriage and be faithful.  The soldier’s attempt to embrace his predefined role as provider ends disastrously:  Luz 

breaks off the engagement and he mindlessly contracts gonorrhea from a salesgirl in a taxicab.  Luz fails to connect her 

redefined sexuality with marriage and her failure disillusions her American soldier.  Read in conversation with Toomer 

and as a story following “The Battler” and Chapter VI, Hemingway’s story suggests restructuring women’s roles is part 

of revising whiteness.      

Chapter VII provides the segue between “A Very Short Story” and “Soldier’s Home.”  Here Hemingway tells 

the story of a soldier so scared his death is imminent that he promises Jesus, “If you’ll only keep me from getting killed 

I’ll do anything you say.  I believe in you and I’ll tell every one in the world that you are the only one that matters” 

(109).  The soldier, of course, lives but does not keep his promise.  Most important as a link between stories is the 

narrator’s observation that the soldier “did not tell the girl he went up stairs with at the Villa Ross about Jesus” (109).  

This comment not only shows the lack of positive change caused by the realities of war, but it includes women as 

casualties of this disillusionment.  The relationships between men and women will be more strained and difficult after 

the war.  Wartime rules, like those fashioned by Luz in “A Very Short Story,” will fail and war experiences will 

increase the gap in communication between men and women, as Krebs will experience in “Soldier’s Home.”  

Masculinity as redefined by World War I will exert influence on definitions of femininity as well.   

 “Soldier’s Home” concludes the first arc of Hemingway’s cycle with Krebs, a character incapable of healthy 

social interaction.  The earlier stories focused on Nick’s social education, but as a returning veteran, Krebs already 

possesses worldly experience.  Unfortunately, his war experiences alienate him from the social history he encounters 
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when he returns home.  Much like “Blood Burning Moon,” “Soldier’s Home” shows that America’s conception of race 

does not translate into modernity.    

“Soldier’s Home” occurs in Oklahoma.  In the 1920s, twenty-eight black townships caused some to consider 

this state effectively designated for African Americans and Native Americans.  Tulsa’s Greenwood or “Black Wall 

Street” developed due to segregation laws established in the early 1900s.  Within two decades it constituted the most 

affluent African American community in the United States, home to many black-owned businesses, two black-owned 

newspapers, and numerous African American professionals.  In 1921, miscommunication between a black man and a 

white woman in an elevator ignited the Tulsa Race riot, causing many deaths and the burning of most of Greenwood.
3
  

Hemingway undoubtedly knew of these incidents.
4
  Krebs, the product of a classic mid-Western upbringing, lives near 

this center of unprecedented African American progress soon to be viciously destroyed.
5
  Hemingway’s story focuses 

on Krebs at a moment that exposes his All-American upbringing insufficient in preparing him for contemporary racial 

and gender issues.    

White privilege marks and discomfits Krebs.  Reflections on his war experiences include comparisons between 

French and German girls with American girls that imply differences in behavior and social mores are based in 

ethnicity.  Krebs liked that with French and German girls, “You couldn’t talk much and you did not need to talk” (113), 

but claims American girls are “not worth it” (113), even though “He liked the look of them much better than the French 

girls or the German girls” (113).  More drastic is Krebs’ claim that “the world [the American girls] were in was not the 

world he was in” (113), demonstrating a shift in his identity caused by World War I.  Though Krebs has been trained to 

label those who are not white – he refers to “the Greek’s ice cream parlor”
6
 (112) – postwar he cannot feel he is in the 

“same world” as whites.  Returned to a society that wants its enemies clearly defined, Krebs must tell lies to be heard.  

Ethnic and racial disparities are part of the lie.  By the end of the story, Krebs rejects all the ways white privilege has 

enabled him to be successful.  He does not finish nor use his college education.  He does not use his father’s business 

connections to secure a job.  He ignores his mother’s lessons on being a good husband and working to bring “credit to 

the community” (115).  Krebs tries repeatedly to tell his story as he believes others expect to hear it.  He exaggerates 

his war stories in an attempt to get others to listen.  He attempts honesty and then pretends regarding religion and love 

to avoid hurting his mother.  Krebs consistently attempts to craft a new identity through language but fails.   

The story ends with Krebs deciding to watch Helen play indoor baseball.  This may be hopeful because Krebs 

is supporting his sister, attempting to be involved in a relationship with someone.  It may be hopeful, too, because of 

baseball’s iconic role in American culture.  The Bloomer Girls had provided professional baseball experience for 

women since the 1890s, their numbers dwindling as more farm teams for men were formed.  African American men 

had been playing baseball on farm teams since the Civil War, ultimately forming a professional organization, the 

National Negro League, in 1920.  Hemingway’s choice to end “Soldier’s Home” with Helen playing baseball reminded 

1920s readers of the egalitarian nature of the sport.  Though African Americans, European Americans, and women did 

not play together, they all played; the racial and gender purity of America’s iconic game was not yet solidified when 

Hemingway wrote this story.  Baseball, it seemed, had the potential to offer an equal playing field.  Krebs, then, is not 

only seeking new definitions of maleness and femaleness, blackness and whiteness in America, he may yet see the 
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necessity of relinquishing white privilege to form those new definitions.  Where Toomer’s final story in the first phase 

of his cycle (“Blood Burning Moon”) features both black and white characters destroyed by historical understandings 

of race, Hemingway’s final story dramatizes a white character’s ability to re-evaluate historical understanding and 

weaken white privilege.   

Toomer and Hemingway both connect race privilege with gender.  Whereas Toomer examines African 

American women in his first group of stories, Hemingway examines gender and its role in the family in his second.  

Even with few markers of white privilege or ethnicity, Hemingway’s second group of stories shows marginalized 

characters acting outside of the roles given them by privilege and power.  This marginalization connects Hemingway’s 

female characters to his previous Native American and African American characters who struggle with white 

constructions of power.    Though Faulkner will focus little attention on women, he will consistently demonstrate their 

marginalization even within white privilege.   

Chapter VIII shifts venues from World War I Europe to post-war America and by doing so serves as the end of 

section one.   Drevitts and Boyle demonstrate in as drastic a way as Krebs that war-time “politics” is deadly for 

peacetime America.  Drevitts and Boyle are two police officers who find two men identified by the narrator as 

Hungarians stealing from a cigar store.  While “the Hungarians were backing their wagon out of an alley” (117), Boyle 

shot and killed them both.  When questioned by Drevitts about the wisdom of his act, Boyle claims no one will care the 

men are dead because they were “crooks” and “wops.”  Drevitts pursues the conversation:  “But how did you know 

they were wops when you bumped them?”(117). Boyle repeats the ethnic slur and explains: “‘Wops, said Boyle, I can 

tell wops a mile off’” (117).  Hemingway demonstrates in this chapter how ethnicity is used in America and how it is 

misidentified.   Boyle is an identifiably Irish name and by 1925, the Irish were fairly secure in their identification with 

whiteness
7
.  Boyle emphasizes fluidity of race in connection with ethnicity when he marks these men as not white, as 

different from him.  Drevitts’ concern only with the trouble that my follow such a shooting and his eventual claim that 

his partner’s actions were “all right maybe this time” confirm Boyle’s sense of whiteness and white privilege.     

 “The Revolutionist” and “My Old Man” begin and end Hemingway’s family section.  Though neither has 

typically been considered as part of what Paul Smith labeled the “marriage stories,” both focus on father/son 

relationships, biological or ideological, and both create transitions between sections.  “The Revolutionist” moves 

readers away from the American coming of age stories.  Set in Italy, Hemingway shows readers another idealistic 

young man and his older mentor.  The narrator serves as a metaphorical father, helping the revolutionist move about 

safely and advising on matters from restaurants to art.  Socialist comrades function as brothers.  Regardless, this family 

proves dysfunctional.  The revolutionist, tortured in Hungary, seeks a physical and ideological home in Italy.  Yet 

story’s end finds him imprisoned in Switzerland, his Socialist comrades incapable of protecting him.  The post-war 

reality Hemingway posits here demonstrates that a white man can be unsafe in his native land or among ideological 

peers. Privilege is an abstract concept like patriotism and ideology and all three fail both the movement and the 

individual. 

The marriage stories include “Mr. and Mrs. Elliot,” “Cat in the Rain,” “Out of Season,” and “Cross-Country 

Snow.”  “Mr. and Mrs. Elliot” completes the transition begun by “The Revolutionist,” from America to Europe, from 
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past to present, and from questioning ideology to restructuring the particular ideology of marriage.  Cane also uses the 

first two stories of the second section as lynchpin narratives, shifting Toomer’s focus from “the South to the North, 

from the rural to the urban, and from the spiritual to the material” (Reckley 489).   

“Mr. and Mrs. Elliot” exposes a modern, dysfunctional marriage stifled by miscommunication and loss of 

control.  The bisexual or lesbian Mrs. Elliot tries to satisfy the conventional role of wife with her effete self-publishing-

poet husband.  She fails and achieves happiness only after her girlfriend appears and her husband retreats.  This first 

wife crafts a façade to satisfy societal expectations without extinguishing her identity.  The husband, schooled in all the 

facets of white privilege – race, nation, gender, and economics – has married for all the noble, social reasons and, 

therefore, has no ability to understand the problems with his marriage.       

In “Cat in the Rain,” the wife articulates traditional values.  She wants a child, long hair, a table with candles, 

her own silver.  She may not want, however, to sacrifice the power modernity allots her for self expression.  Though 

her husband only listens, she speaks forcefully about herself, something Mrs. Elliot could never do.  Also evolving in 

this series of marriage tales, the husband now interacts with his wife and appreciates her sexuality.  The wife gets the 

husband’s attention when she talks about her appearance: 

“Don’t you think it would be a good idea if I let my hair grow out?” she asked, looking at her 

profile again. 

 George looked up and saw the back of her neck, clipped close like a boy’s. 

 “I like it the way it is.” 

 “I get so tired of it,” she said.  “I get so tired of looking like a boy.” 

 George shifted his position in the bed.  He hadn’t looked away from her since she started to 

speak. 

 “You look pretty darn nice,” he said. (131).   

The husband listens through both comments about her desire for a traditional life before he returns to reading.  

Clearly this husband, unlike Mr. Elliot, has a positive sexual relationship with his wife.  

Despite opening just after an argument, “Out of Season” presents a successful marriage, one that withstands an 

open difference of opinion.
8
  The wife considers fishing out of season wrong.  After repeatedly challenging her husband 

to stop, she returns alone to the hotel.  When inadequate equipment unexpectedly stalls the fishing, the husband, 

increasingly chafing under her objections, responds as she would wish--effectively canceling the fishing next day.   The 

wife follows her conscience; moreover, she convinces her husband to act properly.  This husband and wife are the most 

successful in sharing power, marking their marriage as a modern revisioning of an old institution.  In the marriage 

section, Hemingway shows readers that institutions worthy of salvation can evolve or change.  Though the changes to 

African American identity Toomer shows in his second section are generally negative, both Hemingway and Toomer 

are clear in the possibility and need for change.     

Hemingway’s marriage stories end with “Cross-Country Snow.” Nick, enjoying a ski trip with George before 

leaving with Helen for the States and their baby’s birth, appears calm and practical.  Neither he nor Helen wants to 

leave Europe; both have interests beyond parenthood and marriage, yet both are willing to do as the baby needs.  
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Hemingway’s most evolved modernist marriage finds women defining their needs equal to their mates’ needs, refusing 

restrictions to their identity and to marriage.  In Cane, however, all women are without men, and marriage, as 

institution, is shown to be a failure.  Few of Faulkner’s characters are married and those that are operate off-stage from 

the action.  Only Hemingway shows marriage worthy of reconstruction.     

“My Old Man” returns readers to the father/son family, centering upon a flawed father, a corrupt jockey who 

teaches his son to appreciate nature through horseracing, much as Nick’s father did through hunting and fishing.  

Eventually, Joe’s father reforms, buys a horse, and competes honestly.  Joe gets to see firsthand how a life can be 

changed, rewritten.  Then, with Joe’s father riding, Gilford falls.  The father dies and Gilford is destroyed. Before he 

leaves the racetrack, Joe overhears gamblers call his dead father a “crook.” This now distorted historical perception of 

his father will marginalize Joe and he will discover that reality and others’ beliefs may differ dramatically, a truth 

demonstrated by all the women in Toomer’s first arc of stories.   

Following the pattern of the first section, the family/marriage stories include seven interchapters, the last of 

which appears after “My Old Man.”  All of the interchapters in this arc focus on bullfighting.  Milton Cohen claims 

chapters 12 through 16 of in our time were originally compiled under one title:  “Toros y Toreros” (177).  Composed 

“after Hemingway had seen several bullfights in Spain and, indeed, had become a passionate devotee of them on his 

two trips there in the summer of 1923,” these  chapters made the move to IOT as chapters 9 – 14 with very little 

revision (Cohen 177).  Hemingway’s choice to include this cohesive unit on bullfighting amidst the marriage and 

family stories is significant.   

Like the chapters in the first section, Chapters 9 – 14 resonate with the stories that surround them.  “The 

Revolutionist,” for example, is followed by Chapter 9, the tale of a third matador who had to kill all five bulls because 

the first two matadors failed.  Though the third matador is triumphant, he vomits after the last kill and the crowd boos 

him.  Hemingway calls this third matador “the kid” (121), creating a connection to the revolutionist who was described 

as “quite young” (118).  The kid is heroic because he stays the course and does the difficult thing but he is not 

appreciated and he finds heroism difficult, even ugly.  The same could be said for the revolutionist.  Additionally, 

Maera’s death follows immediately the father’s death in “My Old Man,” the former’s heroicism underscoring the 

latter’s ignobility.  As in the first arc, the interchapters serve to scaffold Hemingway’s themes.  However, it is the 

relationship between the bull and the matador that Hemingway uses to focus this section of stories.   

Milton Cohen claims Hemingway saw in a great bullfight “the blending of the greatest possible risk with the 

highest level of control and skill to master that danger” (177). Chapters 9 – 14 present “the kid” who kills five bulls 

after two other matadors have failed; the wounded white horse “the bull could not make up his mind to charge” (127); 

the matador who made the bull “too tired from so much bad sticking” and had his pigtail cut off by the crowd (133); 

Villalta’s becoming one with the bull; Luis becoming too drunk to fight the bull; and Maera’s death.  By placing this 

progression of bullfighting stories in the marriage/family section Hemingway suggests the rituals between males and 

females are potentially as deadly and as aesthetically beautiful as a bullfight; familial relationships are as honorable and 

important as the bullfight ritual.  The breadth of bullfight chapters included reminds readers that individuals are 
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separate from institutions.  These matadors and fights augment Hemingway’s examination of institutional and personal 

character and his challenge of established constructions of race and gender.    

The relationship between the matador and the bull resonates with the marriages and families that surround 

them.  The bull uncertain whether he should charge an obviously dying horse reflects both the strained truce reached by 

the Elliots and the understanding suggested between the couple in “Cat in the Rain.”  In Chapter XI the failed matador 

claims, “after all it has happened before like that.  I am not really a good bullfighter” (133) resonating with the honest 

communication about uncomfortable truths in “Out of Season.”  Villalta’s becoming one with the bull in Chapter XII 

echoes the cost and beauty of intimacy reflected in all the marriage stories, but especially the juxtaposed “Cross County 

Snow.”  The bullfight is not a literal picture of marriage, but it does suggest the many deaths that occur in marriage:  

long-held images of self, spouse, and gender must be re-negotiated, re-constructed.  Hemingway’s great respect for the 

beauty of the bullfight is demonstrated in his consistent presentation of it as a meaningful institution in modernity.  The 

bullfight chapters, then, work with the stories in the marriage section to establish a respect for the institution of 

marriage and a willingness to relinquish white privilege in exchange for the beauty of true union.  

As the bullfight stories work to undergird the reconstruction of marriage, they also address race.  In Chapter 

XIII the narrator discounts Luis’ unwillingness to stay sober and prepare for his fight:  “Well, I said, after all he’s just 

an ignorant Mexican savage” (149).  Maera, the hero in the next chapter, does not disagree:  “Yes, Maera said, and who 

will kill his bulls after he gets a cogida?” (149).  Maera even echoes the narrator’s judgment:  “Yes, we, said Maera.  

We kills the savages’ bulls, and the drunkards’ bulls, and the riau-riau dancers’ bulls.  Yes.  We kill them.  We kill 

them all right.  Yes. Yes. Yes” (149).  Maera’s concern is understandably the job that lay before him, a job made more 

difficult and dangerous by Luis’ irresponsible behavior.  But the hierarchy is clear.  It is the job of people like Maera to 

clean up after the savages, drunkards, and riau-riau dancers.  The very lives and livelihoods of people like Maera are 

put at risk by people like Luis, who dismisses the narrator with a reminder of their segregation:  “Oh leave me alone.  

You’re not my father” (149).  In a section of stories about families of all sorts, it is important the chapter that includes a 

racial slur is also the chapter in which familial connection is denied.      

Of the family/marriage stories, only “Cross-Country Snow” and “My Old Man” possess racial or ethnic 

markers and Chapter XIII occurs between these two stories.  In “Cross-Country Snow,” Nick identifies the pregnant 

waitress as “up from where they speak German probably,” claiming “no girls get married around here till they’re 

knocked up” (145).  In “My Old Man,” Joe and his father frequently refer to “wops” (152, 153).  Hemingway reveals 

an inherent sense of superiority present even in modern white men and shows that superiority endangers both marriage 

and the bullfight.   

In the stories of section two, Hemingway’s women develop beyond limits set by their men, paralleling the 

African American Bugs and Native American Dick Boulton.  However, the bullfight chapters contain no female 

characters.  This structure underscores the need for redefining whiteness, for historically white privilege was applied 

primarily to men.  Hemingway’s marriage stories and bullfight chapters, then, broaden his conception of American 

Modernity by collapsing conventional constructions of race and gender.         
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The parallels between Cane and IOT include the use of interchapters.  There are, however, significant 

differences.  First, all Toomer’s interchapters are poetry and, as such, provide imagery calling forth the spiritual and the 

emotional.  Hemingway’s prose chapters provide details of sensations that evoke emotion.  Second, Toomer’s poems 

occur in pairs or quartets between stories; their structural work differing, then, from that of Hemingway’s prose 

vignettes.  Hemingway’s interchapters work to unite the stories through counterpoint.  Such a relationship anticipates, 

perhaps, Faulkner’s sense of the contrapuntal (discussed in Chapter 6).  Toomer’s poems elevate his tales of 

sharecroppers and the displaced Southerner to art, raising questions of beauty and the nature of humanity.  Finally, 

Toomer’s poems are not experiments, but honor established forms, such as the African American spiritual.  Toomer 

will dare experimentation in the stories.  Hemingway’s prose vignettes are, perhaps, his most experimental work and 

establish his modernist style
9
.         

“Big Two-Hearted River,” I and II, is the capstone narrative of In Our Time, providing Hemingway’s most 

complete portrait of the past’s effect on the present, and the importance of land and language to identity.  The final and 

longest story in the cycle, “Big Two-Hearted River,” I and II, shows Nick’s rejection or embrace of particular societal 

constructions and histories.  Born white, Nick’s cultural status ensures choice, and he uses his time in the woods to 

master an identity not circumscribed by history. 

Though usually read as one story, “Big Two-Hearted River Part I” is separated from “Big Two-Hearted River 

Part II” by the next to last prose vignette, the hanging of Sam Cardinella.  The transition from “He [Nick] curled up 

under the blanket and went to sleep” (169) to “They hanged Sam Cardinella at six o’clock in the morning in the 

corridor of the county jail” (171) is jarring.  However, the Cardinella vignette emphasizes the themes of control begun 

in “Big Two-Hearted Part I.”  Though all the prisoners are brought in to watch the execution, those also condemned to 

death are described in some detail:  “Five men sentenced to be hanged were in the five top cells.  Three of the men to 

be hanged were negroes.  They were very frightened.  One of the white men sat on his cot with his head in this hands.  

The other lay flat on his cot with a blanket wrapped around his head” (171).  Though we are told the black men are 

frightened, we see the white men averting their eyes and avoiding the execution.  We are reminded of Nick’s father’s 

ability to hear only what he deems important.  This chapter intensifies not only Hemingway’s portrayal of violence, but 

also his portrayal of whiteness and the privileges of whiteness.  Sam’s need to select his own reality is so strong he can 

no longer function in the reality he is given:  “They were carrying Sam Cardinella.  He had been like that since about 

four o’clock in the morning” (171).  White privilege has taught Sam that he should have the power to control, 

influence, or change all kinds of systems, but he is an immigrant with only circumscribed white privilege and the 

system of capital punishment is one he cannot beat.  The Negro prisoners can feel fear because they have lifetimes of 

experience creating autonomy outside of white privilege.  The white prisoners can refuse to look because they have 

been taught they have choice.  But Sam cannot even control his sphincter muscle because he expected to have power 

and does not.  White privilege fails many it claims to protect.    

Immediately after “The priest skipped back onto the scaffolding just before the drop fell” (171), Nick is 

awakened by the hot sun:  “In the morning the sun was up and the tent was starting to get hot.  Nick crawled out under 

the mosquito netting stretched across the mouth of the tent, to look at the morning” (173).   By juxtaposing Nick’s 
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contentment in the woods with Sam Cardinella’s humiliating death, Hemingway intensifies Nick’s need for self-

control.  Nick’s deliberateness in selecting a campsite, preparing and eating his meal, and fishing demonstrates his 

mature understanding of the importance of self-control.  Understanding and using his own past – both immediate and 

remote, personal and institutional – would be the cardinal demonstration of control.   

William Adair claims “in most of Hemingway’s fiction the past is always there, in the mind and heart of the 

protagonist, even though he may be in another country” (265).  Robert Gibbs states, “It is the function and necessity of 

ritual to summon up the past, to see the past as the source of wholeness and health” (258).  Indeed, Hemingway honors 

ritual in the bullfighting vignettes and wrestles with the past without discarding it throughout the stories of In Our 

Time. “Big Two-Hearted River,” I and II, show Nick at his most competent in crafting a usable past and hopeful future.   

The critical consensus is that Nick heads to the woods to heal his psychic war wounds.  The opening paragraph 

describing Seney could also be used to describe many places in war desecrated Europe.  Though I agree Nick may still 

need to recover from his experiences in World War I, there is no evidence he is in crisis from those experiences.  

Instead, “Big Two-Hearted River” shows him very capable of control in his life even before he arrives.   

From the beginning of “Big Two-Hearted River,” Nick feels happy, in control:  “Nick felt happy.  He felt he 

had left everything behind-- the need for thinking, the need to write, other needs” (164). He does not reject land, 

religion, family, or friends.  He leaves much behind, but not tragedies.  Because “Big Two-Hearted River” is placed 

after “Cross-Country Snows” in the collection, readers can assume this Nick is married and a father.  His contentment, 

then, and his claim that he left the “need for thinking” behind suggest his marriage and fatherhood are settled matters. 

Nick has grown in his understanding of gender roles.  Marriage can be viewed as a salvageable institution from the past 

and the gender roles that define it prove malleable.  Nick returns to the woods as a mature adult, capable of sapient 

relationships and comfortable with the past’s place in the present, seeking rejuvenation.   

Nick did not always go to the woods so deliberately.  Matthew Stewart writes:  “In ‘The Battler’ retreat 

indicates at best a tentativeness on Nick’s part, in ‘The Three-Day Blow’ self-deception, and in ‘The Doctor and the 

Doctor’s Wife’ the immaturity of childhood. Each of these stories ended with Nick walking off into the woods after a 

troubling episode but did not convey the sense that he had digested his rich experiences to any perceptible degree.  

Certainly, none shows him capable of dealing with his experiences” (91).  In “Big Two-Hearted River,” however, Nick 

comes to the woods willingly, with purpose, and demonstrates self-control and self-awareness in every act (91).  

Hemingway uses Nick’s purposefulness to reclaim an old tradition and secure the role of Nature in the modernist 

aesthetic.   

Nick returns to Seney and finds it “burnt,” gone except for the remains of the lone hotel.  Nick’s reaction 

confirms his stability:  “Seney was burned, the country was burned over and changed, but it did not matter.  It could not 

all be burned.  He knew that” (164).  “It” in this sentence surely refers to the land, but the nature of the pronoun is 

indefinite.  “It” could also suggest the symbolic nature of Nick’s sojourn; all that is good cannot be destroyed.  As Nick 

moves through the woods, we see he knows the land intimately and is comfortable with the river and sun as guides.  

Camp is “home”; he relishes food prepared when “he did not believe he had ever been hungrier” (167).  At ease in the 

woods, Nick remembers Hopkins appreciatively, despite their friendship ending unexpectedly among these scenes.  
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Nature helps Nick solidify his identity and his relationship with the world, a quest he began on the canoe ride home in 

“Indian Camp.”  

Nick’s encounter with black grasshoppers suggests his place of privilege in the world:   

As he smoked, his legs stretched out in front of him, he noticed a grasshopper walk along the ground 

and up onto his woolen sock.  The grasshopper was black.  As he had walked along the road, 

climbing, he had started many grasshoppers from the dust.  They were all black.  They were not the 

big grasshoppers with yellow and black or red and black wings whirring out from their black wing 

sheathing as they fly up.  These were just ordinary hoppers, but all a sooty black in color.  Nick had 

wondered about them as he walked, without really thinking about them.  Now, as he watched the 

black hopper that was nibbling at the wool of his sock with its fourway lip, he realized that they had 

all turned black from living in the burned-over land.  He realized that the fire must have come the year 

before, but the grasshoppers were all black now.  He wondered how long they would stay that way.  

(165)      

Nick initially wonders about the grasshoppers “without really thinking about them,” a vestige of white 

privilege also initiated in “Indian Camp,” the ability to choose what to notice and what to ignore.  Once highlighted by 

Hemingway, these blackened grasshoppers suggest that political and natural land act as basic markers of identity:  i.e., 

the burned land affected the grasshoppers; the war between political lands affected Nick; slave history affected Bugs; a 

history of stolen land affected Dick Boulton.  White privilege may permit labeling stolen logs “driftwood” (74), erasing 

screams as “not important” (68) and seeing “without really thinking,” but it cannot make blackened grasshoppers green 

or a dead Indian father alive.  “Big Two-Hearted River” argues for recognition of life behind masks, beyond white 

privilege, underneath burnt grass.  It shows Nick comfortable with the past and participating in change, openly 

acknowledging that “It could not all be burned.” 

Both Toomer’s and Hemingway’s capstone narratives make resolute the connection between land and the 

wholeness of humanity, but the authors use this connection differently.  Kabnis’ rejection of the beauty of Southern 

land demonstrates his inability to control any aspect of his life, including perception.  Nick’s acceptance of the burnt 

Seney reflects his belief, supported through his experience with white privilege, that by controlling perception and 

reaction, the past, present, and future may be changed.   

The final word in In Our Time comes in a vignette portraying the exiled Greek king and queen in a garden.  

This is not Hemingway’s first reference to the Greco-Turkish war.  Chapter II and Chapter V present arguably the most 

poignant images of the cost of the inhumanity of war and both reflect actual events in the Greco-Turkish war. 

Hemingway’s choice to present a failed Greek king as the cycle’s final – and therefore emphatic – image  provides the 

coup de gras in his criticism of Western cultural norms.  Greek civilization’s place of honor in the Western heritage is 

reduced to chaos, inhumanity, and delusion.  The Western cultural canon must be rewritten and, according to the king, 

it must be rewritten in America:  “Like all Greeks, he wanted to go to America” (181).  Whether or not this allegorical 

ending is optimistic or ironic is unclear and part of the beauty of the text.     
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As Hemingway, with his eye for detail, crafted characters and ordered stories, he made comments on race and 

hierarchy.  White leadership is shown to be drunk on the job, dismissive of others’ pain, dishonest, and corrupt.  Native 

Americans, African Americans, and women challenge authority, claim leadership roles, and live with courage and 

honor.  Nick and Krebs grow capable of seeing their racialized world differently and the bullfight stands as an example 

that honor is possible but not guaranteed anyone.  Through his detached, reporter’s eye, Hemingway presents post-war 

America with arbitrary yet malleable stratifications.  This broad vision allows Hemingway’s text to resonate with Black 

Renaissance works such as Cane and Southern Renaissance works such as These 13.     

 

                                                        
1 The Eugenics movement, popular in Europe and the United States in the 1920s, provided pseudo-scientific evidence that 
biology created racial distinctions and that these distinctions were more than skin color.  It was the claim of eugenicists that 
one’s biological race determined intellect and morality as well as physical strengths and weaknesses.  By removing race as an 
identifying marker for the characters in Chapter 1, Hemingway undercuts the eugenicists’ claim.  
2 Upon acquiring the publishing rights to In Our Time from Horace & Liveright, Maxwell Perkins of Scribners asked 
Hemingway to write an introduction for the book’s republication in 1930.  Hemingway responded by submitting a short 
story, eventually titled “On the Quai at Smyrna,” that became the first story of the 1930 edition.  Edmund Wilson wrote an 
introduction to the story cycle that was published only with this edition.  
3 Though the police blotter and news records of the Tulsa Race riot disappeared soon after the event, E.F. Gates has reported 
since that as many as 1200 buildings were burned and as many as 300 people were killed.  However, other estimates of 
damage and death run both much higher and much lower.     
4 Reports of the riots in Tulsa were made by the New York Times, Nation, and New Republic.  On June 2, 1921, President 
Harding made a public statement about his horror over the incident.  The National Guard was called to Tulsa. As Hemingway 
was living in Chicago in 1921, he could not have avoided news concerning these riots.     
5 Though Krebs returns to Oklahoma in 1918, Hemingway writes this story after 1921, the date of the Tulsa Riots.  
Hemingway knows where Krebs’ society is headed even if Krebs does not. Additionally, African American townships had 
been established in Oklahoma since 1865.  The reputation of Oklahoma as a “black” state was well established in 1918. 
6 Between 1890 and 1924, 520,000 Greeks immigrated to the United States, mainly settling in cities.  However, the 
Immigration Act of 1924 greatly limited Greek immigration. Eugenic theory found Southern Europeans inferior to Northern 
Europeans and assimilation was discouraged.  In 1918, Greek immigrants would not have been considered “white” or 
“American.”    
7 In the nineteenth century, Irish were discriminated against in hiring, education, and politics.  However, by the 1920s, Irish 
immigrants and their descendants were firmly established as leaders of the Democratic Party, leaders of business, especially 
in large cities, and accepted as a part of the white middle and upper classes.  For more information, see Timothy J. Meagher’s 
The Columbia Guide to Irish American History (2005) and Kerby M. Miller’s Emigrants and Exiles: Ireland and the Irish 

Exodus to North America (1985).  
8 See James Steinke’s “’Out of Season’ and Hemingway’s Neglected Discovery: Ordinary Actuality” in Hemingway’s 
Neglected Short Fiction: New Perspectives, ed. Susan F. Beegel. Tuscaloosa: U of Alabama P, 1989.  61-74.  
9 Milton A. Cohen’s argues in Hemingway’s Laboratory: The Paris In Our Time (2005) that the prose pieces written for In 

Our Time are Hemingway’s most experimental work and served to establish his modernist style.  Though the In Our Time 
pieces that remained vignettes were used in In Our Time with little revision, Cohen argues that their placement with and 
between more traditional stories diminishes the effect produced when read uninterrupted.  This is a break with previous 
critical consensus that the interchapters further develop the themes raised in the stories of IOT.    
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CHAPTER SIX 

FAULKNER’S THESE 13: A LATE BUT NOT YET FINAL WORD  

 

Though Part I of These 13 seems to mark World War I as the turning point in modern history, Faulkner 

connects the physical and literary present – 1931 and 1918 – with specific parts of America’s past. Edmund Volpe 

contends that in “Victory,” the first story in the cycle, Faulkner “is mixing up his wars.  The postwar trauma of lost 

social status and poverty belongs to the post-Civil War South, not post-World War I Europe” (142).   The Southerners’ 

presence in “Ad Astra,” the World War I story that most directly deals with race, nation, and hierarchy, strengthens 

Faulkner’s mark of the Middle Passage and the Civil War as defining moments.  In Part II, Faulkner exposes the power 

of slavery and the Civil War in shaping contemporary Southern life.  Each story, set in the American South, presents 

race and gender in ways defined by the nineteenth century.  Even the hope offered in Part III is equally applicable to 

Civil War disillusionment as to World War I disillusionment.  Faulkner’s sections, then, are not arranged and labeled so 

to divide the stories into distinct groups, but to highlight ideas that continually interact within the short story cycle as a 

whole and within history at large.  Each arc allows Americans to connect the traumas of the current day – either abroad 

or at home - with a defining trauma in the past, the Civil War.  In this way, Faulkner’s work interacts with the work of 

the Lost Generation and the Harlem Renaissance by bringing to the top of the iceberg the discussion of race.  

Faulkner’s stated belief that an artist’s life’s work should move toward a unified whole suggests These 13 is a seminal 

work in Faulkner’s crafting of such a focus.
1
   

Part I sets the tone of These 13.  Each of the World War I stories involves non-British soldiers serving in the 

British Royal Air Force, immediately questioning connections between nationhood and personal identity.  All show the 

devastating effect of war to be long-lasting and far-reaching, not limited by national ideology or border.  Lisa Paddock 

claims this first section shows the most destructive effect of war to be “its propensity for alienating the individual from 

his roots” (19).  With multiple characters suggesting that World War I was not their war (Alec’s father, the German 

prisoner, the Indian subadar, Johnny Sartoris’s great aunt), Faulkner brings home the idea that war estranges 

individuals, both from each other and from their national identity (Paddock 20).  This tension between the individual 

and society will remain a focus throughout These 13 and is, of course, a common concern of modernism.  The structure 

of Faulkner’s collection, however, is “contrapuntal in integration” and though the initial alienation experienced in 

These 13 comes via World War I, Parts II and III trace that alienation to pre-Civil War America, to the importing of 

slavery to the New World.  For Faulkner, World War I brings into focus an historical American problem with 

estrangement.   

“Victory” opens section one with the story of Alec Gray.  Gray is immediately misidentified by observers as a 

“milord” and a “milord military” (3).  Readers are told “there is something the matter with his eyes” (3) and then 

assured that the same is true for many in post-war Europe.  Alec goes where milords don’t and makes no attempt to be 

polite.  He is repeatedly judged to be “too cold to ever have had a son” (7, 11) and to  have come to the war too late (7, 

11).  Though later sections of the story explain who Alec is and what has shaped him, Faulkner opens his story and his 
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story cycle with a character misidentified, unrecognized, and alienated. Faulkner’s titles are often directive and this one 

points readers to irony.  Nothing about Alec Gray’s current life is victorious, even though he is a decorated war veteran.  

In fact, his meteoric rise to power and prestige during the war has handicapped him after the war.  Alec can no longer 

return to his working class roots.   “Victory” establishes for Part I and for the entire cycle that the end of the War did 

not bring peace.   

The second image Faulkner gives of Alec moves back in time to his first days in the military.  Alec has not 

shaved before an inspection because he is not old enough to shave.  This act and his reason for it earn him time in the 

penal battalion for insubordination.  Faulkner is careful to show Alec’s actions are not insubordinate, however.  Though 

the sergeant-major “thunders” his question, Alec merely “says” his answer (14).  Alec responds with “sir” initially after 

being reminded, omitting the honorific only during a second, unnecessary questioning.  Alec offers his final 

explanation “doggedly and without heat” (17).  Certainly the sergeant-major’s punishment of Alec is extreme under 

any circumstances, but if Alec’s unwillingness to shave because he is “nae auld enough tae shave” (17) reflects cultural 

or ethnic identity, the sergeant-major’s punishment takes on greater significance.  Statements later in the story 

emphasize this sense of alienation due to nationality or ethnicity.  Alec’s father tells him “a Gray, a shipwright, has no 

business at an English war” (18).  After Alec is decorated for bravery, his father reminds him of his difference from the 

British soldiers:  “you are not a gentleman.  You are a Scottish shipwright” (26).  Alec is alienated from his family by 

his choice to go to war, his choice to not return, his refusal to be a shipwright; Alec’s Scottish heritage alienates him 

from British gentlemen.   

Though multiple nationalities are represented – French, Scottish, British –“Victory” suggests a hierarchy 

within white privilege that is not easily breached.  When the economy fails, Alec loses his job.  He is unequipped to see 

the loss coming:  “He reached London and found what he should have known before he left.  His position was gone.  

Conditions, the manager told him, addressing him punctiliously by his rank” (38).  Alec is also unequipped to find a 

new job.  He calls upon “his friends, upon the officers whom he had known” and is told “Rotten luck” (38, 39).  Soon 

he is told by those still in the upper class, “Go to the side, can’t you?  Don’t come this way” (40) and by the working 

class “Go away, or I’ll call the master” (40).  Still, Alec won’t return to the shipyard.  He holds on to his suit and stick 

and, with only thirty shillings left to his name, buys more business cards.  Alec can put on the persona of a gentleman, 

but he does not have the skills or connections of a gentleman.  Though the war allowed him connections leading to his 

first position, it equipped him with skills not needed in peacetime, even an economically depressed peacetime.  Alec 

can kill and can seek revenge, but both acts require Alec to operate from a position of power.  Society will not give him 

that position and he cannot figure out how to force it.  Alec is white and a British citizen.  He has served his Queen 

well, earning two medals.  Yet he is only allowed the life of a shipwright after the war and he refuses to take it.  Much 

like Bartleby, Alec’s quite stubborn refusal to acquiesce and move out of sight illustrates a rigid system.  White power 

is exclusive.  Both Toomer and Hemingway present whiteness in the same way.  The second section of Cane highlights 

the dangers of “becoming white” and following an exclusively economic dream.  Hemingway’s “My Old Man” 

exposes a culture that will not allow a man to change.  One’s personal past, marked with an ethnic and national past, 

shapes how others view one in the present.   
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Though neither Toomer nor Hemingway will find much in the past that is usable without reinscription, 

Faulkner’s first arc uses the present to validate the past.  The end of the story makes Alec’s father’s proclamations that 

he is not a gentleman and that this was not his war prophetic.  It was not, perhaps, that Alec could not act like a 

gentleman but that he should not want to.  Alec’s father labels the war a failure because it didn’t serve people:  “When 

a war gets to where the battles do not even prosper the people who win them, it is time to stop” (32).  Wisdom and 

integrity in “Victory” come from Alec’s Scottish roots, his past, his father.  Indeed, it is Alec’s father alone who is not 

fooled by the claims of this British war.  

Of the seven sections of this first story, the sixth is focused on Alec’s social and economic decline.  It ends 

with the tale of a ruse played on a blind veteran.  The veteran’s girlfriend is called to his bedside during his recovery.  

She does not want a relationship with a blind man, so she gets a nurse to sit with him, instructing her substitute to wear 

a  scar on her arm.  After eight days the veteran reveals he has known all along about the ruse for the scar was on the 

wrong arm.  Though this scene establishes that Alec is sleeping on the streets near this homeless blind veteran, it does 

more than simply confirm Alec’s social and economic descent.  The blind man is the first veteran outside the gentleman 

class we see and he is more astute than Alec.  He realizes when he is being duped.  He has established a community 

with other veterans on the street.  He wants to know about Alec, the “newcomer” (46).  The blind man has more post-

war coping skills than Alec.  Alec’s flaws, then, cannot be completely blamed on the war.      

The end of “Victory” continues Faulkner’s admonition that the war, though devastating, is not the core source 

of humankind’s failure.  Walkley is a soldier Alec met in the hospital while both were recovering from being gassed.  

Walkely did after the war as he said in the hospital he would:  he went to Canada “where he raised wheat and 

prospered” (47).  The final image Faulkner gives us is Alec, reduced to selling matches, refusing to talk with Walkley.  

The story ends with Walkely’s response to Alec:  “My God…I think I am going to vomit” (49).  Two things are at work 

in this culminating scene.  First, Faulkner shows us an economically successful man post-war.  Walkely is successful 

because he is realistic and willing to work his way up.  He recognizes the war is about to end; he acknowledges there is 

“Nothing at home for us now” (33); he is willing to include others in his success, saying to Alec:  “You’d better come 

with me” (33).  Second, Walkely exhibits none of Alec’s traits.  He is not concerned with being a gentleman, though he 

gets to lead the life of a gentleman three years after the end of the war.  Walkely is appreciative of his wealth, buying 

his first nice suit on this trip to London.  He is comfortable among all types of people: “he was enjoying himself too 

much to even go anywhere.  So he just walked the streets, among the cheerful throngs” (49).   

Faulkner’s hope for post-war success is exemplified in the blind veteran and Walkley.  Both are realistic about 

human and national limitations.  Both are unconcerned about economic class or ethnic heritage.  Both deal 

appropriately with the past in the present, Walkely by greeting Alec and the blind man by telling of his rejection.  

Neither rely on or exhibit even an unconscious use of white privilege.        

From Alec and his determination to craft for himself the identity of a gentleman, Faulkner takes us to “Ad 

Astra”and uncertain identity.  The story opens:  “I don’t know what we were.  With the exception of Comyn, we had 

started out Americans, but after three years, in our British tunics and British wings and here and there a ribbon, I don’t 

suppose we had even bothered in three years to wonder what we were, to think or to remember” (50).  Faulkner’s 
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narrator questions not only individual identity but representational identity.  He is not so much interested in who each 

soldier is as in what each represents.  Are they animal or human?  Are they black or white?  Are they American or 

British?  The narrator admits these identities were clear before the war, but the actions of war that bring wings and 

ribbons has caused each to refuse “to think or to remember” and distanced these soldiers from their histories, both 

social and personal, and therefore from nation, race, and humanity.   

Faulkner highlights the role of race by identifying a second character, the subadar, in the second paragraph:       

And on that day, that evening, we were even less than that, or more than that:  either beneath or 

beyond the knowledge that we had not even wondered in three years.  The subadar – after a while he 

was there, in his turban and his trick major’s pips – said that we were like men trying to move in 

water.  “But soon it will clear away,” he said.  “The effluvium of hatred and of words.  We are like 

men trying to move in water, with held breath watching our terrific and infinitesimal limbs, watching 

one another’s terrific stasis without touch, without contact, robbed of all save the impotence and the 

need.”  (50) 

The subadar is immediately identified as Indian, as the narrator and Comyn are immediately identified as 

American and not American.  The traditional markers for nationality are still at play, nationality itself simply holds no 

meaning anymore.  Since the Indian subadar, the Americans, and the British are fighting on the same team, what 

distinguishes them is called into question.  If it is not nationality, perhaps it is race.  The subadar is dark-skinned, the 

others “bleached-skinned” ((52), yet, contrary to Western expectations, it is the subadar who consistently offers the 

clearest vision of the war and social constructions.  The subadar credits this to his race and its socially proscribed place:  

“A man sees further looking out of the dark upon the light than a man does in the light and looking out upon the light” 

(53).     

Though each character in “Ad Astra” is eventually identified with a nationality, most will reject that nationality 

in some form.  Sometimes this is done for them by the narrator, but often the character makes the choice.   The 

narrator’s first words to readers indicate he no longer is sure he is American.  The Indian subadar and the German 

prisoner have both consciously rejected not only their nation of origin but their role in its leadership.  Comyn, the 

Irishman, rejects Britain and claims Ireland while remaining completely at odds with Monaghan, a shanty Irishman 

from America.  Sartoris and Bland are identified as American Southerners, but Bland’s experience as a Rhodes Scholar 

at Oxford has changed his view of the world.  He recognizes the subadar as one who lectured at Oxford and then tells 

the others white privilege works:  “‘He [the subadar] can attend their schools among the gentleborn, the bleach-

skinned,” Bland said.  “But he cannot hold their commission, because gentility is a matter of color and not lineage or 

behavior’” (52).  In response, the subadar acknowledges the ephemeral nature of race:  “I was a white man also for that 

moment.  It is more important for the Caucasian because he is only what he can do; it is the sum of him” (53).  This 

exchange between Bland and the subadar shows racial identity to be as ineffective as nationality in establishing 

personhood.   But the use of race as a tool continues.  Eventually the subadar moves beyond what Bland has learned is 

possible for people of color and he says so:  “When I came to this goddamn country…I thought niggers were niggers.  

But now I’ll be damned if I know what they are.  What’s he?  Snake-charmer?” (66).  Bland’s words show him willing 
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to reject what his nationality has taught him, to reject lessons from his past that do not seem to work in the present, 

lessons that demonstrate both the instability of race as a marker of identity and its persistence in that role.    

Faulkner resolves this loss of nationality and race as markers of identity by making a distinction between the 

land and the nation. The German prisoner replaces a connection to a political ideology with a connection to land:  “I am 

German; that iss beyond the I, the I am.  Not for baron and Kaiser…There wass a Germany before there wass 

barons…And after, there will be” (65, 66).  Without one reference to nature, Faulkner has anchored personal identity to 

the land, to that which existed before the war and will survive after the war.  Faulkner, then, joins Toomer and 

Hemingway in respect for the relationship between land and individual that transcends national boundaries.  Just as 

Nick embraced the burnt grasshoppers near Seney and Fern gained power from Dixie Pike, the German prisoner 

remains connected to a Germany that is beyond politics.  The prisoner introduces the idea that race can be connected to 

this old idea of land in productive and powerful ways.   

[When I was in the University] It was as though we, young from the quiet land, were brought together, 

chosen and worthy to witness a period quick like a woman with a high destiny of the earth and of man.  

It iss as though the old trash, the old litter of man’s blundering, iss to be swept away for a new race 

that will in the heroic simplicity of olden time walk the new earth .  (64) 

 

[My father] talks of Germany, the fatherland; I say to him, It iss there; so.  You say fatherland; I, 

brotherland, I say, the word father iss that barbarism which will be first swept away; it iss the symbol 

of that hierarchy which hass stained the history of man with injustice of arbitrary instead of moral; 

force instead of love.  (64) 

The German prisoner’s speech to Bland allows for the possibility of a new race that is not biologically 

predestined but is, instead, linked to crafted, social and political hierarchy.  So Faulkner, through the German, allows 

that society is capable of using its abilities to reconstruct the world into a better place.  However, the prisoner’s choice 

to begin reshaping the world by removing himself from power in Germany costs him his family.  The war costs his 

family three sons and puts a price on his head, ultimately forcing the prisoner to lose his wife, as well.  Here Faulkner 

lays the groundwork for his culminating idea that humankind’s salvation will come through the arts, through 

imagination, not through the choice of politicians or even the good will of citizens.   

 It is important that Faulkner provides a wide collection of characters from politically defeated or co-opted 

lands: Ireland, India, Germany, the American South.  Two of these defeated lands hosts a majority of dark-skinned 

peoples and two do not, but all have been excluded from the privileges of Western whiteness, both in Europe and, more 

recently, in America.  Irish immigrants in the 19
th

 century were as unwelcome as freed slaves.  World War I stirred 

great anti-German sentiment in America, and Indian immigration was always restricted.  After the Civil War, white 

Southerners struggled to gain national influence, and many Southern intellectuals of the early twentieth century resisted 

industrialization, glamorizing the Old South and marking the region as different from the rest of America.  Faulkner 

makes white privilege visible by exposing those who have been excluded from and defeated by it.  What the German 

and the subadar try to teach the others is that “The victorious lose that which the vanquished gain” (68).  There is 
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wisdom to be gained from their defeated pasts.  The lessons of the vanquished must temper the blindness of the 

victorious and no one knows this more than an American Southerner like Faulkner.  Faulkner demonstrates how a 

usable past can shape the present, much as Toomer showed in “Kabnis” and Hemingway showed in “Big Three-

Hearted.”  By shifting the understanding of nationality from “fatherland” to “brotherland” and constantly questioning 

all language used to label or define, Faulkner echoes Toomer’s and Hemingway’s concern that language plays a key 

role in shaping identity.     

Lisa Paddock anchors “Ad Astra” as the “philosophical center” of Part I (17).  Its characters certainly engage 

in some of the most philosophical discussion in the cycle and its title – “to the stars – suggests a focus beyond the 

physical and political travails of war. The construction of identity outside of nationality and race found in “Ad Astra” 

resonates with the other stories in Part I, further asserting its power as a fulcrum of sorts.  Monaghan struggles with his 

identity:  “I’m not a soldier…I’m not a gentleman.  I’m not anything” (60) only to settle on a hybrid identity:  “I’m 

shanty Irish….That’s what I am” (61).  The son of an Irish immigrant who worked his way from poverty to the upper 

class by managing sewers, a Yale man, Monaghan can’t fully embrace the white privilege now allowed him.  Instead, 

he recalls and embraces his father’s words:  “When you’re with your fine friends, the father and mothers and sisters of 

them you met at Yale, ye might just remind them that every man is the slave of his own refuse and so your old dad they 

would be sending around to the forty-story back doors of their kitchens is the king of them all” (61).   Such a choice by 

Monaghan reverberates to Alec and his dismissal of his past.  Monaghan’s straddling of two worlds also projects onto 

Johnny Sartoris in the next  story “All the Dead Pilots” and his inability to understand the social limits and powers of 

Captain Spoomer and the French girl.   

Toomer and Hemingway make gender and marriage central to the construction of race in their stories, both 

focusing a section of their story cycle on female characters and rules of marriage and/or sexuality.  Though Faulkner 

does not focus any part of his cycle on women or marriage, he still makes a strong statement about rules of gender in 

America.  This begins with “All the Dead Pilots” and an off-stage female character who drives the action.     

The earliest form of “All the Dead Pilots” was part of a manuscript that also included “Ad Astra.”  Later, it 

was separated into its own story but titled “Per Ardua.” 
2
 Indeed, the struggle of “All the Dead Pilots” is perhaps as far 

away from the stars as one can get, yet it does serve, in its final form, to comment on “Ad Astra” through its 

juxtaposition.  “All the Dead Pilots” shows how far the average soldier must come to understand war and its larger-

than-life ramifications.   

Faulkner begins “All the Dead Pilots” with snapshots:  “In the pictures, the snapshots hurriedly made, a little 

faded, a little dog-eared with the thirteen years, they swagger a little” (81).  Two paragraphs later, at the end of section 

one, we are told:  “That’s why this story is a composite:  a series of brief glares in which, instantaneous and without 

depth or perspective, there stood into sight the portent and the threat of what the race could bear and become, in an 

instant between dark and dark” (82).  Judith Bryant Wittenberg claims such passages mark “All the Dead Pilots” as 

“perhaps the most explicitly metafictional tale in the volume, standing synecdochically for the work as a whole” (287, 

87).  Faulkner’s “brief glares,” when viewed together, show “the portent and threat” of modern life.  The old heroes, 

such as decorated war pilots and war veterans returned home, are dead and modern life must now be built from the 
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ruins.  What the human race can bear has been brought into focus by World War I.  What African Americans in the 

South understood after the Middle Passage and then with more hope after the Civil War, white Americans were forced 

to face post-World War I:  the old heroes are gone.  Whiteness, as demonstrated by Alec, is no longer all powerful.  

The rules of social and political  interaction between races and between the victors and the conquered presented in “Ad 

Astra” must be re-written.  This is suggested by the ways Sartoris misunderstands and misapplies the rules of military 

and civilian interaction in the dark comedy of “All the Dead Pilots.”   

Sartoris is introduced by the narrator as “an American, from a plantation at Mississippi, where they grew grain 

and Negroes, or the Negroes grew the grain – something.  Sartoris had a working vocabulary of perhaps two hundred 

words, and I daresay to tell where and how and why he lived was beyond him, save that he lived in the plantation with 

his great-aunt and his grandfather” (85, 86).  The narrator, then, understands little of the American South and judges 

Sartoris to be incapable of abstract thought.  Such was not a minority view of the South in 1931, as evidenced in H. L. 

Mencken’s 1920 essay “Sahara of the Bozarts” and the media reaction to the Scopes’ Trial in 1925.  However, 

Faulkner’s narrator is never deemed untrustworthy.  Indeed, Sartoris is a man of few words and many seemingly 

irrational actions in the story.  After discovering his girl, identified by the other soldiers as a prostitute, has gone away 

with Capt. Spoomer, Sartoris dresses another man up as Spoomer and boxes with him (86).   

The narrator and the sergeant giving details of the story to the narrator identify the contest between Sartoris 

and Spoomer as one of class or rank.  The narrator reports that Sartoris “brought her things – clothes, and jewelry” but 

Spoomer “did not make the girl any presents” (89).  The sergeant suggests that Spoomer doesn’t bring gifts because he 

is a captain, “or maybe because of those pretty ribbons he don’t have to,” emphasizing a class difference the narrator 

has just initiated in his assessment of Sartoris’s letter writing skills:  “I saw some of the letters which he wrote to his 

great-aunt back home, letters that a third-form lad in Harrow could have written, perhaps bettered” (89).  Though the 

narrator has established it is his job to check military letters for inappropriate war information, there is no connection 

between Sartoris’s letters and his courtship other than his social and military class.  Sartoris is “courting” a girl who 

prostitutes herself because he doesn’t know any better.  Spoomer uses the girl’s services because he understands how 

the world works.  The danger in this, however, has been articulated by the narrator on the preceding page.  The 

narrator’s suggestion that the quarrel between Sartoris and Spoomer revolves around a “young lady” prompts the 

sergeant to respond, “You might call her a young lady.  I suppose they have young ladies in this country” (88).  The 

narrator “thought about that for a while” and then responded, “I wonder if there are any young ladies any more 

anywhere” (88).  The sergeant has the final word, giving the narrator credit for graciousness and marking women as 

one of the victims of war:  “Perhaps you are right, sir.  War is hard on women” (88).  At no time in this story is the 

woman blamed for either Sartoris’s or Spoomer’s actions.  Both are held accountable for embracing an established 

stereotype of woman either as one who needs rescuing (Sartoris) or as one who is exclusively a sexual object 

(Spoomer).  That this class war is raged along the lines of gender definition is significant.  Faulkner, like Toomer and 

Hemingway, marks gender definition as essential to the defining of American modernism.  Neither Sartoris nor 

Spoomer can successfully move into the post-war future with their current understanding of women in tact, for war is 

“hard on women” and women, like men, will emerge from it changed. 
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The narrator’s and sergeant’s discussion about the meaning of the word “lady” marks the importance of 

language in defining identity, a common concern repeatedly demonstrated by Toomer, Hemingway, and Faulkner.  

This conversation about a label brings into focus the narrator’s other comments about Sartoris’s language skills.  His 

inability to “tell where and how and why he lived” coupled with his weak letter writing skills make Sartoris’s inability 

to distinguish the difference between a woman and a lady all the more important.  Sartoris cannot define himself in 

language, and he cannot read the ways others are defined by language.  Without language, Sartoris must resort to 

defining himself through actions. This is emphasized in the interaction between Sartoris and the French soldiers when 

he is not allowed into his girl’s room.   

I can imagine him, furious, baffled, inarticulate (he knew no French) standing head and shoulders 

above the French people whom he could not understand and that he believed were laughing at him.  

“That was it,” he told me.  “Laughing at me behind their faces, about a woman.  Me knowing that he 

was up there, and them knowing I knew that if I busted in and dragged him out and bashed his head 

off, I’d not only be cashiered, I’d be clinked for life for having infringed the articles of alliance by 

invading foreign property without warrant or something.” (93) 

Here Sartoris not only imagines actions, not words, as a response, he indicates that words can be used to 

punish him for “having infringed the articles of alliance,” an act not his intent.  Ultimately, Sartoris’s actions get more 

and more risky and he is killed while flying a plane he was not qualified to fly.  By defining himself only through his 

actions, not through language, Sartoris destroys himself.  

Spoomer fares well in Faulkner’s story.  Both Spoomer and Sartoris are punished for their antics in Amiens as 

it fell.  Even though Sartoris sets Spoomer up so that his lack of leadership and behavior unbecoming an office is 

exposed, Spoomer’s punishment is simply being reassigned to England as a “temporary colonel at ground school” 

(104).  Sartoris recognizes the punishment for what it is, and lets the narrator know:   

“Well, anyway, you did better than you promised,” I said.  “You have run him [Spoomer] off 

the continent of Europe.”  

“Yes,” he said.  “I sure have to laugh.  He’s got to go back to England, where all the men are 

gone.  All those women, and not a man between fourteen and eighty to help him.  I have to laugh.” 

(105)    

Sartoris does understand how whiteness works.  Spoomer’s uncle was a corps commander.  That connection 

got Spoomer safe assignments.  Spoomer’s medals were the easiest won, but they qualified him for promotion.  Family 

and rank, both undeserved, protected Spoomer from the punishment justified by his ignoring the invasion of Amiens 

for one last tryst with Sartoris’s girl.  Sartoris, however, who did manage to fight on the front lines against that 

invasion, gets demoted and sent to a more dangerous assignment for which he admits he is unqualified.  In this story 

that mentions only the human race, there is white privilege for some but not others.  Whiteness, as race and privilege, 

excludes all with dark-skin and many with the wrong kind of white skin.  Whiteness, then, does little to unify in 

America or in Europe.  This idea also operates in Hemingway’s “The Revolutionist” and Toomer’s “Theatre.”   
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Part I ends with “Crevasse,” what Edmund Volpe calls “narrative poetry, a brilliant, imaginative evocation of 

the spiritual wasteland that war creates” (174).  However, many critics have questioned Faulkner’s choice to include 

“Crevasse” as an independent story.  As part of an early draft of “Victory,” the incident described in “Crevasse” 

complicated Alec’s characterization and gave him greater justification for not returning to the shipyard, even when he 

was starving.
3
  As the final, independent story of Part I, “Crevasse,” instead, functions to complicate the role of war in 

These 13, not just the role of Alec.  Faulkner ends his inaugural section with a metaphor of death and rebirth that 

operates outside the boundaries of race and gender, demonstrating as the final story of the cycle will suggest, that 

fiction can imagine and help bring to life a restructured human identity. 

Part II contains six stories set in the American South, particularly Yoknatapawpha County.  Of the six stories 

in this arc of Faulkner’s cycle, four deal directly with blackness and whiteness and two demonstrate the power of 

history in shaping white privilege exclusively.  All six stories deal with the interplay between the individual and the 

land, and all six present language as a means of shaping identity that is controlled by white privilege in the South.  This 

arc does occupy the center of Faulkner’s cycle.  It is the most graphic about the violence of socially constructed race 

and deals most directly with gender.  It shows how language as a negotiation tool of identity is controlled by whites.  

As the center, it enhances the meanings and images of both Part I and Part III, connecting Europe with America and the 

spiritual or imaginary with the corporeal.  This center arc, then, anchors These 13 as a cycle about the limits and 

possibilities of modernity in the West.  However, Faulkner’s development of his broader story through the specific 

American experience of race and hierarchy suggests the American experience is constitutive to the development of 

modernism. 

Part II opens with “Red Leaves.” As an inaugural story, “Red Leaves” makes slavery central to all social 

constructions in America.  The tribes’ traditions and the chief’s personal behaviors exist only because the tribe has 

adopted the white man’s sense of superiority over the black man.  Slavery, then, defines relations between blacks and 

whites, as well as between whites and  Native Americans and between Native Americans and blacks. 

As a transitional story from Part I, “Red Leaves” moves readers from a fable of life and death to social rituals 

of life and death.  “Crevasse” gives a harrowing war experience import beyond its immediate application, and “Red 

Leaves” presents symbols and rituals without meaning, immediate or long term.  Where “Crevasse” shows the human 

need for metaphor and an imagined life beyond the corporeal, “Red Leaves” suggests that imported symbols damage 

the humanity in us all.  Ultimately, “Red Leaves” shows white privilege as a damaging force completely reliant on 

slavery for its very existence.    

 Both the land and a Native American tribe are corrupted by slavery in “Red Leaves.”  This corruption is well 

underway before the Civil War, indeed before the 19
th

 century.  Though Faulkner’s portrayal of Native American 

culture is far from accurate,
4
 any reference to an Indian tribe invokes a history.  The Choctaw nation chronicles its own 

history in Mississippi from before 1500 and claims the Removal Years were between 1831 and 1903 (Denson).  

However, the first treaty with the United States was signed in 1786 and essentially offered the Choctaw Tribe 

government protection in exchange for 69,120 acres of land. The language of this first treaty acknowledges the 

presence of slaves taken from the white owners by the Choctaws.  Subsequent treaties, however, make no mention of 
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slaves as property or otherwise.  The Cherokee nation also become slave owners, as did the Natchez (Pack).  Faulkner’s 

premise – that Native Americans owned slaves – is verifiable; his treatment of Native American slave ownership is a 

choice that serves his fiction.  The Indians in Faulkner’s tale enact slavery as they understand it to be enacted by the 

white man.  Slavery, then, is a corrupted and corrupting influence. 

It is tradition in Faulkner’s story to bury “the Man” or chief with his horse, dog, and slave.  “Red Leaves” 

opens as two Indians search for the dead chief’s slave who has run to protect his life, and readers are immersed in the 

corrupting influence of the past.  In this opening, Faulkner shows the Indians’ disdain for the system of slavery:  “It is 

not the good way” (128) because it makes a man’s time not his own, but spent “finding work for them who prefer 

sweating to do” (128).  Slaves are described by the Indians as “worse than the white people” (128) and “a people 

without honor and without decorum” (80).  Slaves are “savages” (131); “They cling.  They would even rather work in 

the sun than to enter the earth with a chief” (131).  These Indians in Faulkner’s story clearly believe themselves 

superior to the African slaves.   

Faulkner critiques the superiority of both white and Native American slave owners.  After one chief’s death 

leaves his nineteen-year-old son in charge, the clan meets “over the Negro question” (135).  Faulkner tells us they are 

“squatting profoundly” in a decaying steamboat shell which the previous chief has salvaged (135), an image that makes 

suspect their decision-making ability.  The clan members consider eating the slaves, but decide not to because there are 

too many; they discuss killing the slaves and not eating them but decide they are too valuable.  Ultimately, the squatting 

Indians decide they must “do as the white men do” and “raise more Negroes by clearing more land to make corn to feed 

them, then sell them” (135, 136), even though they have no need or desire for money.  Eventually, the young chief goes 

to Europe to spend the money, and brings back from the riches of Europe a gilt bed, a pair of girandoles, and a pair of 

slippers with red heels that are too small for his feet (137), shoes his son will kill him to inherit.  No aspect of European 

or white culture the Native Americans embrace serves them well.    Additionally, there is rampant miscegenation 

between the Negro slaves and the Indian owners.  As in Hemingway, Indians are not romanticized or vilified by 

Faulkner; instead, Indians are shown to have suffered through contact with white culture.  The Indians in Faulkner’s 

first Indian story are much more “white” in behavior than they are Native American.  Both Hemingway’s and 

Faulkner’s Indians are compromised, even endangered, by contact with the white man.    

Neither the Indians nor the slaves find protection or healing in Nature or the land.  In describing the faces of 

the Indians as “like carved heads on a ruined wall” (127), Faulkner blames Nature for the effect:  “The sun had done it, 

the violent sun, the violent shade” (128).  Faulkner then compares the frightened slaves to a decaying earth:  “They 

were like the roots of a huge tree uncovered, the earth broken momentarily upon the writhen, thick, fetid tangle of its 

lightless and outraged life” (130).  Indeed, the Indians are far removed from any connection with the land: the chief 

lives in a steamboat hull so far from the water it took the slaves five months to drag it to the homestead (133).  The 

slave is not protected by Nature as he runs for his life through the woods and swamp.  Though he covers himself in the 

land, in mud to avoid detection, he is bitten by a cottonmouth moccasin repeatedly (157).  By trying to be like the white 

man, the Native Americans have entered a hostile relationship with the land and have forced the slave into a similar 
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relationship.  The land, too, is corrupt and provides no renewal for Faulkner’s characters as it did for Hemingway’s and 

Toomer’s.   

The slave who must be buried with his master in “Red Leaves” is criticized by the Indians as having no honor 

because he fights against an honorable death.  However, Faulkner marks the slave’s final march to death with repeated 

images of integrity:  “the Negro was the tallest there, his high, close, mud-caked head looming above them all” (163); 

“his head high,” “his high ceaseless head” (165).  Here Faulkner uses language to craft identity, but it is an identity 

unrecognized by the characters in the story.  Language, then, has power to shape the modern readers’ understanding of 

identity but fails within the fiction to change characters’ understanding.  This is an enactment of Faulkner’s belief that 

imagination and art have power to shape actual social interaction, reflected in “Crevasse” and in the final story 

“Carcassonne.”  Faulkner is careful to show that language as a tool of white privilege is unrestrained by other language 

and is destructive.  Faulkner’s images of a “high head,” then, show readers that the slave’s desire for survival is 

honorable.  Readers comprehend the Indians’ need to enact this ancient ritual bespeaks corruption, dishonor, and decay, 

for the ritual can have no meaning in their “white-washed” world.  The Indians, however, are trapped by the rules and 

language of their corrupt rituals and never understand the slave’s honor.  

Hemingway shows characters developing and following their own codes of honor, separate from but 

necessarily interacting with established social codes.  Toomer shows characters who pay heavily for establishing and 

following their own codes.  Faulkner’s characters are unable to establish such autonomy.  This is perhaps because of 

Faulkner’s view of the role of art in changing society and his view of the relationship between humanity and Nature.  

The language in art could change readers, but language interactions between individuals changed nothing.  

Hemingway’s and Toomer’s characters are empowered by the land, but Faulkner’s characters are corrupted by it.
5
  It is, 

perhaps, in these two facets that Southern Renaissance writing differs from Lost Generation and Harlem Renaissance 

writing.   

 “A Rose for Emily” is the second story in Part II.  Readers move from antebellum Native American culture to 

post-bellum Southern white culture.  Moving from the stereotypically least civilized to the romanticized most civilized, 

Faulkner uses the contrast to further develop a sense of the past shaping the present and the future, of land being 

corrupt and corrupting, and of art’s power to redefine identity. 

Faulkner’s first metafictional reference comes in the “rose” of the title; the story itself is a rose for Ms. Emily.  

Such a reference brings attention to the craft of writing, a craft Faulkner presents as the only option for changing 

humankind.  Readers are made aware that this story will work in that way.  The power of imagination and storytelling 

is also reflected in Ms. Emily’s actions.  By setting up her bedroom, indeed her life, as she has, Emily crafts a story to 

be read after her death.  She is denied a voice by her overbearing father, a society that will not release her from their 

preconceived notions of her class, and a generation uninterested in her, so she tells her story to a somewhat captive 

Negro servant and readies it for revealing after her death. 

In “A Rose for Emily,” language is only powerful in story form.  Emily accepts Colonel Sartoris remission of 

her taxes because he “invented an involved tale” that explained the town’s obligation to her father (168).  The 

incompatibility of such an understanding of society and the modern era is immediately made clear:  “Only a man of 
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Colonel Sartoris’s generation and thought could have invented it, and only a woman could have believed it” (168); 

“When the next generation, with its more modern ideas, became mayors and aldermen, this arrangement created some 

little dissatisfaction” (168).  Though Faulkner is not known for his sympathetic portrayal of women,
6
 Miss Emily’s 

belief in Colonel Sartoris’s story is not a disparaging comment on her intelligence.  It is a reference to time, the 

presence in the past, and society’s power to shape gender.  The men have changed in their understanding of social fiscal 

responsibility; Miss Emily has not, so she accepts Colonel Sartoris’s story as an acceptable means to an end. 

Miss Emily extends the pharmacist a similar courtesy.  Miss Emily is direct in her request for poison:  “I want 

some poison” she repeats twice before the druggist says “Yes, Miss Emily.  What kind?  For rats and such?” (176).  

The pharmacist attempts twice more to direct Miss Emily to particular poisons for particular purposes, but Miss Emily 

says nothing about why she needs the poison.  Indeed, only silence meets the pharmacist’s invoking of the law:  

“But the law requires you to tell what you are going to use it for.” 

Miss Emily just stared at him, her head tilted back in order to look him eye for eye, until he 

looked away and went and got the arsenic and wrapped it up.  The Negro delivery boy brought her the 

package; the druggist didn’t come back.  When she opened the package at home there was written on 

the box, under the skull and bones: “For rats.” (176) 

Miss Emily has learned to live with whatever story others must fabricate to allow her self-determination. 

Ironically, the old rules that prevented Miss Emily from becoming independent or marrying, eventually allow 

her freedom.  She can date Homer Barron – a working class Yankee – because “the ladies all said, ‘Of course a 

Grierson would not think seriously of a Northerner, a day laborer’” (174).  After she bought the arsenic, the community 

said, “’She will kill herself”; and …it would be the best thing” (176), never considering she might do harm.  After she 

buys men’s clothes, the town said “They are married” (178), assuming a Grierson would not live with a man outside of 

marriage.  The town is not surprised Barron leaves Miss Emily as other men have; they never consider she will murder 

him.  Faulkner’s portrayal of the Southern belle in Miss Emily shows both how gender, class, and race are used to 

control people and how such controls can be averted.   

There are many classes of white people in Faulkner’s story, but only one black character, Miss Emily’s 

servant.  Tobe serves Miss Emily faithfully for more than thirty years.  Faulkner places the servant visually before the 

readers at numerous points, allowing him to age before our eyes.  After her death, the townspeople admit they “did not 

even know she was sick; we had long since given up trying to get any information from the Negro.  He talked to no 

one, probably not even to her, for his voice had grown harsh and rusty, as if from disuse” (180).  Readers will soon 

know that the town grossly misread the end of the relationship between Emily and Homer, casting doubt on the town’s 

interpretation of the Negro servant’s “rusty” voice.  The servant keeps his silence even after her death:  “The Negro met 

the first of the ladies at the front door and let them in, with their hushed, sibilant voices and their quick, curious 

glances, and then he disappeared.  He walked right through the house and out the back and was not seen again” (180, 

181).  He lets Miss Emily’s carefully arranged bedroom tell her story.  

The black servant’s loyalty over Miss Emily’s lifetime should not be overlooked.  His treatment of her has 

been more humane than any family or community member.  He does not leave her when he clearly could.  He does not 
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capitalize on her death or exploit her choices.  Perhaps he recognizes that Miss Emily is as unrecognized by the white 

community as he is, but Faulkner does not tell us so.  The motives for Miss Emily’s drastic actions with Horace and for 

the servant’s faithfulness remain ambiguous.  What is not ambiguous is these characters’ relationship to time.  

“A Rose for Emily” is a tale told out of sequence.  Lisa Paddock suggests that a chronological progression is 

avoided to show “history is essentially a circular process” (30).  The ambiguities left in the story help to suggest that 

the subject is not Miss Emily, the Old South, or the individual versus the community, but time itself (Paddock 29).  As 

the center story of the cycle, “A Rose for Emily” presents a sort of serried history of Yoknapatawpha County that 

would reflect in a condensed, parabolic manner the tragic burden first sounded in the war stories of section one and 

echoed later in the international scope of section three” (Paddock 29).  Without the black servant, Miss Emily’s story – 

the story of whiteness - could not have been told; yet, the story benefits the servant not at all.  Original manuscripts 

include a scene in which Miss Emily wills the house to Tobe and he refuses it (Millgate 263, 264).  Though critics 

unanimously agree that Faulkner’s choice to not resolve all ambiguities in “A Rose for Miss Emily” makes it a better 

story, it should be noted that this choice makes it a different story, too. Faulkner’s persistent presentation of the Negro 

servant situates him – and his ambiguous place in the world – as central, throughout time, to the story of America and 

modernism – a story crafted and retold by whites:  Colonel Sartoris, the pharmacist, the townspeople, and Miss Emily.  

Whiteness has made race central to the American identity.         

“A Justice” continues Faulkner’s play with time and his view that history is both change and stasis.  Much of 

this is achieved through the layered narration.  Adult Quentin Compson tells what he learned about race when he was 

twelve, when Sam Fathers told to him Herman Basket’s story of Sam’s name.  As central narrator – both fictionally and 

meta-fictionally, for Sam is at the literal center of the text - Sam manipulates time, moving Herman Basket’s story into 

the future by telling it to a young white boy.  Reminiscent of the Uncle Remus tales, Sam’s story is wise and his agenda 

complex, too complex for Quentin at age twelve.  Readers understand that young Quentin recognizes the importance of 

Sam’s story when Quentin refuses to tell his grandfather the subject of their talk; readers understand adult Quentin 

finds the story still important when he admits, “I was just twelve then, and I would have to wait until I had passed on 

and through and beyond the suspension of twilight.  Then I knew that I would know.  But then Sam Fathers would be 

dead” (207).  Thus the structure of the narrator gives “A Justice” import across history and into the future.  Time, as 

Faulkner keeps imagining, both moves and stands still.  The element that holds the tales of “A Justice” in play 

throughout the several historical moments is race.   

The youth of Quentin and the force of Sam’s tales in his coming-of-age align “A Justice” with Hemingway’s 

Nick Adams stories.   However, Nick is marked by single encounters with a variety of adults:  the Native American 

mother, Dick Boulton, Bugs and Ad.  Quentin in These 13 is marked by long-term relationships with adults:  Sam, his 

father, his grandfather, and Nancy.  By marking the trip to his grandfather’s a ritual -- something that happened “every 

Saturday afternoon” in the same way – Quentin establishes Sam as a mentor, something more than an example (183).  

Having Sam as a mentor confuses Quentin’s understanding about racial hierarchy.  As Quentin attempts to identify 

Sam’s race by traditional markers, he finds each marker ambiguous:  
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He talked like a nigger – that is, he said his words like niggers do, but he didn’t say the same words – 

and his hair was nigger hair.  But his skin wasn’t quite the color of a light nigger and his nose and his 

mouth and chin were not nigger nose and mouth and chin.  And his shape was not like the shape of a 

nigger when he gets old.  (184) 

Sam tells Quentin that though the black men call him “Uncle Blue-Gum” and the white men call him “Sam 

Fathers,” neither is his real name (185); his real name was given to him by “the Man” and is “Had-Two-Fathers” (185). 

Employing his white privilege of naming, Quentin tells Sam “That not a name.  That’s not anything” (185).  But Sam 

insists it was his name once, and Quentin listens to Sam’s story of his naming.  Faulkner’s “A Justice” establishes the 

importance of language in articulating race much like Hemingway’s “The Dr. and the Doctor’s Wife” and Toomer’s 

“Box Seat” and “Bona and Paul.”  

There is much in Sam’s story that fosters Quentin’s questioning of racial divisions.  The black slave works 

throughout the story, over a period of at least one year, to protect the sanctity of his marriage.  The black slave is 

offended by the “yellow man” his wife births (203) and celebrates the birth of the black-skinned baby.  Though the 

wife in this story is much more silent than any female character in Toomer or Hemingway, not all of the husband’s 

reactions can be attributed to his sense of ownership over his wife.  The black slave exhibits race pride.  His willingness 

to confront both Pappy and Doom over Pappy’s desire for his wife show an independence often not granted African 

American characters by white writers of the 1930s.  This slave counters the notion in American literature that black 

men are sexually promiscuous and do not desire monogamous marriage.   

The wife as silent, sexual object is a problem in this story, but she is a problem used well by Faulkner.  By 

writing the black slave’s wife as he did, silent in Herman Basket’s story, Sam Father’s story, and Quentin Compson’s 

story, Faulkner reminds readers that history is made by those who get to tell the tales.  For three generations no one has 

heard the wife’s story.  Sam can only get a white child to hear his story.  Quentin knows he cannot yet retell even the 

fragmented story he has been told.  When his grandfather asks Quentin what he and Sam were talking about, Quentin 

responds: “Nothing, Sir.  We were just talking” (124).  By making Quentin’s response the final words in the story, 

Faulkner reminds readers of the need for oral storytelling:  all are allowed to “just talk.”  Quentin’s retelling of the story 

as an adult is his attempt to move Sam’s voice and Herman’s voice out of “just talk” and into the prose that forms 

humanity.  The wife, however, cannot be recovered.     

 Unlike Toomer and Hemingway, Faulkner uses storytelling as a type of meta-fiction device.  Metafiction was 

introduced obliquely in “A Rose for Emily.” In “A Justice,” Faulkner gives the act of storytelling the humanity shaping 

import of the imagination in “Carcasonne.”  Sam’s telling of his story to Quentin helps Sam to establish his identity and 

to counteract the identity society has given him.  The act of storytelling is what travels through history and yet remains 

the same.  For Faulkner, storytelling in fiction allows humanity to restructure its own identity.  Faulkner’s stage and 

audience in These 13 and perhaps all of his fiction is not only the South and America post World War I, but all of 

humanity throughout all of time.  In both the particular and the general, time is simultaneously in flux and static, an 

idea demonstrated by Faulkner’s use of storytelling to construct and reconstruct race. 
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Faulkner further develops his emphasis on storytelling in “Hair.”  Like “A Rose for Emily,” “Hair” 

demonstrates the crafting of whiteness through storytelling.  Miss Emily chose actions and created tableaux that once 

revealed – or told – would alter her identity.  In “Hair,” Faulkner values the story told over actual events, strengthening 

the power of language alone to shape identity.   “A Justice” shows language masking and controlling identity against an 

individual’s will, but “Hair” grants the individual more voice.  It is part of Faulkner’s point in juxtaposing “A Justice” 

and “Hair” that blacks and browns are controlled by the language whites gave them and whites continuously adjust 

language to define themselves as they see fit. 

“Hair” is a story about whiteness and class.  Hawkshaw is the son of a tenant farmer and Mrs. Starnes “didn’t 

like the idea” that he was engaged to her daughter (218).  The Starnes “were considered the best folks, because they 

owned some land, mortgaged” (217).  Yet Mrs. Starnes willingly accepted Hawkshaw’s help: “He would spend about 

two weeks cleaning up the place and fixing it so she would be comfortable for another year, and she letting him, being 

as she was better born than him; being as he was one of these parveynoos” (220).  Hawkshaw’s actions are portrayed as 

honorable, but they never serve to change his station in life nor does he expect them to.  Hawkshaw works hard and 

doesn’t question.  

The action in this story is hinged on two women:  Sophie Starnes, Hawkshaw’s betrothed who dies, and Susan 

Reed, an orphan he eventually marries.  Both women have hair “not blonde and not brunette” (208); “yellow-brown” 

(209); “straight hair not brown and not yellow” (219).  And neither woman is shown voicing an opinion or interacting 

with Hawkshaw.  The emphasis on the hair marks the women as sexual objects, but it does so unconventionally.  The 

hair does not fit any preconceived notion of hair.  The narrator has trouble describing it; accepted color descriptions are 

inaccurate; it suggests a physical ambiguity akin to being mulatto.  Hawkshaw first notices Sophie and Susan because 

they do not fit the standard mold given to female beauty by society.  Both Sophie and Susan go on to defy society’s 

standards.  Sophie was planning on marrying outside her class.  Susan followed her own codes of behavior and dress in 

spite of what others said about her.  Hawkshaw, too, defined gender codes.  He “would clean up that house inside like a 

woman, washing and scrubbing it” (220, 221).  He fulfilled a promise of marriage as if the marriage had existed.  He 

was either oblivious to or unimpressed by Susan’s reputation, for he married her.   

With the exception of Miss Emily, Susan is the most fully developed white female character in These 13.  Yet 

Susan is made known to readers only through the eyes of the community, the eyes of a narrator who has no means of 

verifying the tales he tells.  Readers know Susan through gossip.  Nancy, the most fully developed black female 

character, will speak and establish her own identity.  However, Faulkner’s white females are more constricted by 

society and can only seem to have a voice of their own if they drastically break convention, as Miss Emily did when 

she murdered her lover.  In these stories that show language crafting whiteness and white privilege, it is significant that 

the women are silent.  Faulkner uses the silence to expose to readers that whiteness and white privilege were male. 

“Hair” does not address the modernist’s concern with the connection between the individual and the land.  

Hawkshaw never demonstrates any connection to land or place; that is one of his traits that confounds those who know 

him.  He is vague when asked where he came from; he goes “up the road a piece” (223) when he works at the Starnes’ 

home. Even the house and land he worked to pay for he makes no claim on. Such disconnection from the land may 
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enable Hawkshaw’s classlessness; he seems unaware of both his own station in life and that others operate in classes 

other than his.  The little mobility Hawkshaw has is enhanced by his lack of connection to the land. 

“Hair” does address the modernist’s concerns with the role of the past in the present and the role of language in 

defining identity.  Hawkshaw’s personal past draws him to Susan – she has the same hair as Sophie.  It is Hawshaw’s 

past relationship with Sophie that keeps him serving the Starnes after her death.  It is Hawkshaw’s long-term 

interaction with Susan that enables him to ignore her reputation and marry her.  In “Hair,” individual histories are more 

powerful than social histories.  Hawkshaw, in his position as a white male, can accept or deny what society proscribes.  

Much as Hemingway’s “Out of Season” and “Cross-Country Snow” show couples reconstructing the historical system 

of marriage into something that fits them and modernity, Faulkner’s Hawkshaw, too, extricates himself from his 

region’s historical traditions regarding gender and class and constructs from his own personal past rules that make 

sense to him.   However, Hawkshaw will appear again in “Dry September,” the last story of the middle section, in 

which he will be unable to divorce his personal history from an overwhelming social history regarding race.   

The narrator of “Hair” has been the subject of much critical discussion.
7
  Hans Skei in particular argues that 

the unreliability of the narrator makes him the purveyor of gossip and undermines his interpretation of Susan Reed’s 

characterization.  That this is a story being told about and around Hawkshaw and Susan is clear.  The narrator 

repeatedly identifies where he is when he is telling the story or where he last was when he saw Hawkshaw.  He does 

not speak to Hawkshaw or record his words.  The narrator does record the words others give to Hawkshaw.  That two 

entire life stories can be “told” without first-hand knowledge makes this a storytelling different from the imagination 

that Faulkner suggests in “Crevasse” can save humankind.  The stories told in “Hair” by the narrator to others have no 

real power in shaping the identities of Hawkshaw and Susan.  They both make choices that disregard society’s 

narrative.  Faulkner, then, does not privilege all language.  Gossip and oral storytelling may or may not change 

individual identities, but artistic language is capable of reconstructing social identity.   

“That Evening Sun” returns to the power of the past in the present as the adult Quentin tells another childhood 

memory.  This memory is also about race.  In Part II especially, race is the story, marked decidedly by language of all 

sorts, that Faulkner writes as eternal, dynamic, and static; as the core of experience that must constantly be renegotiated 

through language in order for humankind to survive.   

Caddy, Jason, and Quentin are three years younger than they were in “A Justice,” and, though it is Quentin’s 

memory, it is Jason who questions how race is assigned.  Repeatedly Jason labels people, trying to figure out who 

everyone is and what that means:   

 “I ain’t nothing but a nigger,” Nancy said.  God knows.  God knows…. 

“Jesus is a nigger,” Jason said…. 

 “Dilsey’s a nigger too, “Jason said…. 

 “I aint a nigger,” Jason said….(243) 

 I aint a nigger,” Jason said.  “Are you a nigger, Nancy?” (244) 

 “I aint no nigger,” Jason said.  “Am I, Dilsey?”  

 “I reckon not,” Dilsey said….(245) 
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“I’m not a nigger,” Jason said, high and close above father’s head.” (260) 

Here Jason can’t understand what marks someone a “nigger,” but he knows he does not want to be one.  Caddy, who 

seems to understand what gets one marked as “nigger,” does not completely understand the meaning of such a mark.  

Questioning her mother’s irritation when her father helps Nancy, Caddy asks: “Why is Nancy afraid of Jesus?”  “Are 

you afraid of father, mother?” (246). To Caddy, adult lives have more in common than racial lives.  So for Caddy, race 

does not segregate, it simply labels.  This willingness of youth to see race differently echoes Nick’s willingness to be 

taught in “The Battler.”  Nick does not question which of the two men he meets in the woods is marked a “nigger” and 

which not, but he does get to question what that marker means and he learns that, outside of society, that marker is 

meaningless.  Both Faulkner and Hemingway seem to agree that race can only be reconstructed outside of society’s 

norms, either in the woods, in the eyes of a new generation, or in fiction itself.  Toomer’s characters find no place safe 

for racial reconstruction.  

The racial problems in “That Evening Sun” are real.  Nancy is afraid her husband, Jesus, will kill her because 

she is pregnant with a white man’s child.  Nancy publicly asks the white man for money, suggesting she is a prostitute, 

but also admits publicly “It’s been three times now since you paid me a cent” (234).  This piece of information and 

Jesus’ claim, “White man can come in my house, but I cant stop him.  When white man want to come in my house, I 

aint got no house” (236) suggests Nancy is not a willing participant in this sexual liaison.  Paid or not, Nancy will 

service the white man because the white man holds all the power.  The white man, of course, denies any contact with 

Nancy and beats her after the public accusation, suffering no repercussions.  

Faulkner makes clear in many ways how the words of a black woman are misunderstood.  Nancy’s fear is 

dismissed by Mrs. Compson and replaced with her own.  Mrs. Compson wonders why her husband does not protect her 

from Jesus, reflecting her belief black men are a constant danger to white women and ignoring Jesus’ clear and specific 

anger with his wife.  Nancy’s fears are diminished by Mr. Compson, who believes her capable of controlling her own 

sexuality:  “There’s nothing for you to be afraid of now.  And if you’d just let white men alone;” “If you’d behave 

yourself, you’d have kept out of this” (240).  Indeed, Nancy’s very expression of the fear is a sound incomprehensible 

to the Compsons: “It was like singing and it wasn’t like singing, like the sounds that Negroes make” (241).  Nancy’s 

language cannot direct her situation as Dr. Adams’ did his.  Nancy is the woman whose screams are ignored.  Like 

Hemingway’s Native American mother, Nancy has screams and a voice, but her cries are misinterpreted by white men.  

Toomer’s Cane abounds in women denied a coherent voice; Karintha, Becky, Fern, Esther, Louisa, Avey, Dorris, and 

Muriel.   

“That Evening Sun” is presented with very little narratorial intrusion.  The first two paragraphs set the story 

historically and document the cultural changes of fifteen years.  But the differences are minor, mechanical:  the black 

washerwomen now take in laundry via car instead of in a bale on their heads; fewer black washerwomen exist because 

there is a city laundry, and telephones, and electricity (232).  By paragraph three, the focus is on the characters and the 

narrator, never omniscient, records dialogue without offering analysis except for one piece about his mother:  “I stayed 

quiet, because father and I both knew that mother would want him to make me stay with her if she just thought of it in 

time.  So father didn’t look at me.  I was the oldest.  I was nine and Caddy was seven and Jason was five” (239).  After 
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this, the narrator participates as part of the “we” that stays with Nancy and he interjects three sentences of dialogue that 

remind readers he is part of the scene, an eyewitness.  But the narrator takes very little overt control off the story.  

Because Faulkner has previously in These 13 made the narrator very prominent, this drop to the background suggests a 

structural affirmation of the story itself.  Quentin Compson remembers this story but, as a white male adult, he still has 

little to offer in interpretation.  Nancy is still a mystery to him and he still feels powerless to ease her fear and 

uncertain, perhaps, that her fear is justified.  Quentin’s father offers only gentleness in his modeling of race relations; 

his mother offers disdain.  Quentin cannot forget this story, but he cannot process it either.  Though Towner claims 

“That Evening Sun” is “equally the story of Nancy’s tragic life and the story of Quentin’s developing understanding of 

her dilemma,” there is no evidence in the text that suggests Quentin’s understanding grows (150).  As an adult, Quentin 

returns to this story by remembering Nancy’s role as washerwoman for his family and his last words in the story as a 

child are “Who will do our washing now, Father?” (260). In “A Justice,” young Quentin has the wisdom of two adults 

to help him remember and understand the story:  Sam Fathers and Herman Basket.  The Quentin in “That Evening Sun” 

gets no such help from adults.  This is, indeed, a story about divisions between the races, as Skei, Volpe, and Towner 

suggest.  By removing the narrator’s explicit role in crafting the division, Faulkner makes readers more culpable.  The 

narrators and societies of “Red Leaves,” “A Rose for Emily,” “A Justice,” and “Hair” produced varying levels of 

inaccuracy and misunderstanding of race and gender.  The hands-off approach of the narrator in “That Evening Sun” 

suggests the story is too important to be inaccurately filtered.  That whiteness does not understand blackness is the story 

of race in America.  It is the story all Americans experience first hand as Quentin did and it is a story so constructed 

because of white privilege.  African Americans have had to understand whiteness in order to survive; they had to know 

what would offend, what would please, what would be excused.  Because of privilege, European Americans have never 

been required to know anything of blackness or those who performed blackness.  Whiteness has been, like Quentin, 

aware of but unable to process race in America.             

Though Toomer and Hemingway had arcs focused on women or the relationship between men and women, 

Faulkner primarily uses very silent women who, if they incite action at all, incite it not as individuals but as sexualized 

gender.  Nancy, as Faulkner’s most developed black female character in These 13, serves as a strong counterpoint to 

both the manipulative Mrs. Compson and the exiled Miss Emily.  There are no social codes that allow Nancy to depend 

on her husband.  Though Mr. Compson bans Jesus from his house, he never asks Jesus to be a better husband to Nancy 

and he never suggests to Nancy that she leave Jesus.  Nancy cannot break society’s rules and exile herself as Miss 

Emily does.  Nancy must work to support herself and any time she breaks a rule she is reminded that such is what is 

expected of a “nigger.”  So powerless is her race, Nancy believes the mere presence of white children will prevent 

Jesus from killing her.  So powerless is her gender, Nancy must submit to both black men and white men.  The only 

time Nancy imagines fighting Jesus is if he was to take another woman and leave her for good.  Protecting her own life 

against his threats is not an option.  Nancy is strong, assertive, rooted in her community, and trusted by the Compsons, 

but she cannot control her job, her marriage, her fear, or even her own body.  Read in juxtaposition with Miss Emily 

and Mrs. Compson, Nancy firmly places the black woman as the least powerful in society.     
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The past interacts with the present in “That Evening Sun.”  First, Quentin’s childhood experience haunts him 

as an adult.  Second, historical sexual stereotypes about blackness shape the reaction of whites to Nancy’s fear and 

shape Nancy’s lived sexuality.  Third, the white man’s past acts with Nancy – both specific and metaphoric – 

overwhelm her present, making it almost impossible to negotiate.  Language is used to define identity but the language 

is not always understood.   

Faulkner addresses the connection between individual and land in These 13, but it is a theme often 

overshadowed by others.  The land swallows the soldiers in “Crevasse;” the slave is both protected by and endangered 

by the land in “Red Leaves;” both “Dry September” and “Mistral” connect weather to human emotion.  In the second 

arc of stories, there seems to be some work on Faulkner’s part to include property ownership and economic use of land 

as part of an understanding of land and its power for both the individual and the community.   The Native Americans in 

“Red Leaves” become slave owners because they now own land instead of simply residing in partnership with the land.  

Emily has power in the community because her family’s land ownership has elevated her social station.  Hawkshaw 

proves his honor by caring for and paying for property he will never own. Later, Faulkner will make the very soil 

corrupt in novels such as Light in August (1931) and Absalom, Absalom! (1936), but in this short story cycle, especially 

the second arc of stories, he seems more interested in exposing as fallacies both the idea of Nature as pure and land 

ownership as a justified marker of power.   

“Dry September” makes a connection between the individual and the land in the opening sentence:  “Through 

the bloody September twilight, aftermath of sixty-two rainless days, it had gone like a fire in the dry grass – the rumor, 

the story, whatever it was” (261).   Perhaps the most violent story in These 13 and the finale of Part II, “Dry 

September” is unquestionably about defining blackness and whiteness and it opens with images suggesting a 

connection between Nature and human behavior.  However, the story is not about the biological connection to race, but 

the biological connection to depravity.  Nature, rather than being a source of redemption for humankind, is instead a 

reflection of humankind’s depravity.     

Minnie Cooper, a reclusive “old maid,” accuses a black man of raping her.  The story opens in the barber shop 

as men discuss what should be done.  The black man accused has no history of violence and Hawkshaw claims 

personal knowledge of Will’s morality.  Hawkshaw is an unquestionably honorable man Faulkner introduced earlier in 

“Hair,” two stories before “Dry September.”  In “Hair” Hawkshaw continues to pay the mortgage and keep up the 

house of his dead fiancée’s family; he pays to bury the mother and pays off the mortgage to which he has no claim.  

This tenacity of Hawkshaw, this unflagging sense of honor demonstrated in “Hair,” makes his failure to prevent the 

lynching in “Dry September” even more jarring.   

Though Hawkshaw goes in the car with the lynch mob to talk them out of lynching Will Mayes, language 

cannot stop the violence.  Eventually, Hawkshaw begins shutting out language, ignoring Will when he asks him by 

name for help.  Though Hawkshaw jumps out of the car while it is moving, refusing to participate in the lynching, he 

does not pull Will with him and he makes no more attempts to stop the lynching.  Wordless, he rolls to his knees and 

vomits.  Taking Hemingway’s random acts of violence a step further, Faulkner presents calculated, unreasonable 

violence done in the name of racial purity that cannot be stopped by the most honorable man readers have yet met. 
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Building on Jason’s concerns about being a “nigger” in “That Evening Sun,” “Dry September” demonstrates the danger 

inherent in being black in America, a danger that even honorable whiteness can’t remove.  Faulkner’s honorable man 

cannot perform under pressure as Hemingway’s can; Faulkner’s individuals are too shaped and guarded by society and 

the past to create any individual honor codes that they can enact.  

The basis for Will’s lynching is the past not the factual present.  As the story spreads through the barbershop, 

the client makes it clear that whiteness is more than skin color, it is a moral state:  “If there aint any white men in this 

town, you can count on me, even if I aint only a drummer and a stranger” (263).  It is obvious to both the readers and 

the drummer/client that there are men with white skin in the town.  There are at least five in the barbershop.  The 

drummer/client’s statement equates whiteness with morality.  This view is supported by the youth when he asks 

Hawkshaw, “Wont you take a white woman’s word before a nigger’s?” and “Do you accuse a white woman of lying?” 

(262).  Hawkshaw’s insistence that Will Mayes is innocent and that Miss Minnie Cooper did not get attacked by 

anyone brings the drummer/client to conclude, “Then you are a hell of a white man” (262).   The morality of whiteness 

is so unquestionable for the youth and the drummer/client they see no merit in fact finding about the rumor.  Finally, a 

third speaker concludes, “Happen?  What the hell difference does it make?  Are you going to let the black sons get 

away with it until one really does it?” (264). The growing mob believes there is some sexual affront black men 

perpetuate against white women even before a physical assault, making black men guilty always – before, during, and 

after a crime.  This is as close as any character comes in These 13 to saying that blacks are intrinsically immoral.  It is 

this basis, established in the historical justification for slavery, that supports the mob’s move to lynch.  Faulkner shows 

the past to have a deadly and incontrovertible power in the present in “Dry September.”     

Gender roles are an open topic of discussion in “Dry September” and the discussion serves to expose the 

fallacy of society’s expectations of gender much as the lynching serves to expose the fallacy of society’s expectations 

of race.  Though the narrative structure has led readers of “A Rose for Emily” and “Hair” to question the way society 

circumscribes gender, “Dry September” allows its characters to question gender roles in the presence of each other.   

Hawkshaw is the first to suggest that Miss Minnie may not be what the town believes.  He suggests she made 

up the story of a peeping tom (264).  He suggests that her understanding of men is somehow limited because she is not 

married:  “I don’t believe anything happened.   I leave it to you fellows if them ladies that get old without getting 

married dont have notions that man cant –“ (262); “I just know and you fellows know how a woman that never –“ 

(262).  The crowd does not let Hawkshaw finish either thought.  Certainly he could be suggesting that Miss Minnie has 

been driven crazy by the lack of a man in her life.  Though such an interpretation is sure to raise feminist ire, it is 

supported both by the boring, meaningless life Miss Minnie lives that is described in section II and by her actual 

psychotic break described in section IV.  By the end of the story, it is apparent that the lack of a husband did drive Miss 

Minnie crazy, but not because she intrinsically needed a man.  Society’s judgment of her life as worthless and the lack 

of meaningful activity available for a single woman are the culprits of Minnie’s insanity, making Faulkner’s story about 

the failed gender roles of society, not the natural restrictions of gender.  However, just as the mob will not listen to 

Hawkshaw’s words about Will Mayes, they will not listen to his words about Miss Minnie and the life of a single 

woman.  They interrupt him and continue to claim that such words make him less white and less male.    
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Miss Minnie’s empty life as described in section II is crafted by both men and women: 

She was the last to realize that she was losing ground; that those among whom she had been a little 

brighter and louder flame than any other were beginning to learn the pleasure of snobbery – male – 

and retaliation – female.  That was when her face began to wear that bright, haggard look.  She still 

carried it to parties on shadowy porticoes and summer lawns, like a mask or a flag, with that 

bafflement of furious repudiation of truth in her eyes.  One evening at a party she heard a boy and two 

girls, all schoolmates, talking.  She never accepted another invitation. (268)  

After watching “the girls with whom she had grown up” marry, get homes, and have children, Miss Minnie dated a 

“high-colored man” (268), a banker.  As a result, she is “relegated into adultery by public opinion,” an opinion we are 

told has been held for twelve years previous to the current story and four years before the banker left town (269).  “A 

youth” is the identity of the first character to question Miss Minnie’s isolated and demoted status (268).  This youth 

buys Miss Minnie whiskey and when asked why says, “I reckon she’s entitled to a little fun” (296).  The gender of this 

questioner of standards is left ambiguous, but he or she admits to believing that women, even old, single, adulterous 

women, are entitled to fun.  The youth does not give in to society’s restrictions on gender.   

At no point does Faulkner’s text support society’s views of gender; at no point does it blame Miss Minnie for 

her behavior.  Quite the contrary, Faulkner shows Miss Minnie to be a victim, not of Will Mayes, but of her own 

townspeople.  When the ladies in town come to comfort her, they tell Minnie, “When you have had time to get over the 

shock, you must tell us what happened.  What he said and did; everything” (276).  As she walks through town to the 

movies, the drummers point and whisper, and “the young men lounging in the doorway tipped their hats and followed 

with their eyes the motion of her hips and legs when she passed” (277).  Immediately following the objectifying of 

Minnie, her friends comfort her with, “Do you see?...There’s not a Negro on the square.  Not one” (277).  Here 

Faulkner conflates gender and race in a way more complicated than Toomer did.  Minnie is objectified because she is a 

woman.  Because she is a white woman only black men are blamed for demeaning her.  White men, even young ones 

not truly interested in her as potential mate or spouse, objectify Minnie without thought, finding her all the more 

sexualized because she has been violated.  Placed immediately after “That Evening Sun,” readers remember Nancy and 

how her black, female status made sexual crimes against her impossible.  Faulkner exposes white privilege, then, as 

male, controlling both black and white female sexuality.  The privilege that proved corrupt in the World War I stories, 

is now shown to have a much older history.  The whiteness America sent to World War I was corrupt.  It had been 

corrupt since race relations were skewed through slavery.   

“Dry September,” a lynchpin story in These 13, pairs the most horrific violence – physical and mental – with 

small town America.  For Faulkner, Modernism does not discover but simply acknowledges the disillusionment present 

since the Middle Passage, the first great failure of the American democratic experiment.  The failure of America to deal 

with the interaction between blacks and whites is at the heart of the failure of the democratic ideal and warps gender, 

community, and national identity.     
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Part III of These 13 contains stories Faulkner assigned to the “Beyond” section of Collected Stories (1950).   

“Mistral,” “Divorce in Naples,” and “Carcassonne” take readers back to Europe and introduce more radical questioning 

of social structures.   

Part III offers some hope for dealing with the loss of innocence and changes in perspective brought about by 

new understandings of war, history, and identity.  However, Faulkner places this hope in the imagination and, 

therefore, the imaginative arts like literature.  Faulkner does not offer the plea for social change of Toomer, nor the call 

to individual responsibility of Hemingway.  Faulkner’s These 13 seems to suggest that the best humankind has to offer, 

the only thing that can restructure identity for the human race, is a new artistic vision – modernism.  He will crystallize 

this suggestion in a 1952 interview with Löic Bouvard:  “Art is not only man’s most supreme expression; it is also the 

salvation of mankind” (Meriwether 71).        

 “Mistral” follows “Dry September” with another image of Nature/weather at its extreme.  Readers move from 

“sixty-two rainless days” (261) to “a steady moving wall of air full of invisible particles of something…and in it our 

blood began to cool at once” (296).  The heat exacerbates the tempers in “Dry September” and the wind heightens the 

suffering in “Mistral.”  Both stories involve a murder.  The first by lynching, the second by poisoning; the first proudly 

displayed to the public as justice, but the second hidden, suggested through circumstance and rumor.  In both “Dry 

September” and “Mistral,” the good is not strong enough to prevent or stop the evil and the community is portrayed as 

helpless in protecting its own.  It is not a new tale Faulkner tells in “Dry September,” revealing the black community as 

powerless to confront the white community.  It is a new tale to show the good white man as powerless also.  “Mistral” 

continues Faulkner’s depiction of impotent whiteness in the portrayal of the priest.   

The community members who talk to the narrator and Don believe the priest, who is never named, has been 

powerless when confronting the evil within himself.  His own feelings for the girl he sheltered lead him to call in favors 

and get a young man sent off to war.  By arranging another marriage for the girl, a marriage she does not want, the 

priest has a hand in the fiance’s death.  The priest ceases to be a spiritual and ethical leader for his parish not only 

because of what he does but because he used his position as a priest to accomplish the evil.  At least two community 

members recognize the priest’s impotence; one joins another parish and one quits the Church completely.  The priest, 

as leader, is corrupt and his corruption permeates the entire community.  As in “Dry September,” whiteness is not pure 

and its power can be used only for evil, not good.  The image of whiteness as a benevolent patriarch is demolished by 

Faulkner.   

Faulkner develops “Mistral” in the same ways he does the first ten stories but with different results.  Language 

is challenged as it struggles to define identity.  Don speaks Italian, but the narrator does not and claims, “I no spika.  I 

love Italy.  I love Mussolini” whenever he does not want to be involved in something (299, 306).  However, claiming to 

not have the language does not prevent the narrator from assimilating knowledge about the priest, the girl, and the 

soldier.  Language cannot define itself out of identity.  Faulkner develops the priest’s language as impotent.  The priest 

uses the words of burial to bless the meal (310).  He offers the Host during the funeral mass and it is his voice, not the 

words, the narrator finds “filled the church, slow, steady, like wings beating against the cold stone, upon the resonance 

of wind in which the windless candles stood as though painted” (304).  By the end of the story, the priest loses 
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language and the narrator and Don debate what it is making the “smothered, whimpering sound,” a child or an animal 

(327).  Not only does the priest resort to sounds beyond words, the sound is not meant to communicate:  “And whatever 

the sound meant that he was making, it was not meant to be listened to, for his voice ceased when we made a noise” 

(328).  Like Nancy in “That Evening Sun,” the priest experiences events beyond the scope of language.  Language does 

not trap but fails even the educated, white male.  Faulkner presents spoken language as limited in its ability to define or 

redefine identity.  

The past operates in the present of this girl, the priest, and the community.  The community does not forget 

from whence the girl came, claiming her past marks her forever:  “When we heard about [the engagement], we said 

how an anonymous child is like a letter in the post office:  the envelope might look like any other envelope, but when 

you open it…” (291). The priest cannot allow himself to fall in love with or marry the girl not only because of the vows 

of his office but also because of his past with the girl.  Since she was six this girl has had “no people, no roof, no crust 

to call hers save what the priest gave her” (289).  The priest has been her parent, her father; loving her is incest 

emotionally even if it is not biologically.  Nature does not supply a respite for this community, but, instead, mirrors the 

turmoil.  Nature seems to be corrupted by human sin, the very mistral itself indicative of the destruction wrought by the 

priest’s and girl’s actions.  Additionally, Faulkner challenges gender roles in “Mistral,” as he has in “A Rose for 

Emily,” “Hair,” and “That Evening Sun,” by exposing the damage done by the social limits placed on women.  If the 

priest had considered education or a trade for the girl, then the unwanted marriage would not have been brokered.  If 

the girl was allowed to choose whom and when to marry, the fiancé might not be dead.  If women were not viewed 

solely as sexual objects, the priest and Don would have been spared their brush with incest:   

“And so [the priest] looked at her,” Don whispered.  “He had to sit across the table from her, say, and 

watch her.   Watch her eating the food that made her change from nothing and become everything, 

knowing she had no food of her own and that it was his food that was doing it, and not for him 

changing.  You know:  girls:  they are not anything, then they are everything.  You watch them 

become everything before your eyes.  No, not eyes: it’s the same in the dark.  You know it before they 

do; it’s not their becoming everything that you dread: it’s their finding it out after you have long 

known it: you die too many times.  And that’s not right.  Not fair.  I hope I’ll never have a daughter.”      

 “That’s incest,” I whispered. 

 “I never said it wasn’t.  I said it was like fire.  Like watching the fire lean up and away 

rushing.”  

 “You must either watch a fire, or burn up in it.  Or not be there at all.  Which would you 

choose?” 

 “I don’t know.  If it was a girl, I’d rather burn up in it.” 

 “Than to not be there at all, even?” 

 “Yes.” (304, 305) 

Constructing women in this way is problematic not only for the young girl, but also for the priest and Don.  Both 

genders are warped by the unnatural limiting of one.  In this regard, Toomer, Hemingway, and Faulkner’s texts agree.   
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“Divorce in Naples” continues Faulkner’s questioning of traditional gender roles and includes an emphasis on 

the corrupting influence of sexuality that is absent in Toomer’s and Hemingway’s presentations.  George is awed by the 

idea of virginity: 

He looked at us, black, serious.  “He’s a virgin, see?  Do you know what that means?” He told us what 

it meant.  Someone had evidently told him what it meant not so long ago, told him what he used to be 

himself, if he could remember that far back, and he thought that perhaps we didn’t know the man, or 

maybe he thought it was a new word they had just invented.   So he told us what it meant…Then he 

began to curse.  He cursed for a long time. (335, 336) 

Language serves George so poorly in discussing his relationship with Carl he resorts to cursing with ample and 

elevated language.  In the opening scene, when George is teased about bringing Carl to such an impure place, “George 

cursed Monckton: not with a word or even a sentence; a paragraph…He cursed us all with immediate thoroughness and 

in well-nigh faultless classic Anglo-Saxon, who at other times functioned in the vocabulary of an eight-year-old by-

blow of a vaudeville comedian and a horse, say” (331).  After George tells the group that Carl is a virgin, “he began to 

curse.  He cursed for a long time” (336).  When, in the same conversation, George is asked what he would do if he were 

a virgin, George “cursed for some time, steadily…He cursed, long, impersonal, like a chant” (336).  When asked what 

good it will do George when Carl ceases to be a virgin, “George cursed, looking from face to face, baffled and 

outraged;” and after a suggestion that Carl be quarantined, “George cursed” (337).   

Monckton mocks George’s cursing, telling George he is “by way of being almost a poet” (336), yet Faulkner 

pointedly moves the attention beyond language.  Monckton’s and George’s interchange is interrupted by “a swipe, 

some West India Docks crum” who claims “a Lymus mate laying into a fo’c’sle of bloody Portygee ginneys” can out-

curse George (336), but the bosun says outright: “Monckton wasn’t talking about the language...Any man can swear” 

(336).  It is here that the past has once again entered the present:  “That’s something that has to be was because you 

don’t know you are when you are” (336).  Virginity only reaches its full meaning after it is gone.  George’s proprietary 

relationship with Carl is perhaps grounded in the way Carl’s innocence brings alive the past for George.  In Carl, the 

past is “not yet past;” it is not shaped by the different present.  Most importantly, such a hold on the past is temporal.  

According to Faulkner, purity – racial, national, or sexual – can never be maintained.  

Gender roles are challenged in “Divorce in Naples.”  An adult male virgin challenges George’s understanding 

of maleness.  Carl is horrified to learn the woman he has been with is a prostitute and is ultimately unable to reconcile 

what he has experienced with her and what he has been taught about prostitutes.  Following George’s lead, Carl says 

three times that he won’t see this woman again, yet the story ends with Carl asking George to purchase a “suit of these 

pink silk teddybears that ladies use” (351).  Likewise, the relationship between George and Carl is at best ambiguous.  

They dance together every night; they have a falling out once Carl loses his virginity; their peers talk about them in 

terms of a married couple.  But Faulkner’s portrayal of their homosexuality is compromised by Carl’s three-day liaison 

with a female prostitute he wants to see again and George’s exploits with women both before and after his relationship 

with Carl.  George is a father-figure, perhaps, for Carl; he is described as “proprietary” about Carl (334).  

Homosexuality seems too narrow a focus for Faulkner’s story.  Instead, the relationship between George and Carl, the 
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older, experienced mentor and the younger, innocent mentee, challenges all social protocols.  George and Carl seem to 

enact the dance between the older and younger generations, between the nineteenth and twentieth-century Americas, 

between the past and the present on both sexual and asexual fronts.   

As with all the Part III stories, “Divorce in Naples” focuses on the development of whiteness.  Established, 

nineteenth-century whiteness, as developed through George, is enchanted by the idea of purity, patriarchal in 

relationships, and works to secure the place of the past in the present.  Burgeoning, twentieth-century whiteness, as 

developed through Carl, is not pure, has an ambiguous identity, and cannot reconcile the past with the present.  With 

this story, Faulkner finds whiteness as flawed as all other human institutions and solidifies his portrayal of humanity as 

corrupt. 

“Carcassonne” has been described as “the most complete and deliberate portrait of a waste land that Faulkner 

was ever to draw” (Polk 33); a “prose poem,” “poetic fantasy;” “poetic fable;” “virtually unreadable” (Towner 460); 

and “an aesthetic declaration” (Volpe 43).  As the final story of Part III and the story cycle, it finalizes the placement of 

artistic language at the center of national identity and social change.  Paddock claims “Carcassonne” is the “extension 

of individual experience” (59).  As such, it makes the artistic imagination relevant to the individual experience.  

“Carcassonne” is the only story in which all change occurs through language.  There is minimal physical action in the 

story.  James Carothers claims all that happens is “A young man lies down to go to sleep, allowing his mind to wander” 

(81).  In these mind wanderings, however, much happens: the body debates immortality with the soul, allowing the 

character to “[meditate] on exactly that kind of performance as immortalized in imaginative literature, with direct or 

elliptical references to Eliot’s ‘The Lovesong of J. Alfred Prufrock,’ and The Waste Land, Shakespeare’s Hamlet and 

The Tempests, tales of the First Crusade…the Old and New Testaments, Homer’s Odyssey, Byron, and, perhaps, 

Hemingway” (Towner 461).  Faulkner twice chose this story to end a collection or cycle, and in that action marked it as 

a short story artifact, a “Grecian urn,” if you will, that set the entire cycle as evidence of the immortality of art 

(Paddock 198-99).   

Though “Carcassonne” deals exclusively with white characters, it does raise the question of the relationship 

between race and the imagination.  Mrs. Widdrington, the “Standard Oil Company’s wife,” allows the narrator to live 

on her property.  Of Mrs. Widdrington, the narrator claims: “She’d make a poet of you too, if you did not work 

anywhere…With her, if you were white and did not work you were either a tramp or a poet” (355).  This suggests that 

Mrs. Widdrington could find other reasons for black men to not work, such as lack of ability, lack of ambition, or lack 

of opportunity.  Mrs. Widdrington, then, could be a traditionalist regarding race or a liberal, but she could not be one 

who was unaware of race or understood identity without it.  Manuscripts show Faulkner added the phrase “if you were 

white” to the final edition (Polk 385), suggesting the focus on race was intentional.  Faulkner questions how much 

imagination is controlled by society (the Mrs. Widdringtons of the world), by money (patrons), and by race (the 

skeleton or corporeal self).   

“Carcassonne” completes Faulkner’s argument that art can change humanity and therefore the world.  This 

Modernist view of art was held by Toomer, Hemingway, and Faulkner and is evidenced in their stories that present 

artistic and spiritual avenues for individual change, not political and public avenues for national change.       
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None of the Part III stories in These 13 address blackness.  What, then, are readers to make of this absence, 

especially as it follows the powerful presence of blackness in Part II?  Paddock suggests Faulkner ends in a chiasmus:  

“By placing those stories set in Yoknapatawpha at the center of the volume, and surrounding them with tales set in 

foreign locales – structurally employing, once again, the rhetorical strategy of chiasmus
8
 – [Faulkner] manages to 

convey the sense that his apocryphal county is indeed at the heart of all existence” (68).  Such a reading marks 

blackness as pivotal then, and allows the chiasmus to iterate the centrality of blackness in establishing whiteness:  

whiteness cannot develop until its relationship with blackness is healed and blackness redefined.     

Discovering themes about race in Faulkner is not new, but it is important, in light of the design of a whole 

career, that Faulkner’s understanding of racial relationships in America is layered.  Like Toomer and Hemingway, 

Faulkner presented in These 13 a world in which blackness and whiteness cannot be effectively separated.  Language, 

the land, and the past shape both who others perceive us to be and who we become.     

    

     

                                                        
1 Recorded in Meriwether and Millgate’s Lion in the Garden are many comments Faulkner made to interviewer Jean Stein 
vanden Heuvel regarding the unity of an artist’s work.  Consider his claim he discovered early in his career “that not only 
each book had to have a design but the whole output or sum of an artist’s work had to have a design” (255).  
2 See Hans Skei's William Faulkner: The Short Story Career: An Outline of Faulkner's Short Story Writing from 1919 to 

1962. Oslo: University Forl, 1981 
3 See Hans Skei, Faulkner’s Short Stories 1928-1932, p. 28 for the complete history of “Crevasse” and “Victory;” see Volpe, 
Paddock, and Wittenberg for interpretations of the effect of separating these stories.   
4 See Dabney, Hönnighausen, Kinney, and Doyle for analysis of Faulkner’s accuracy in presenting Native American culture.   
5 Faulkner’s presentation of the land both literal and symbolic victim and victimizer is well-recognized.  Consider Cleanth 
Brooks, Edmund Volpe, Richard Gray, and Donald Kartiganer.  Such an understanding of Faulkner has led to ecocritical 
readings of his work, as well.  See Guy-Han Kang and Christoph Irmscher.  
6 Early Faulkner criticism (see Fiedler and Geismar) labeled Faulkner a misogynist.  Later scholarship challenged such 
assertion (see Judith Bryant Wittenberg, Diane Roberts, Anne Goodwyn Jones) but the debate continues, with few scholars 
falling between the poles of misogynist and idolatrous.  
7 See Vickery, Everett, Skei, and Watson.   
8 Lisa Paddock’s work on form in Faulkner focuses on his use of counterpoint to create cohesion.  Both stylistically and 
thematically, Faulkner’s individual stories, story cycles, and novels are built on a chiasmus, inverting the connection between 
beginning and end, and therefore creating a dynamic space within each text.  For more, see Paddock’s Contrapuntal in 

Integration: A Study of Three Faulkner Short Story Volumes, 2000.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

TURNING THE LENS OF RACE ON A UNIFIED CANON 

 

The early texts of Toomer, Hemingway, and Faulkner examined in this study are reflections of their cultural 

moment.  Cane, In Our Time, and These 13 each present a fragmented world in which nothing is as expected.  In this 

way, these texts are post-World War I texts, seeking meaning in a world shattered by untrustworthy leaders, 

indistinguishable nations, and moral ambiguity.  The three story cycles are also modernist texts, resonating their 

cultural moment through experiments in form: multiple narrators; blending of genres; circular structures in which order 

is paramount but a beginning and ending are not.  Regardless, Toomer’s, Hemingway’s, and Faulkner’s collections are 

more than kernels of social and intellectual life in the 1920s and 1930s.  They are incisive explorations of whiteness 

and blackness. 

From the beginning of their careers, Toomer, Hemingway, and Faulkner exposed whiteness as corrupt, socially 

constructed, and in need of redaction.  Louisa, Bob Stone, and Tom Burwell; the doctor and Dick Boulton; Nancy and 

Quentin’s father show how problematic interactions between blackness and whiteness can be.  Often blind to its bias, 

whiteness is unwilling to relinquish superiority; powerless to redefine whiteness, blackness struggles to rearticulate its 

social identity and place.  Toomer, Hemingway, and Faulkner portray whiteness as incapable of policing or modifying 

itself within the bounds of society: whites and blacks feed Becky in private and curse her in public; Bob Stone struggles 

with his conscience while hiding his affair with Louisa; dishonorable soldiering is omitted from stories told back home 

and those unwilling or unable to follow the rules compromise bullfighting; respected Hawkshaw lacks the power to 

stop a socially accepted lynching, and even as an adult Quentin can’t reconcile his personal and cultural experience of 

race.  Yet by consistently presenting as sympathetic those working against established understandings of blackness or 

trapped by the unseen limitations of whiteness –Dan Moore, Paul, Kabnis and Father John; the Native American 

mother and father, Marjorie, Bugs, and Krebs; Alec Gray, the subadar, Sartoris, Emily, and Sam – Toomer, 

Hemingway, and Faulkner situate race as paramount in any restructuring of American identity and assert that drastic 

revisioning of whiteness is necessary to establish any meaningful new American identity.   Such a presentation 

emphasizes the fluid nature of race and provides evidence that both black and white canonical American writers have 

reflected and subverted American culture through a critical presentation of race.   

Mark Whalen writes that Anderson and Toomer found the form of the short story cycle inadequate as soon as 

they found “replacement” fictions for race and gender in America, for then the “lacunae, uncertainties, and ambiguous 

relations between text pieces that characterize the short story cycle became inappropriate” (231).  Anderson found in 

primitivism the replacement fictions necessary for him to stop writing short stories; Toomer found his replacement 

fictions in Gurdjieffian dogma.  But the ambiguity about which Toomer wrote in Cane did not disappear for others and 

Hemingway and Faulkner would continue throughout their careers to wrestle with what happens when whiteness 

becomes visible and when blackness and whiteness interact.  Hemingway embraced racial interaction directly in his 

two safaris to Africa and presented interracial friendships and romances in The Green Hills of Africa (1935) and the 
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posthumously published Under Kilimanjaro (2005).  Hemingway’s fascination with blackness and whiteness is worked 

into The Garden of Eden (begun in 1946 and published posthumously in 1986) not through setting, but in Catherine’s 

playful attitude about her darkening skin and its effect on her sexuality; in her promise to go with David to Africa and 

be his “African girl too” (29); in the African hunting story that haunts David.  Faulkner’s understanding of how 

whiteness reacts with blackness saturated later fictions such as Light in August (1932), Absalom, Absalom! (1936), and 

The Unvanquished (1938), and guided his very public campaign for desegregating the South in the 1950s.  Neither 

Hemingway nor Faulkner observed anything in their culture that provided a replacement fiction for the ambiguities of 

race.  Whiteness proved quite adept at redefining itself and others in ways that stabilized the established hierarchy.   

We can conclude from this examination of the racial education and early writings of Toomer, Hemingway, and 

Faulkner first and foremost that race was pivotal in the development of American modernism.  Toomer’s, 

Hemingway’s, and Faulkner’s initial work exposed the embedded social attitudes about race active in America.  As a 

key concept in American modernism, race impelled both personal and national identity.  Individual and social 

understandings of race shape each character in these three works.   American identity then, as interrogated by the 

modernism of Toomer, Hemingway, and Faulkner, is peculiarly defined by race.  Because of the construction of 

American democracy literally on the backs of slaves, race has been seminal in the definitions of American identity 

from the beginning.  Cane, In Our Time, and These 13 demonstrate how throughout American history whites have been 

focused, consciously or not, on defining and protecting whiteness and white privilege.  In this way, and especially in 

some regions, both blacks and whites have found race inescapable.   

It is the understanding of race as central to American identity that allows Toomer’s, Hemingway’s, and 

Faulkner’s texts to interact even though the authors themselves did not. The exploration of American identity, 

reiteration of the importance of the past, and play with language allow these early texts of the Harlem Renaissance, the 

Lost Generation, and the Southern Renaissance to construct a reciprocal cultural interaction across racial, regional, and 

class lines.  They are both practical and metaphorical evidence that blackness and whiteness cannot be truly segregated 

in America.      

Reading early twentieth-century texts for presentations of whiteness and blackness certainly offers a historical 

study with deep insight into a particular time period.  However, my argument that race is a central actor in the three 

major literary movements of the twentieth-century suggests that the impact of this study is more than increased 

historical understanding.  If the works of the exclusively black Harlem Renaissance writers, the exclusively white Lost 

Generation writers, and the racially focused Southern Renaissance writers
1
 are connected by a singular understanding 

of American modernism, then there is basis to reunite the American literary canon and de-emphasize the distinctions 

between African American and European American literatures.  According to this study, articulating a public 

understanding of race is not a concern only for African Americans but for all.  Disappointingly, much of the concern to 

define whiteness throughout American history has been a racist attempt at maintaining hierarchy.  To truly understand 

American letters, however, one cannot ignore race or racism.  Additionally, identifying and examining the fluid 

whiteness presented in American literature demonstrates that the perpetuation of hierarchical whiteness requires 
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constant protection and reiteration.  Such a view of whiteness diffuses its powerful claim as the God-given or naturally 

derived “norm.”     

A great risk inheres in reuniting the American literary canon.  In a binary culture there is only first and last, 

superior and inferior.  De-emphasizing the uniqueness of African America letters risks once again downgrading, 

undervaluing, and ignoring those works.  It is possible, nevertheless, and I would argue necessary, to expose and 

address the blindness of white privilege and the unfair advantage whiteness holds while defined as the racial norm.  It 

will be fruitful to investigate how the works of white writers and black writers influenced each other as a result of the 

pervasiveness of white privilege and racism.  Perceiving American literature as segregated is false.  But to understand it 

as integrated, we must recognize the agency of blacks and whites and fearlessly examine the many ways such agency 

has historically been denied or inequitably distributed.  A benefit of Whiteness studies as thus described enables us to 

identify whiteness as a signifier of power and position and then to interrogate it.  Such an approach need not reinforce 

the status quo of whiteness but can reduce its invisibility and expose the long and consistent history of its negotiation.          

A second benefit of conceptualizing an integrated and interactive American literature as described above is that 

careful examination of the distribution of agency, power, and privilege will give us a clearer understanding of how race 

operates in and is transmitted across time and space.  Since the election of Barak Obama, there is a tendency to read 

American culture as finally free from racism against African Americans.  Americans have, after all, elected a black 

man as president.  But, of course, racism is not dead in America.  That President Obama is identified as a black man 

instead of a bi-racial man is evidence the one-drop rule defining blackness in the antebellum South is still a comfortable 

social construct.  By examining (and teaching) canonical European American literature and African American literature 

together, it is possible to use the understanding of whiteness as a signifier of power to expose both systemic oppression 

against people of color and the role of assimilation in maintaining a racial hierarchy (Maini et al. 123, 125).  Those who 

benefit from white privilege cannot be expected to combat it if they cannot see it.  The ethnic and class composition of 

whiteness has varied over time and been employed in much the same way gender has been:  women, the Irish, the 

Italians, and Jews are included as “white” only when it empowers whiteness to do so.  Examining those canonical 

stories that have shaped our American identity is a way to expose privilege and discern how it is transmitted across 

generation, region, gender, and ethnicity.  Carefully employed, the benefits of applying whiteness studies concepts to 

American Literature outweigh the risks.     

This study is not complete.  It lacks scrutiny of female writers and more could be discovered about the 

manipulation of gender and class in service of blackness and whiteness.  It examines only one genre and includes only 

canonical writers.  But it does begin a conversation of comparative influence.  With Toomer’s Cane we see that 

“whiteness is a construct present in and often critiqued by African-American authors” (Maini et al. 111).  Hemingway’s 

In Our Time allows that the critique of racial constructions can occur even when the focus is not on race and the story 

includes only white characters.  In These 13 Faulkner exposes the power of privilege to destroy both those whom it 

benefits and those whom it restricts.   These three texts together provide evidence that race is negotiated not only in the 

courts and in the town square, but also in the stories we tell about ourselves and others.  Such evidence argues that the 

lens of race provides a necessary interrogation of all American literature, bringing us closer to understanding how the 
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“dark, binding, signing Africanist presence” has intertwined with the white, coercing, heralding European presence to 

craft a uniquely American voice.               

                                                        
1 Constellations of Southern Renaissance writers often include Richard Wright and Zora Neale Hurston, so it cannot be 
defined as racially exclusive.  
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